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The Republicans of Deerlng are requested to
meet at fowls Hall, Woodfnrds, on MONDAY
EVENING, Feb. 28, al 7b2 o'clock, to nominate
candidates for town officers, and to act on any
other business that may come before them
,,
J’cr order Town Committee.
Hearing. Feb. 14,1887.

a

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.

Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first Insertion. ami 60 cents per square for each subse
queut insertion.
Address all
cations to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ruary 23.
To inquire

into tbe expediency of paying the
Railroad Commissioners a salary instead of per
diem. February 23.
An act to amend Chap. 438, private and special
laws of 1885, entitled an act to incorporate tire
Rhldeford and Saco Railroad Co. February 23.
febl2sntd
JAMES F. HAWKES.See.

THE*

Hearing.

Public Nolicc.
Notice is hereby given that a public hearing
wllll be had before tlio Judiciary Committee in its
room at the State House. Wednesday. Feb. 23, at
2.80 p. in., upon the subject of the competition of
convict labor with Die industries of the Slate,
Manufacturers and others who have practical
suggestions to make arc respectfully requested to
be present or forward ibelr views.
ANDREW P.WISWKLL,
Bee. Jud. Com.

Portland, Me., Feb. 21, 1887.
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may be formed under llie general laws of the
State to construct a railroad from the terminus of
the York Harlsir and Beach Railroad in York,
throught tiie towns of York and Wells to a inunction with the Boston and Maine Railroad, near
Cole's Corner, sorcalled, In the town of Wells, to
Construct Its railroad across tide waters, notice is
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for authority to extend the railroad of said Com
through the towns of York and Wells to a
unction with the Boston and Maine Railroad near
tole's Corner, so called, in said Wells, notice Is
hereby given that a bearing on said application
will be had by the Committee on Railroads. Telegraphs and Expresses, at their room on Wednesday. February t wenty-tidrd at half past two o’clock
In the afternoon; and all persons Interested tlieren will govern themselves accordingly.
Per order of the Committee.
JAMES F. 11AWKE8, Secretary,
febfidtdsn
Augusta, Fel). 3,1887.
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BLICHTED LOVE

PUBLIC NOTICE.
Sends

is hereby given Uiat a heard g »t. W*
bad ou February 2Bth, at 2 ]>. hi.. .’’■>! (he
Committee
upon a petition of ui* 'eJudiciary
lectmen of various towns in Cumberland Cou y
for the passage of a bill to enact as follows
All damages which may lie allowed to ta i» rations or individuals for property taken for, nr
.damaged, by the laying out of the Ferry Way and
(Lauding over Portland Pier, 111 the city of Port
■■land, under authority of Chap. 376 of the Private
and Special Laws of 1873, shall be assessed and
ibe paid by the City of Portland
ANDREW P. WISWEl.L
JeblDsntd
Sec’y Judiciary Cm.
■
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Waterville

■

Rat

Young Lady

After

Poison.

WATMfIVIT.I.W Pph

91

—At

n

littl«

n

ftor O

o’clock Saturday night, a well known young
girl of Waterville stepped into Harmon &
McMaun’s drug store and called for a box of
“Rough on Rats.” Mr. McMann, who waited on her, suspected something wrong, and
refused to sell her the poison. She went out
and he, immediately following her, stepped
across the street to the office of Deputy Sher-

PUBLIC NOTICK.

iff Hill and told him of the occurrence. Mr.
Hill went to several of the drug stores and
told them not to sell the young lady any
“Rough on Rats.” As he went into Mr. Ira

Is hereby given that a public bearing
act to regulate water rates will he
the judiciary committee on March J,
AMlltEW 1*. WIS1AE1.L.
ot2.au p. in.
an

11. Lowe’s store, he saw the girl, and MrLowe just putting up a package.
The sher-

Secretary Judiciary Committee

iff asked

it was, and Mr. Lowe
said “Rough on Rats.” Mr. Hill told him he
hud better uot let her have it, as he thought

irroEEiT

him

what

she wouldn’t make proper use of it. The
girl sat down in a chair and began to cry, at
the same time saying “You’re foiled me this
time, Mr. Dill, but you can’t again.” The

Physician

JIEDICAI. Boom

of her despondency, as of old, was
“blighted love.” Nothing has been heard
of the affair since, and probably the girl has
given up her rash intention.

ME.

cause

flesh Is
Jioed treats aU chronic diseases that
all cases that are given up as Incurable
I
physicians.
hoinosopathic
by the allopath.c and
them. I find
will lake their case to treat and cure
caD
die
to
given
cases
the
up
of
about fonr-Wths
letter,
toe cured. Examination at a distance by
and
with their full name and plaeo or residence the
Examination at
one 2-cent stamp and J2.00.
free.
office #1. and consultation
OiSi. UMne-Oh. ni. »» « ».. »«. aplOsnlf
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Fire at Wiscasset.

Wiscasset, Feb. 21.—A fire in Wawenock
Block, Sunday night, damaged the building
8400, and F. T. Dana’s hardward stock, one
Both are fully inor two hundred dollars.
sured. Prompt action of the fire department
prevented a serious loss.
A Blaze at Biddeford.

Biodeford, Feb. 21.—George Green’s
livery stable, together with five horses, hay,
grain and harnesses, was burned early Monday morning. The building was owned by
the Saco Water Power Company. The total
and
The building
is about, 81500.
contents were insured. The driver, Henry
Goodwin, was thrown from the hose carriage
while going to the fir* and badly injured.
loss

opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Enterprise.
Bakgob, Feb. 21.—A meeting of the directors of the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad
was held to-day, which, by unanimous vote,
A New Railroad

WORK
elM,if

to survey and locate a railroad
from Milo to Bangor through Kenduskeag,
Corinth and Charleston under their charter
The
as amciuded by the legislature of 1877.
engineers will commence a survey to-morrow
and work will he pushed lorward on the

decided

HI AUKS,

Will. HI.

location as rapidly as possible.
Several leading merchants here have pledged
a subscription to the amount of 810.000 each
iu aid of this enterprise. This short Hue to
Piscataquis county, it is said, will be completed this year.
survey and

Book, Card
Job Printer

A Verdict in Groves’ Case.

Wiscasset, Feb. 21.—The coroner’s jury
this afternoon found a verdict in the case of
Wilson B, Groves. It was found that Groves
a
came to his daatb from a wound caused by
pistol ball from a pistol in the hands of Win.
A post mortem found the ball
H. Clark.
bedded in the lower part of tlie back bone.

PK1HTEBN’ KXCHAIW3P,

97 >-2 Exchange St.,

Portland,

Me.

FISK JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
abAll orders by mall or telephone promptly
huvllcmUf

ended to.

A Fatal Accident.
Feb. 21.—Charles

6

Cj.

N

Garmneb,

v.„u..,l Srk.il of mcnognri.hr.
ti„vr<«iiUi.'V Instructed in shorthand and
r
PtvDe
"ay and evening sessions,
type wrHfig

wrruog.^^.

Min.A. L Sawyer. 537Confess Si.. Portland, Ma.
Philadelphia.
goPhiladelphia, Feb. 21.—A six daysdlaas-you-please walking match offorthethe
world,
•uo'uo* belt and championship
this mornooened at the Elite Kink at 12.100000
of about
people.
inL in the presence
them \>e■Then* were forty starters, among
the recent 72
A Walking Wlatch In

thyop, aged

ouh'l'iV

Brunswick Workers for Massachu*
setts.
Brunswick, Feb. 21.—A party of young
men left Brunswick Monday for Brookfield,
Mass., to work in a shoe shop where there
Jjj a strike.

res*

bv

IfBut seven ;urvi-

disaster remain in town,

ihese

of the
with « prospect
reoorted as convalescing
to their home.*.
an early removal

vors

of

met here to-day
and concluded their work
their
report to the
to giving
given to the
lt will

commissioners

probably
Wednesday next.

Smothered

to Death.
,

F

hjS2W£ %£*rv

i
1

^^mn^dhid^jlewasiUdeUiheli:!

himself he was smothered to death,
being bulled in the mud.

his

He followed the

in,^ Ids youngest years, commanding
into every section
man}' line vostfsls^ sailing
of the globe. He lms various relatives here,
and in other parts of Maine.

River Junction Dimeter.
The White
21White Bivkb Junction. Vt, Feb.

ritrlri’11

about (50 years.

sea

of
wigAWUm Strokel. winner
Jh rank llart,
Lours'rao* George Noremae,
1
'RoUerit Viet, J’eter Panchor, Chris aber,
the Niagara
i'sines Alberts, it,. )». Graham,
Fa,'1* barrel man; auJ
rm'!VaII’|n|,n
John
tieo.re rillj.
bridgfl jumper;
start.
Hughes, who was entered, <5d itf>£

to

of

in <i few hours. lie was 2(5 years oi age and
leaves a widow.
Burial of Capt. Perkins.
Wintiikop, Feb. 21.—Capt. Oren Perkins,
wlio died in New York last week was interHe was a native of YY’ined here to-day.

clrcl|1|)r

Agent lor flit) Cnligrnph.

TheSllroad
}11

Bryant,

Macliias, wascanglitin the shafting while adjusting a belt in Lawrence
Brothers’ saw mill at South Gardiner to-day,
receiving injuries widen resulted in his death
formerly

face

Verdict of $9000—

Appealed.
tlie

Press.)

Closing Up Their Docket.
The legal affairs committee did a large
amount
of business this evening. They
voted to report favorably the bill “To enable
the Cumberland and Oxford Canal Corporation, its mortgagees or assigns, to dispose of
a

certain portion of the property of the cor-

poration,” that portion of property being
much of the canal as lies between Sebago

so

Lake basin in Standish to the Portland and
Rochester Railroad location at Saccarappa.
The Cameron Suit.
A great deal of interest is manifested in
Augusta over the result of Alexander J.
Cameron’s suit for libel against the New
York Tribune. The New York jury awarded
Cameron $9,000 but the case goes up on an
appeal. Cameron was State book binder under Gareelon, and would have been a special
agent of the Treasury at Panama had It not
been for the effect of the Tribune article.

21.

After a very exciting session tills afternoon, the judiciary committee settled, so far
as they are able to settle it, tile great
question of how water is toibe furnished tol Bar
Harbor. The committee are qot united on
the main question as to whether the Eden,
the new company, shall be chartered. Five
of them—Messrs. Lumbert. Manley, How,
Powers and Barker—unite in reporting
favorably the charter of the Eden Company.
The other five are not united on any plan.
They merely say that they cannot vote to
favor a new company, as they are not convinced that the Rodicks have so acted that it
would be
justifiable to encourage their

rivals. The charter which the five are united
on is the bill drawn by Mr. Barker, and it
will be reported by him
probably tomorrow'.
This bill provides that the Eden Company
may have a charter on conditions: First,
that they shall buy the old works of the
Rodicks, provided the latter are willing to
se 11, and carry on all their contracts.
The
price of these works would be fixed by the
County Commissioners of Hancock county,
and should either
party be dissatisfied with
the price thus fixed there is left an appeal to
a court
and trial by
jury. The second condition
is
that
the new mm.
shall
allow
to
the
pany
Rodicks
(who are the present Bar Jlarbor Water Co.)
to purchase one third ol the capital stoex ol
the new company at the same rate as the
Rodicks’ do not
others
If
the
pay.
want
to
sell
thBy may continue as
they are, with the Eden company as a rival,
provided, of course, the rest of the Legislature shall agree with the five of the judiciary
committee that the Eden company should he
chartered. So much for the Eden company.
On another matter somewhat related to this,
the judiciary committee have decided to reThat is
port unanimously and favorably.
the bill to allow the Rodicks’ to increase the
Bar
Harbor Water
capital stock of their
company from $100,000 to $250,000. The judiciary committee do this with the understanding that, if the bill to charter the Eden
company shall fail in the Legislature, they
may attach to this bill for increasing the
stock, a proposition that the Rodicks’ must
furnish to Bar Harbor a water supply which
shall be declared sufficient and satisfactory
by a commission of competent engineers, to
be appointed by the governor.
One of the

MAINE.

Photographer,

a

Bar Harbor’s Water.
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Denver, Col..;30.13j
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Suit

every ninety. It is understood that
neither report will allow to women or children such a right to contract to work longer
than ten hours.
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the New York Tribune.

Section 4, relating to notice of intention to
leave, is so amended that an employer may
discharge a drunken or otherwise unruly
employe without previous notice.
The penalties also are reduced one-lialf
right through the bill, from $100 to $50, and
from $50 to $25.
The majority report does not incorporate
with the ten-liour bill the bill to establish a
bureau of labor statistics, as the House directed, but does arrange that the duties of
the Commissioner of Labor shall be performed by the deputy of the chief of the bureau of labor statistics.
The minority of the committee, Messrs.
Gushee and Burns, will probably report a
bill substituting the Heath bill, with a provision that men may make a special contract
to work over time for not more than thirty
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THE

SPECIALTY.

Interest

enuuren, witn mis stipulation, however, that the men may, if they
wish, make special contracts with their employes to work as long as they please.

N
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WASHINGTON.

FROM

President

Mr.

Morrison

Likely

to be One

THE HORSE CAR STRIKE.

Number of
Hoodlums
Under Bonds.

A

Further Trouble Feared
Idle Crowds.

Help

to be

Ouai'dlng Against Fires.
FBYF.BCno, Feb. 2).—Thp great fires in
Maine towns recently, and tho destruction
the old Oxford
last Monday evening of
House, so long »nd favorably known, has
awakened the citizens of fryeburg to the
necessity of preparing themselves tq utilize
to tho best advantage in case of lire their
splendid system of wafer works. A. 0. Pike
and Thomas C. Shirley have been ehosen by
an entli usiastic meeting of the citizens to pro>
ceed to Augusta to present to the Legislature
a bill for tnu incorporation of a fire organization in the village of Fryeburg.

Rodiek brothers, who

was seen

here tonight,

said that
should
the Eden
bill pass
he did
not
thiuk
his
folks
would
to
sell
on
these
conditions.
agree
“An appraisal,” said he, “would not allow
us anything like what we have put into our
works. We should lose there, then when
we come to buy the third of the stock of the
new company they would charge us more
for it than we should be allowed for our
works, so there would be an extra cash expense to us. I don’t think we should have
anything to do with the new company if it
should get its charter.”
A State Commerce Bill.
For some time there lias been some talk of
a bill something like the inter-state commerce bill which lias recently passed Congress. The object is to do for Maine railroads what the national hill does for rail-

roads running from one State to another.
Mr. Noble of Lewiston has been in consultation with those who favor such a movement,
and to-morrow will present in the House a
bill.

The provisions of the bill as section 1 sets
forth apply to the “transportation of passengers or property or to the receiving, delivery,
storage or handling of property wholly within this State by any railroad corporation.”
Section 2 provides that all charges made
for any service rendered or to be rendered in
the transportation of passengers or property
or for the receiving, delivering or handling
of such property shall be reasonable or just,
and every unjust or unreasonable charge for
such service is prohibited.
Section :) specifies that no railroad company shall directly or indirectly by any special rate, rebate, drawback or other device
charge, demand, collect or receive from any
person or persons a greater or less compen-

sation for any service rendered or to be rendered,” in transportation than it charges
any other persons for a like service.
Section 4 says it shall be unlawful to give
any preference to one person, firm or corporation that which is not given to another.
Section 5 provides that it shall be unlawful
for any railroad company to “charge or receive any greater compensation in the aggregate tor’the transportation of passengers or
freight” under substantially similar circumstances and conditions for a shorter than for
n \i iin/i>r (I istanrA nvpr "t hi*
snnin lino in
th«
same direction, tlie shorter being included
within tlie longer distance.
.Section li provides that any company violating the provisions of this act "shall be
liable to any person or persous injured thereby in an action on the case for the full
amount of damages sustained in consequence
of any such violation of the provisions of this
act together with reasonable counsel or attorney’s fee to he iixed by the court ii every
case of recovery which attorney’s fee shall
he taxed and collected as part of tlie costs in

tlie

case.

Bangor and Belfast.
The financial committee will report a hill
providing that when a railroad is leased to
another road, the State tax on its stock shall
be returned to the cities and towns where
that stock is owned, and not he distributed
to cities and towns where is held the stock of
the leasing road. This bill is te relieve lianFor the Relief of

gor and Belfast, which once received returns
trum the tux, one on the European & North
American stock, and the other on tlie tax in
the Belfast branch stock.
When the Maine
Central leased these lines, however, the two
cities ceased to get their share of tlie State
tax, tlie distribution being to other cities
and towns where Maine Central stock vyas

Placed

of

from

the

Summoned from Other
Cities.

Many ox them appealed their cases to a
court and were held in from $500 to
$1000 bonds for appearance.
There have been no concerted attacks
upon the cars of the Cambridge railroad dur-

higher

ing today, but several cases of assault are
reported from there since dark. Two shots
tired into

the

Pearl street
route by
hiding. One or two
ladies narrowly escaped being hit by the
bullets, but fortunately no one was injured.
The only damage done was the breaking of
windows. A short time later stones were
thrown at another car of the same line,
breaking the windows. About 9 o’clock as a
North Cambridge car was passing Sacramento street on its inward trip to Boston a
large block of granite was thrown by some
person secreted near the stone yard, striking
the driver of the car and knocking him
senseless. He was removed to the company’s stable and was unable to resume his
trips tonight. The company has run cars on
all its routes upon schedule time, today, but
abaudoned some of its most dangerous
routes at (i o’clock.
The night cars are all
run under police escort.
There are fears of
trouble tomorrow, it being a holiday and the
streets will all probably be thronged with
idle
crowds.
As
a
precaution the
two companies of State militia located in
Cambridge and the Grand Army post have
been placed under arms and are ready for
service at a moment’s notice. Details of
police from Salem, Lynn and Lawrence have
arrived tonight, and it is understood that a
detachment is coming from Worcester in the
mottling. The mayor has requested saloo#
keepers to close their places of business during the day.
a car
some one in

FROM
Jake

on

NEW YORK.

Sharp’s Trial.

New York, Feb. 21.—It is |not believed
that Jake Sharp will be called for trial until
late next week.
His lawyers are busy preparing for his defence. They intend to have
the trial put off as long as possible, but the
district attorney says he will not tolerate
any delay.
Cov. Hill’s Presidential Boom.
Oxford Club in Brooklyn, where he is to be
a guest. Several hundred invitations have
been issued.
Tomorrow night the governor
will be the guest of honor at the dinner to
be given by the Young Men’s Democratic
Club. He will reply to the toast, “I am a
Democrat,” and is expected to maintain liis
policy to capture the delegates from his State
A large number of prominent Democrats
will be present.

Striking Coopers

Cetting

Back to

getting

back to
work at any place that will take them.
ilr.
one
of
tlie largest coopers in this
Briggs,
city, nas sent for colored coopers from his
factory at Williamston, S. C., to take the
place of the strikers stili out. The men who
were forced out by threats at the Cherry
street cooperage have been taken back.
There are only about 300 men in all out on
strike, and the trade of the viillers has not
are

yet been affected.

Jumped from a Fifth Story Window.
John Gertzen, a German painter, crazed by
drink and family troubles, fired three shots at
his wife with a revolver at their home at 44
East 10th street this afternoon, and then
jumped out of a fifth story window. He
was fatally and the woman slightly hurt.
The couple had had 15 children, 11 of whom

living.

are

FIRE RECORD.
A

$100,000 Fire at Haverhill, Mass.
Havebhill, Mass., Feb. 21.—Rugg Block,
on Washington street, a large four
story

brick structure, was gutted by fire early tills
morning. The loss will probably reach
$100,000. The heaviest sufferers are H. G.
Case, cut sole manufacturer, $40,000; 1). C.
Carson, shoe manufacturer, $5,000; C. H.
Cogswell, shoe manufacturer, $4,000; E. 8.
Harris, shoe manufacturer, $4,000; Twombly
& Rouleau, $1,000 N. S. Kimball, wholesale
leather, $500; E. II. Foster, dining room,
$1,000. The losses are mostly covered by insurance.

people

Some 400

are

temporarily

thrown out of work. Shoe workers anil
girls employed in the stitching departments
lost all their tools and many articles of value.
The occupants of adjoining blocks suffered
losses by water. One fireman was injured
about the head by a falling brick.
An Opera House Burned.
Columbus, Feb. 21.—Fire broke out on the
stage of the Grand Opera House shortly after midnight, and the structure is a total
ruin.
Tlie stores in the lower part of the
building were burned out. Tlie total loss
foots up $40,000; fully insured.
SOUTHERN

PACIFIC NEWS.

Floods, Murders and Disturbances
bv Earthquakes and Volcanoes.
Ban Fuancisco, Feb. 21.—Australian advices by steamer Zealander state that GO
lives were lost by the recent floods at Brisbane, Queensland. The damage to property
is enormous but cannot yet be estimated.
The Auck'and Bell of January 2G, prints a
private letter received from Kimberly which
contains an account of a terrible slaughter of
A miner stole a
negroes in that district.
young black and in retaliation the negroes
killed the miner,and wounded his two companions. The latter escaping secured assistance and pursued the blacks, and out of
a band of 40 of the latter all but one were
shot down.
The Hawaiian Gazette of February k, says
the eruption of lava from the cratrr of Mauua
Loa lias ceased. The length of flow which
reached the sea was 20 miles. Earthquake
shocks were felt until January 20. On February 12, the Honolulu Bulletin issued an
extra announcing a volcanic outbreak at
Muknoweowes.
smoke, steam and lava
The lava flowed in the diwere emitted.

rection of Kawaihal.
An

Accident

in

Which

Nobody

is

Killed.
Feb. 21.—The passenger
the West, due here yesterday
morning, ran into the freight on a side track,
forty miles west. It struck the caboose,
throwing that down an embankment on one

Fargo, I)ak..

train from

side and two engines of the passenger train
rolled over the embankment on the other.
The engineers and the firemen were all badly
bruised, but not fatally. No passengers were
hurt. The trains were delayed lu hours.

tThe Tuberculosis Investigation.
The investigation into the outbreak of
tuberculosis promises to he interesting, it
is proposed to bring some o£ these diseased
bulls to the capital and have them slaught-

Highwaymen

Driven from la
Coach.

Stage

Ei. Paso, Tex., Feb. 21.—It has Just been
learned here that the stage which carried
about 812,000 express money was attacked
last week while passing through a canyon
near Craeters, Mexico, by a band of highwaymen. The passengers were armed to
tlie teeth arid a pitched battle with the robbers took place. The latter were finally
driven off.
__

A

Boycott

on All

(Special to the 1’bebb.)
There is no doubt that the President is
finding the appointment of the five commissioners called for by the inter-state commerce
bill, a little the hardest nut to crack that he
has met with in the way of appointment during his term of office. The number of men
who think themselves abundantly capable of
filling a position upon this commission, and
of drawing the $7500 salary appended thereto is variously^tated from three to five hundred. Out of so great an amount of available material it is no wonder that he finds it
difficult to determine upon the five best men.
It is thought to be certain that he has not as
yet absolutely decided upon a single member. It is known to be liis wish to make the
appointments before the adjournment of

Prison-Made

half rates for troops, munitions of war, anp
mails. If stock to the amount of ten miln°n dollars be not subscribed, and 10 per
cent thereof actually paid in within two
years, or if the work of construction shall
not have actually commenced and been in
Progress within four years, the corpoiation
shall be deemed to have expired by limitation, and all its franchises to have ceased.
A resolution heretofore offered by Mr.
Butler for the appointment of a select committee of five to visit places along the Mexican frontier and the City of Mexico with
the approval ef the Mexican government, to
inquire into disturbances that may have occurred, and their cause, with power to send
for persons and papers, employ stenographers and sit during the recess, was taken
up and referred to the committee on foreigu

Congress, but as that occurs in ten days there
quite a possibility that he will not be able
to reach a decision Delore that time expires.
The nominations may however be sent in
by the latter part of this week.
The plan of nominating one or more of the
retiring Senators or Representatives to a
place on the commission has not met with
much favor with him, but if any one of them
has any chance for it. it is Mr. Morrison. It
will doubtless be a happy day for him when
the appointments are finally made, for ever
since the bill passed he has been over|run
with callers proffering advice regarding
whom he should appoint, and this, combined
with the labor of examining and signing bills
writing vetoes and other routine business
has kept his mind full of business for the
last three or four weeks, and the “midaight
oil” has been burned nightly in the endeavor
to keep up with his work.
Postal

Coods.

Chicago, Feb. 21.—At a weekly meeting
of the Trades and Labor Assembly, yesterday, a boycott was ordered on all prison,
made goods of any description.

Changes

relations.
Messrs. McMillan, Conger and Itansom
were appointed conferees on the river and
harbor appropriation bill.
Mr. Elddleberger moved that in honor of
the memory of the Father of His Country,

the Senate

adjourn
tived—yeas 18, nays

over tomorrow.
Nega41.
The Senate took up the District of Columbia appropriation bill, and then, on motion
of Mr. Harris, at 6.05 o’clock, went into secret session, and at 6.20 o’clock, adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Dingley of Maine presented memorials of Sedgwick Post of Bath and Edwin
Libby Post of Rockland, Me., O. A. R., asking for the passage of the dependent pension
bill over the President’s veto, lteferred.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania presented a
memorial of the Rhode Island Radical
Peace Society against expenditures for vessels and fortifications, and asking for wise
statesmanshiD which will submit grave
questions of dispute between nations to arbitrators of reason and international law.
Referred.
Mr. Henderson of North Carolina, from
the commictee on elections, submitted a report on the Indiana contested election case
of Kidd against Steel, and it was laid over

in Maine.

Tha following changes in Star services are
announced for Maine:
Route 205—Steep Falls to South Llmlngton*
Increase service between Steep Falls and Llm"
Iugton, six miles, twelve times a week. To take

March 1st, 1887.
Route 240—Brunswick to Orr’s Island. Increase
service to six times a week, from June 1 to Sept.
30. In eachyear. To take effect June 1, 1887.
Route 358—Tremont to Swan's Island. Increase
service to three times a week. To take effect
March 1st, 1887,
effect

Simeon Mudgett has been commissioned
postmaster at Dexter, Maine.
More Veto

Messages.

The President to-day sent to the Senate a
message vetoing the bills granting pensions
to John D. Fincher and Rachel Ann Pierpont. Fincher did not ask for a pension (till
20
years after his discharge, the veto says,
and the board of surgeons reported that his
was not traceable to his army serdisability
vice. The case of Rachel A. Pierpont isthnt
a pension has been granted her since the bill
was

introduced.

Representative Clover Married.
Miss Catherine August Patten and Representative John M. Glover, of St. Louis, were
married this evening at the bride’s house by
Rev. Father Chapelle, of St. Aloysius Roman Catholic Church.
Some of the most
distinguished people of the city were present.
The Treasury Secretaryship.
Colonel Lamont said tonight that the secretarysbip of the treasury had not as yet
been offered to anyone, all reports to the contrary, notwithstanding, and that tiie President had not yet settled the matter in his
own mind.

until

Thursday

next.

The report, which is unanimous, confirms

the right of contestee Steel to the seat.
Mr. Cobb of Indiana, then brought up the
conference report, a report of disagreement
on a bill repealing the preemption and desert
land laws.
After a long discussion the report was acby a vote of 96 to 38.
cepted
Mr. Cobb then moved the House refuse to
irecede from its disagreement to the Senate
i
and agree to the request for
amendments,
]further conference.
Mr. Cobb’s motion was agreed to and

]further conference was ordered.
On motion of Mr. Morrison of Illinois, it
was ordered that the daily hour for the meetIing of the House shall be 11 o’clock.
The House then at 5 o’clock adjourned.
■

THE TEXAS OUTRAGES.

Testimony Before the Senate

More

Investigating

Committee.

Washington, Feb. 21.—R. P. Hackworth
<(white), Justice of the Peace of Washington
County, Texas, was recalled by the Texas
Investigating Committee to-day and identified the following note received by him
through the mall:
<

*
Bkenham, Dec. 15.

H.

P. Hackworth:
Sir—You have hadplenty of time to get away
from this county. Wo know you have been stealing from this county for the last two years, and
are as mean and dangerous as any of your crowd.
We are detormpifii) to get rid
ofyou^and If yoy
as'we think best.
you
J
Secretary Citizens.
(Signed)
Carl Scheutze (white), 41 years of age (one
‘of the memoralists), was sworn.
He is pera Republican, but
an indesonally
published
;pendent German
paper at Brenbam and afterward at Galveston. He left Brenbam on
!the
1
15th of last December.. The average Republican majority in the county was, lie be500 or 600. Witness was County Atlieved,
!
torney from 1876 to 1880; witness made only
one speech during the last campaign: he re!1
to take part in it because lie wished to
fused
(devote himself to his
naner:
threats were
1made during the campaign by J udge Kirk
1
Mr. Hackworth; they were to the
against
effect that he (Kirk) would hold Hackworth
Jto account personally for
anything he might
say
during the campaign; witness wrote in
;
his paper about the habit of the Democratic
officials of summoning a class of jurors who
would not do justice to the Republicans; the
antipathy to him was due to the fact that he
Ihad
shown up this and other objectionable
practices to the Germans; witness had no
written or verbal order to leave town, but to
1
every man who lived there it was very evi!dent that he could not remain. He was told
by Mr Bryan, a Democrat, that it was evident that he could not live there; that they
Democrats) would kill him; witness,
mowing his life wasn’t worth a nickel, left
that night; he returned subsequently and
closed
up his business and moved his paper
!
to Galveston.
When the train departed
three shots were fired into it and a rock was

XLIXth CONGRbSS—SECOND SESSION.
5
WAMtl.Ni.1077. Fell. 21.
The presiding officer presented messages
from the President, already published, vetoing the bills granting pensions to John Reed,
Sr., and Charlotte W. Neal. Referred to the
committee on pensions.
Mr. Hoar introduced a bill for the recovery of internal revenue taxes and penalties
erroneously assessed and paid in certain
cases.
Referred to the committee on
finance.
Mr. Morgan offered a resolution authorizthe committee on ordnance to sit in
j__

_i

xn

_

date with it three naval officers. Adopted.

The Senate at 2.40 o’clock resumed consideration of the river and harbor appropriation bill.
Various changes were made, the item
for Rouse’s Point, N. Y., being increased
from $7,5001« $15,000; the item for the Narrows at Lake Champlain from $15,000 to
$18,000, anl the item for Burlington, Vt.,
from $12,500 to $25,000.
The bill was reported to the Senate to the
committee of the whole and was passed without division. A committee of conference
was asked on points of difference between
the two Houses.
The Senate then at 4 o’clock took up the
bill to incorporate the Maritime Company of

Nicaragua.
The question as

to other

companies having

charters from the republic of Nicaragua was
brought up bv Mr. Hoar, and in connection
with it Mr. Vest mentioned the American,
Atlantic & Pacific Ship Canal Company as
having a charter from Nicaragua, and said
he had been informed by the president of

the company that the company had expended $10,000,000 in surveys and work, and that
a concession was still in full force.
He sent
to the Clerk’s desk and had read an opinion
of an eminent legal firm in New York to the
effect that the right which was conferred
upon the company (under the contract of
1840) survived unimpaired.
Mr. Vest sent to the clerk’s desk and had
read a communication from the president of
the American, Atlantic and Pacific Ships
Canal company, dated June 30, 1880, claiming that the company was legally authorized,
the corpoiation having a charter from the
of Nicaragua, that the company
Republic
had the exclusive right and privilege to construct, own and manage a ship canal across
the Territory of Nicaragua from the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean, that the right survived unimpaired, that the location of the
canal bad been fixed from San Juan on the
Atlantic ocean to Lake Nicaragua,
and
thence to Brito on the Pacific ocean, that the
company had expended large sums of money
in the improvement of the San Juan river,
and had recently made contracts for all the
locks, gates, valves and machinery, and for
the construction of the western division of
the canal from the Lake to the Pacific ocean,
and that in order to provide sufficient funds
the company had been authorized to issue
$100,000,000 of the first mortgage bonds and
had delivered a portion of them, and executed a mortgage on all this property for

$100,IKK),000.
Mr. Vest offered

an

|

+o

an

.rill

ill si

ithe

thrown through the window.
On cross-examination witness said he had
no idea that they would have a partisan

he knew of no Republican as prominent as himsalf against whom threats had
not been made. Witness didn’t like to say
against the National Administraanything
jtion, but the
reason whytthe present condition of things didn't exist previously was because the Marshals and officers were Republicans and the irregularities were vigorously prosecuted. To-day if a Republican was
killed in Washington county the guilty men
were not punished; witness was a candidate
for County Judge against Judge Kirk at the
last election and was defeated by 582 votes;
he claimed that 1108 votes in his favor were
unjustly thrown out.

hearing:
!

A

fnilt.

lf>«(

Seized

by

the

Croat Excitement Over the

encounter in Spain and its provinces is ro
ported from Inoalge, Spain, where tiff:
Philadelphia bark G. Kensens has been
seized and sold after having l>eeu detained
for over two years.
The trouble arose
mainly from a heavy debt forced upon the
bark by Samuel Dabney, American consul
The Kensens
at Fayal, Azores Islands.
sailed from New York the latter part of
1884 for Malaga with a general cargo of merchandise, and by reason of heavy weather
she was obliged to put into Fayal as a harbor of refuge. A board of survey was called
by the master of the Remsens who con
tended as repairs would amount to more
than the value of the bark Jthat she should
be condemned as a constructive total losa
and abandoned to the underwriters. Consul Dabney, who Is a dealer in vessel supplies, however, insisted on repairing thea
bark which he did, taking in payment
bottomry bond payable on vessel and cargo.
When the bark arrived at Malaga the owners found their craft hopelessly In debt.
Their only salvation would be to get her
home where the obligation could be paid
without difficulty. They also found that the
debt contracted outside of Spain or her dominions could not be enforced within her
provinces. In spite of all this the vessel
was seized and a writ issued for her confiscation and for two years she was in charge
of Spanish officials, rotting at the wharf. A
suit for damages has been brought against
the Spanish government, which demand is in
the hands of Secretary of State Bayard.

Funeral Services of Ceneral Potter.
Newport, R. I., Feb. 21.—A brief funeral
aviTiw

t?

uviu

wuo uuvunum

vuv

if

mains of the late General B. Potter at his
cottage. Kev. C. G. Gilliat officiated. The
casket was covered with black broadcloth
and trimmed with silver. It bore a plate
with the following inscription:

8200,000,000). No ship canal (one of these
papers asstretd) had ever been constructed
through seven miles of rock cutting, as was
necessary here. He was opposed to granting
a charter until all doubts were removed, until the disputes between Costa Kica and
Nicaragua were fully settled, aud until, the
misunderstanding with Great Britain as to

“Geueral Robert H. Totter,
Major Geueral Volunteers, U. 8. A.
Born July 16,1820.
Died February 1U, 1887."

The service was attended by a large number of army and navy officers and city
people. Tomorrow the body will be taken
to New York, where the funeral will be held
in Trinity church Wednesday afternoon.
The interment will be in Greenwood Cemetery.

....

Election

Made by the

ist

Element-

21.—In the House of Commons this evening W. II. Smith, first Lord
of the Treasury, in moving tho first of the
procedure resolutions appealed to tlie House
to maintain the dignity of Parliament, and
vindicate the authority of its own proceedings. The new rules, he said, would make
the authority of the speaker absolute.
He
believed the House had full confidence in
the discretion and judgment of the speaker.
In the Judicial position which be occupied
he would be a safeguard of the interests of
the minorities and preserve the rights of the
majorities. Unless the first resolution, conferring upon the speaker power of cloture
was passed, it would be impossible to obtain

reforms.
Mr. Gladstone said the matter of procedof reforms

should not be ’treated as a
party question. He doubted the wisdom of
the
placing
subject of procedure in the van
of all other business.
He doubted also
whether the House would get through with
the procedure rules without modifying the
speaker’s recent ruling that no subjects
could be discussed, if there was notice on
paper of a motion relating to the same subject. (Irish cheers.) It was idle to expect to
assist the progress of business bv means of
a merely penal restriction.
The proposal of
the government practically amounted to
nothing. Mr. Smith had failed to explain
the delicate and difficult function assigned to
the speaker under the first rule. Upon what
was the speaker to proceed in givprinciple
ing or withholding his consent to the cloture.
Mr, Parnell resuming the debate contended that the new rules proposed would not
facilitate the transaction of business, but
would produce irritation and exasperation.
Soon the Conservatives would bitterly regret

having introduced their present proposals.

Mr. tioschen said that if Mr. Gladstone
had been in the House during the past fortnight he would have recognised the necessity
of the new rules. Although the Parnellites
were disinclined to believe in the government's fair play, he (Goschen) doubted
whether they would receive equal fair play
in any legislative assembly in Europe or

America.
Sir Wm. Vernon Uarcourt said he could
not support a proposal to put absolute power
into the bands of the Speaker instead of
leaving it with the majority.
Lord Salisbury in his official report of the
Conservative conference referring to Ireland
said they were told they ought to proclaim
a national league.
It was perfectly open to
him to-assent to the issue of such proclamation, but unless the government had a way to
enforce its proclamation it would be perfectly ineffective.
The temper of the Conservative conference was
distinctly In favor of the Irish repression, and this was only appeased by
Lord Salisbury’s promise that as soon as the

proceedure
would
follow.

new

who are

opposed

threatened

a

adopted coercion
and
others
Chaplin

rule was

to the cloture

revolt, but

were

proposal
cowed by Lord

Salisbury’s declaration that the ministry
would resign unless the Conservative party
continued solid. The vote of the conference
resulted in its absolute subordination to the
leaders.
Bukin, Feb. 21.—An analysis of the following shows today’s contest was unprecedently stubborn. As night advanced the
excitement in the city became
intense.
Thousands of people surrounded the news-

paper offices awaiting special editions giving
election returns. The net result of the Berlin voting is as follows: Socialist, 90,107; a
gain of 22,000; Septenate, 06,873; New German, Liberal, 65,884. The government parties have gained 13,600 voters, and the New
German, Liberals, have lost 5000.
Returns
from the provinces show losses by the New
German Liberals.
Herr Richter’s organ, Trelsinninge Zeitung consoles the

party hy declaring that

the

Socialists profited by the Radical disasters.
This, however, is not exactly the case. The
comoinea

conservative ana

National liberal
secured many seats.

supporters of Septennate
Farsenbeck, Bamberger, Staffenberg and
Gen. Von Molkeare reelected.
The feature of the elections Is the unnsual
a fact

number of second ballots necessary,

|

Elmiba, N. Y., Feb. 20.-An industry peculiar to this city alone is the extracting of
wool from rags composed partly ox cotton
and partly of wool. The rags, gathered
from all parts of the country, are treated by
a secret chemical process by which the cotton is destroyed and the wool left as sound
as it ever was.
The rags are dried, the cotton dust rubbed out, and the wool run
through what is railed a garnetiug machine,
from which it issues like a flimsy veil, resembling the originul tleece. Wool Is thus
made practically indestructible.

within the limits and under the government
of the hospital at Augusta; more inhabitants than there are within the four boundary lines of many a Maine town; a very respectable fraction of the inhabitants of the
city of Augasta. Their room; and the
grounds about the Hospital are lighted by a
system of gas works distinct from the gas
system of the city of Augusta; until very reecently, when a contract was made with the
Augusta Water company for a supply for
thirty years at $1400 a year, the hospital used
its own system of water works. To keep
tlie fires needed in the institution a
year It
requires twenty-five hundred tons of coal.
Of the food this commuity consumes figures
will give but an inadequate idea. ItTakes
eight tons of beans to fnrnlsh forth their tables for the Saturday night and Sunday
morning meals for a year; on these beans,
and for other purposes too, probably, they
use two hundred and fifty barrels of
vinegar,
rhe old ladies of the hospital, as everywhere else, like their tea, and Treasurer
Chase has to step up every year and pay
for a

wards are on good terms
other, they do not generally make
some

COMPANIONSHIPS

among themselves. An insane person much
prefers the companionship of a sane person
to that of one like himself.
But in the violent wards there is little companionship of
any sort and little participation in the mod-

|

NEGRO,
in the most violent ward, a patient on whom
the attendants don’t like to turn their backs.
“One of the gentlemen," replied Dr. San-

born, “is

from the beautiful Forest

t III! ntline fp/.n. thn

City, and

..II!.....

«

11'

terville."
"Ah! yes,” sai l the negro, “and I ain a
free American citizen, in the possession of
my right mind, who am kept here a prisoner,
although this is not a prison. 1 want this
investigated. The doctor here knows that l
am in my right mind.”
By this time the others in the ward have
gathered around, and a man comes forward
who believes that he is confined in a castle
in a province of France, and that the doctor
is
KINO Of THAT REGION.

He has a long story of oppression, all confused with accounts of the royal genealogies
of Prussia and Foland, and Imaginary kingdoms, and before he gets through he Is snrtt-ing his fists and raving terribly, while the
other maniacs are looking on with the greatest gravity.
In a "violent” ward, an attack
on an attendant or doctor Is not infrequent;
but the violently Insane never combine to do
any harm. If they did, it would be a much

serious task to care for them.
When a patient gets too violent, the only
alternative is (o put nlm into the “strong
room.” The strong room is a ward by itself,
with small rooms about lOxS feet in size,
opening off on either side. But these rooms
are
very different from the rooms in the other wards.
The walls are bare, and there is
no furniture in the room that could either be
smashed or used as a weapon. The door Is
more

with

planning and

When the care of the insane has become a
task of sucli magnitude; and when the number of persons now maintained within the
limits of the Hospital is greater than ever

becoming a more frequent affliction.
explanation of this is found in the inTwenty-one years ago,

stitution itself.

when Dr. Sanborn first became an assistant,

a

dow gives a resting place from which the patient may take his food. Through the opening he talks with his attendant, or the doctor, in his quieter moods, or, in his more violent moments reaches out for the throat of
the
unwary listener. At attendant was
nearly choked to death not long ago; and
there is now in the "strong room” one man
who is waiting for an opportunity to put the
doctor out of the way, having been directed
to do so by a divine command.
.Sometimes
patients are confined in one of these strong
rooms for
out
going
only under a
years
strong guard of attendants. Others are kept
in only until their madness has subsided.

CRAZY IN a WEEK
to pay the grocery bills of this large family;
and although the State stands ready to help
out when needed the mere purchasing and
using of the foed in the most economical

before—amounting (p seven hundred people,
of whom at the beginning of the
present
year five hundred and twenty-eight were
patients—and is increasing in greater ratio
than our increase of population, it may seem
paradoxical to conclude that insanity itself

PLANK, rOl'B INCHES THICK,

small, square opening, placed at such
a height that the patient
may look out. A
small shelf, or sill, at the outside of the win-

salary

Is not
The

was

STOUT

made of

ton or TEA

many hours of

est dissipations of cards or checkers. These
wards are distinguished for their restlessness.
In some of the quiet wards a visitor
is little heeded, or at least approached
only
by someiuild mannered “crank" who has
some instruction on the Bible to give,
or
some story of fancied wrong, as when one
man gravely told us, with evident indignation, that they had tried to make him take a
pension. But in a violent ward it is different.

“Doctor, what gentlemen are these,”
the peremptory demand of a

and two tons and a half of coffee. Of sugar,
twenty-two tons or more are used; of the fat
beeves and bleating lambs that every year
make their last journey to the hospital pantry, it would take a small prairie .for a pasture ; for codfish there is a market good
enough to give the Canadians another pang
of jealousy. It would make a rthn on a

way gives one
perplexity.

with each

The

“strong room”

Is

very useful room, and saves the
many a tragedy.
Another class of patients who
a

nearly

hospital
require

much watching as those who are
liable to or feel themselves hound to kill
some one else, are those who want to kill
themselves. It is not always possible to tell
whether a patient is suicidal.
Sometimes
sue will show no such
tendency for years,
as

-U.TMA- wrfieHupiramiMfM pwrfinn^tfwae1—nrrr
to have one of its members in the hospital iu
Social
candidates
generally this class of patients are underthose days. To-day the institution is consid- stood, and they are
are returned by large majorities.
kept together In a ward
ered a better place than home itself for an
London, Feb. 21.—Five European govern- insane person; and every year fewer are by themselves, where they are watched
carefully. Ordinarily patients sleep each in
ments have applied to English firms for tenkept at home and in town and city alms- his own room, but the suicides are
kept toders for supplying several million cartridges.
houses, and more are sent to the Hospital.
gether la one large room, for the reason that
Berlin, Feb. 21.—The editor of the Tag- So it happens that the
are
less
liable to attempt their own
•hey

Democrat^,^wo^'o^^wllose

blatt has been sentenced to a month's imprisonment for printing the story that the Tsar
had shot Herr Villannwe, military attache
of the German legation at St. Petersburg.

Vienna, Feb. 21.—Tbe Fremdenblatt says
that many of the inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine who desire to remain neutral in the
event of war between Germany and France
are applying to be made citizens of Austra.
Dublin. Feb. 21.—The agent of the Claudicarde estates in County Galway, the scene
of the recent troubles with tenants, has resigned. A bailiff named Murphy has been
shot and killed in Killarney.

APPARENT INCREASE OF THE INSANE
in Maine is very great. If you wish to understand the reason for this change of sentiment that has gradually come about you

should go to the Hospital and meet the physicians who are in charge of it: Dr. Sanborn, superintendent, Drs. Mill and Daveis,
first and second assistant superintendents,
and Dr. Mary C. Lowell, a young lady who
came to the institution last summer as nouse
surgeon, with the education and training of
the Boston College of Physicians and Surgeons and experience gained in the New

WOMAN PHYSICIAN

connected with a public institution
of Maine. These physicians, with Mr. John
W. Chase, the steward and treasurer, and
Miss Alice G. Twitchell, the matron, form
the corps of resident officers. To the Hospital and the well-being of its people they
devote their best efforts. Its present efficient and well ordered condition is the best
testimony to their professional success.
Then the State, with perhaps a few grumblings from the Legislature, has been liberal toward the institution. So it has grown
more popular year by year, until this year
there Is an imperative call for more room.
More room 1 Do you realize what more
room
means?
Already the hospital is
was ever

Newfoundland

Fishermen

Move

to

British Columbia.

Ottawa, Feb. 21.—Advices received here

by

the government from
Newfoundland
state that a large number of fishermen who
have been living in a state of destitution in
that province for the past year, are preparing to leave and settle in British Columbia
early in the spring. The Dominion government, last year, sent out an expedition to
ascertain as far as possible the value of offshore fisheries from twenty to thirty miles
off the coast of British Columbia, where several valuable fishing banks were said to
The result was only
have been discovered.
fairly satisfactory and another attempt will
be made in the spring. It is hoped in this
way to relieve the great distress that so irequeutly prevails in Newfoundland and at
the same time populate British Columbia.
A

Forger

to

be

Sent

Back

to

the

States.
Ottawa, Feb. 21.—The department of
justice this afternoon issued a warrant for
the extradition of A. W. Brady, the American forger now in jail at Windsor, Ontario.
United

Starving

Fishermen to

Immigrate

to

British Columbia-

Ottawa, Feb. 21.—Advices received here
by the government from Newfoundland state
that a large number of fishermen who have
been living in a state of destitution in that
for the past year are preparing to
eave and settle in British Columbia early in
title spring. The Dominion gsvernuient last
year sent out an expedition to ascertain, as
laras possible, the value of the offshore fish-

[irovince

eries from 20 to 30 miles off the coast of British Columbia, where several valuable fishing
banks were said to have been discovered.
me result was only lairly
satisfactory, and
another attempt will be made this spring. It
is hoped in tins way to relieve the great distress that so frequently prevails in Newfoundland, and at the same time populate

British Columbia.

L. Roman, editor of
the French evening paper Trait d’Union,
in
a
engaged
duel, Saturday, at Jefferson.
The weapons used were ordinary dueliug
pistols. Tlie distance was 15 paces. After

manager, and Andre

shots each

without

blood-

shed, the seconds interposed and hostilities
ended. It appears that there has been some

misunderstanding

regarding the management of the paper and the duel was tho result of this disagreement.
An Important Base Ball Conference.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 21.—The special
committee appointed bv the National Base
Ball League to decide which club should disband to make room for Pittsburg, and to distribute the players of the disbanded club, is
in session in this city today. This committee is composed of President Young of the
League, President Spalding of Chicago, ami
President Day of New York. The question
at issue is between the St. Louis Maroons,
Kansas City and lndianapdlis.
It was stated this afternoon by one of the delegates
that the Kansas City’s purchase of the Maroons’ franchise has been ratified. The price
paid was $20,000, which includes Denny,
Glasscock and the entire lot of players.

Heavy Damage by Railroad Wreck.
Depkiik, Wls., Feb. 21.—Two freight

Milwaukee and Northern road
this place, yesterday, derailing
live cars, demolishing the caboose and badly
wrecking two engines. Several train meu
had narrow escapes from injury.
The damtrains on the

collided

age is

at

heavy.

A

Slight Railroad Accident.
Hartford, Feb. 21.—The freight train on
the New England road had live cars derailed
this morning while running onto a siding at
New Britain. Iwoof the cars were wrecked.

sons

the

MOOEST BUILDINO IN THE STATE.

It lies like an immense letter T, with the
central offices at the junction of the two
main lines of the letter, and long corridors
extending thence off to distant wards and
apartments. On each of the three main stories of the hospital these corridors extend,
one above the other.
They are the streets of
One of these corridors,
the indoor town.
which is probably the longest in New England, stretches away from the central offices
for three hundred feet. The total length of
a
were put in
all the corridors. If they
straight line, one after another, would be

whose
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few years ago,
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PAINTING HIS HOUSE

fantastic colors, now dwells in great contentment at the hospital, talking “horse” to
wondering listeners for three hundred and
sixty-live days in the year. Another man
talks of law and lawsuits continually.
And

in the brief periods that he has been free
from the hospital has showed that the bent
of his unreason is towards the law.
He
once sued the authorities of his native town
for committing him to the hospital.
When
unsuccessful in this he betook himself to the
Kangeley region finding there a landlord
who was growing old and wanted to sell his
hotel to someone who would manage it and
allow him rooms and board for the rest of
his days. Our litigious friend immediately
bought the hotel and commenced to run it.
He turned the old landlord out and astonished the people of that region with a hotel
The
kept as no hotel was ever kept before.
end of this was a lawsuit at Farmington,
wherein the state of the new landlord’s
mind was discovered. The court sent him
to Augusta where he now dreams of unnumbered prosecutions and defences in the quiet
ward of the hospital.
But he who imagines that the hospital D
merely a pleasant prison for such unfortunate men and womeu as need to be taken
from the busy and happy world, has gained
an altogether wrong impression of the objects and uses of the institution. The very
first object of the institution Is to
Cl'RK THE PATIENT

if possible. The patient is treated as other
sick people are treated—with medicine and
But the care of an insane patient is
care.
very tar from that bestowed in cases of ordinary illness. The care amounts to a regular
treatment, the doctors call it the “moral
treatment." And this “moral treatment” is
very elaborate. In the first place the patients are induced to work as much as possible. Every month of last year from a quar-

three-quarters of a mile. And underneath
the building, down by its foundations are
lines of railway running exactly as do the
corridors above. Corridors and railways together are more than a mile In length.
This railway belongs to the commissary
The food from
department of the hospital.
the cook room is sent to the basement on an
elevator, and there loaded on to the cars,
which are pushed away through

above.
Other

ter to a third of the men In the hospital
worked either about the wards or out of
doors; of the women, from over a third to
over a half worked every month In the year.
The men who work out of doors labor on the
farm or in the garden generally. |The women
work either In the wards, the kitchen, the
laundry or the sewing room. In the summer
all who can are encouraged to take out of
door exercise; they plav croquet, work about
the grounds, or are taken to ride In the large

as

to

LONG TUNNELS

These suprunning to the remotest wards.
ply trains run three times a day, and their
freights are lifted by elevators to the wards

tilings in the building are done on
large a scale. For heat it requires six boilwith
men
into
ers,
shovelling coal

hospital carriage. Some of them

all the time
to
fursteam enough to
keep the buildmild
summer
the
temperature,
ing at
Air fresh
that pervades all parts of it.
from out of door* is taken in by huge tubes
in
the
basement and
w armed in great boxes
then carried to the upper part of the building where it pervades every corridor and
ward, and then to give place to a new atmosphere is drawn out on tho lower floor by a
new supply Is consystem of ventilators. A old
goes out. There
tinually coming in as the
their blasts of overare ne registers with
heated air, no radiators or stoves, but a continual change of air, a change less appreciable than the

the

furnaces

OENTLKST

and

CURRENTS OF SUMMER,

tus the institution is managed on the Drinci-

patients.

pie that there is nothing too good for the patients. Every year large sums of money are
Probably seventyspent for plumbing.

COMMUNITY BY ITSELF.

roam

at will.

The doctor tells them that

may do as they wish for the day, only
with the agreement that they must be back
to dinner or to supper, or at some stated
time. I)r. Sanborn says It is very rare that
one of them ever breaks the agreement.
But
It is during the cold months of the long winter that the ingenuity of the doctors and attendants is taxed to the utmost to keep the
patients contented and cheerful. Thirty-five
years ago Colonel Black of Ellsworth gave to
the hospital $3,000, the income of which
should be used tor the purchasing of books
and the maintenance of a library, which
now contains several hundreds of volumes.
Governor Coburn s will also gives s.w,ooo to
the hospital as a fund tor supplying books
and papers and music for the patients.
ALL TUE DAILY PAP KBS
of the State and many from out of the State
are taken and read with eagerness by the

equally agreeable. This takes
place continually through the whole of the
immense building.
In other things as well as in heating appa-

The ward Is a simple corridor fifty feet long
or more, with fair sized rooms opening off
from it on either side.
They are beginning
now to put in a dining room for each ward,
and In some a day room or parlor
The corridor is very neat, with its waxed floors and
or
kalsomlned walls. Pictures hang
painted
on the walls, and along the
sides of tlm
corridor are settees.
Patients may stay iu
their rooms if they like; but they generally
prefer to sit on the settees or walk about the

allowed

they

but almost

live thousand dollars would not settle all the
plumbers’ bills that have been put in on acThis year new bath
count of the hospital.
tuba have been set up, of which the superintendent is very proud.
They are of solid
porcelain, and cannot be made in this country. If you should want one such as these
for your house. It would cost you one hundred and lifty dollars to ijulct the claims of
the importer and the foreign maker.
The hospital is divided Into a male and female division, and these divisions are separated into wards; thereare In all thirty-eight
wards, aud each ward is a family or

are

GO OUT OX PAROLE

nish

Newspaper Manager and Editor
Fight a Duel.
New Orleans, Feb. 21.—Emile Rivorie,

exchanging two

lives.
But the number of patients who are dangerous, either to themselves or to others, do
not make
up the most of the great family at
the hospital. There are as well a large congregation of the “cranks” of the State, per-

York Hospital for Women and Children.
Before her, no

THE DOMINION.

_

A Curious industry.

Patients Live and Oo at the
State Insane Hospital

Is insanity
increasing In Maine?
The trustees of the State insane
Hospital,
in their annual report, tell us that it
is, ‘‘anil
that, too, beyond the ratio of iucrease of population.” But Dr. Bigelow T. Sanborn, Superintendent of the Hospital, who has been
connected with the institution for twentyone years, and is better able than any other
man in Maine to judge, will tell you that in
his opinion this misfortune is no more frequent among the people of Maine than it has
ever been.
But the Hospital is becoming
more crowded every year;
in the last five
years the number of patients has increased
one hundred in the next five years the increase is expected to be as many more.
The
officers of the institution will tell you that in
another decade and a half they expect to see
in Maine another hospital for the insane as
large as the one at Augusta, and as full
of patients.
It is difficult to realize fully the meaning of
sucli a prophecy as this. Those who have
never visited the hospital picture it in their
imaginations as a great boarding house or
hotel; it would be more correct, so far as
numbers of patients and extent of buildings
is concerned to think of it as a village, or
even as a small city.
There are

CENTS.

corridors. Go into a ward and it will remind
somewhat o* the street of a country vilyou
lage on a summer day, when the loafers are
having their happiest times. Some patients
are sitting on the
settees, others are playing
Ihejack is the favdrite game—or
checkers, at which some patients are very
proficient. Billiards is a favorite game for
those patients who can go to the billiard
room.
But these games are seen only in
what are termed the mildest wards, for the
classification of patients is made by wards
there being one ward for very violent patients, other wards for various milder tynes
of insanity, a ward for suicides, another for
convalescents, etc. There are, as has been
stated, over thirty wards, and as many
classes of patients. But while the insane In

Scenes and Facts about the Biggest
House in the State.

Social*

London, Feb.

ure

THE INSANE.

The In-door Town on the Kennebec.

How
Several Cains

PRICE THREE

Cermany.

In

NEWFOUNDLAND.

Philadelphia, Feb. 21.—The Record today publishes the following: Another of
those outrages which American shipmasters

Hiun

the Clayton-Bulwer treaty was entirely removed.
Mr. Edmunds replied to Mr. Vest. He
dissented entirely from the views expressed
sometime ago by the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. Hoar) as to the Clayton-Bulwer treaty. He denied in tot<> the insinuation
that this bill had been withheld until tho
Eads selieme had been put upon the calendar.
It had been introduced by beuatoi Miller of
California years before Eads had thought of
his scheme. The opposition to this bill, he
said, had not a leg to stand upon. I he single
question was whether the private ambitiou
of Eads was to turn over the
Nicaragua
canal to tho hands of some other foreign
under
being
the Inof
government insteadof the C nited {states.
fluence and control
Tho question was then taken on Mr.
Vest’s amendment and it was directed withThe bill was then passed.
out division.
Yeas, 38; nays, live. The nays were Messrs.

Philadelphia Vessel

AMONG

Gladstone Takes Part in a Debate In
the House of Commons.

Spanish Government.

amendment that the

Pfl<t,

FOREIGN

J

act shall have no force or effect until concession shall have been sectored from the government of Nicaragua, and shall have been
submitted to and approved by Congress. He
claimed that this company had no concession. The canal was to be constructed over
a line where there was a dispute as to the
territory between Costa Rica and N icaragua,
Costa Rica now claiming one-tenth of the
tolls to be collected, and the American government was to commit itself by this bill to
all military necessities arising out of the canal, to the building of a navy and to the
maintaining of an army ready to march by
land in order to defend Lake! Nicaragua.
The passage of this bill would be “taking a
leap in the dark.” There was no more idea
(except from analogy) what Nicaragua might
was
of
demand
than
there
any
that
other
transaction
might occur
in coming years.
They knew by the past,
however, that Nicaragua would demand
money. Besides all other objections to the
bill the United States government in giving
this ^charter was to run solidly against
England which would strongly assert her
rights to share in the control of the canal.
He read the opinions of engineers adverse to
the feasibility of |the Nicaragua canal, and
fn oil mu

held.

Against Foreign Corporations.
A bill will be introduced tomorrow,amending tlie laws so that a foreign corporation
coming into the State for a charter, shall he
required to have paid in 25 per cent of its
This law is aimed at those
capital stock.
this State
companies that are organized in
with the payment of very little, if anything,
on their capital stock-

Washington, Feb. 21.

ing

urK.

The striking coopers

New

is

Boston, Feb. 21.—The hoodlums who attacked the Cambridge horse cars and police,
yesterday, were in court, today, and sentences ranging from $20 and costs to one
year in the house of correction w ere imposed.

were

Regarding the
Secretary of the Treasury.

and

Vest.
The bill incorparates Fred K. Billing,
Chas. P. Daly, if. L. Hotchkess, Frances A.
Strout, W. B. Franklin, Daniel Ammen,
Wm. L. Merry. Horatio Davis, Edward F.
Beale, James H. McMellen, Shepherd Homans and their associates as the Maritime
Canal company of Michigan with a similar
office in New York City. The capital stock
is to be not less than fifty nor more than one
hundred millions. Ten per cent. Is to be
payable when subscriptions to the capital
stock are made, and future payments are to
be made as the board of directors may determine. The aggregate of all charges, dues
and towage is to be reasonable, ana not to
exceed #2.30 per ton weight of a total of all
cargo, fuel and supplies included on board
any vessel in transit, or not exceeding #1.25
per ton actual displacement of any steam
vessel and #1.75 per ton actual displacement
of any sailing vessel. The United States is
to exercise such control over the canal as
provided for by the treaty with Nicaragua,
and not inconsistent with
any treaty obligations of the United States with any power
and is to enjoy its unobstructed use at

the Five Commissioners.
No Decision Yet

gBWtfJia

1887.

Berry, Coke, Jones of Arkansas, Maxey

Troubled About the
Inter-State commission.

The

of Consent.

The legal affairs committee have at last
decided to report a bill fixing the age at
which a girl may legally consent to her own
ruin at 14 years.
At present the age of con-

io women ana

s*

a3
>

h

-7
-2

35

8t.Paul.Mlnuj30.27

hearlug before the Judiciary tc.imiCee
upon the question of capital punishnr: it,
berctofora advertised for the 16 Inst., Is postponed
to the 24th of February, In the Representative's
Hall, at 2.30 p. m.
ANDREW P. WISWF.LL,
Sec. J ud. Com.
febl4sndtd

Tuberculosis

Tho labor committee held a linal meeting
this evening in consideration of the labor
bill, which the House recommitted to them.
They did not, however, succeed in agreeing
on one measure.
Two of tnem will present
a minority report.
The majority, however,
have agreed to report, probably tomorrow,
the Looney bill, with certain changes. First
there will be added to the bill a clause extending its provisions to men, as well as

£

S

W

8t. Louis. Mo 30.20,
Leavenworth 30.30

Public Notice.

the

Augusta, Feb.
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The Joint Special Committee appointed by the
and House of the Maine legislature to
Investigate the cause of the outbreak of disease
among the cattle ou the State College Farm, hereby give notice that a public bearing will lie hud In
Representative Hall on WEDNESDAY. February
33,at 2 o’clock p.m. 8. H. ALLEN, Chairman
ENOCH ADAMS, Secretary.
febltlandtd

in

(Special to

Savannah.Iiaj30.2 7
Jaek.sonvllle.i80.23j
New ueansiao.10

Senate

A

Phase
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Philadelphia. 30.47
Washington.. |80.44
Noriolk, Vh. 30.89

PUBLIC IlEAKING.
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Pon/n'1.1, Me 80.49
MLWashlli’n 30.32
Host-.-. Al.usi29.48
Bio;!. 1 Ian-.1129.47
Altiuy X. 30.50
New V.*rk.
30.47;

Application having beau made to the Legislature
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York Harbor nnd Bench Uailroad Com-

CO\M

Bar Harbor’s Water

Proposal Regarding Transportation
of Passengers and Freight
by Rail.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Feb. 21, 1887,10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of lime
at all stations.

hereby given that Hie Committee on Railroads.
Telegraphs and Expresses, will have a hearing ou
said application at their room ou Wednesday, the
twenty-third day of February, at half past two In
the afternoon; all persons Interested will govern
themselves accordingly.
I’er order of the Committee,
JAMES F. HAWKE8, Secretary.
febBsntd
Augusta, Feb. 8,1887.

m

on

Clear
_.. Cloudy Clear
bar.. .30.428 Maximum ther....29.3
daily ther. .20.2
Minimum tlier.21.8
Max.vel. wind.. 7 N
daily d'wpt.13.7
daily hum.. .69.8 iTotal precip.0

Mean
Menu
Mean
Mean

Application having been made to the Legislature
lor authority for any railroad corporation, w hich

Glairi^vani and Botanic

Report of the Judiciary Committee

_

febl2sntd_

feb21sntd

Regarding Certain
Foreign Corporations.

FEBRUARY 22,

sent is 10 years.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Velocity.

Age

The

MORNING,

TUESDAY

ered for theenlightment of the committee.
I)r. Bailey has been summoned to Augusta
at once to see about the selection of four of
these bulls.

Again Reported.

Cameron Cets
Washington, Fab. 22.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather followed by local snow, and warmer.

NOTICE
upon
uad before

to be

WEATHER.

February 23.
An act additional to tbe Y'ork Harbor and llcacli
R. R. Company.
An act authorizing construction of a raiiaoad
over tide waters lit towns of York and Wells.
An act to incorporate a railroad from the town of
Skowhegan to the town of Norridgewock.
feb7smd
JAS. F. HAWKE8, Sec.

NOTICE

ooney Labor Bill, With Changes

Bill Proposed

A

constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less. $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements" and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.50.

FEBRUARY 23.
An aet to insure a more speedy transmission of
telephone and telegraph messages. Postponed to
February 23.
An act to incorporate tbe Calais River Railroad
Co. February 23.
An act to amend chap. Cl. sec. 75, of the Revised Statutes relating to railroad crossings. Feb-

■sCgiMiniavv

£

Stbeet. Portland, Me.

Exchant

87

t o..ar* a Year. To mail subTerms
scribers. Seven Dollars a Year, it paid in advance.
Hates of Advertising—One incli ot space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil

Hearings Before Committee on Railroads, Telegraphs and Espressos.
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They also read

a great many
them too many, the doctors
Light literature such as novels, Is
generally preferred, though histories and
biographies are in demand with many
patients. But better than books or papers
are the entertainments that come off twice

books,
think.

some

of

every week iu the

Hospital chapel.

On Sun-

days religious services are held In this chapel,
but on week days the room is used for the
entertainment of such patients as are able to
leave their wards. On the evening of one of
these entertainments, as early as 7 o'clock,
they begin to gather, coming aloug the long
corridois from ail parts of the great building
to the chapel, accompunied by their attendants. Several hundred of the insane
generally get together on these occasions.
The hospital always has among Its attendants

enough good muslrians

IT A3* ORCHESTRA.
entertainment Is a concert
and sometimes a drama. When t)r. Sanborn
of
was assistant he used to put on the stage
the chapel a new drama as often as once In
and
two weeks;always taking part himself,
ntteiulmaking the rest of the cast from apt
TO MAKE

Sometimes the

rCORCLCDED OR rOCBTU PAOB.J

—«««,

—“

PRESS.

THE
TUESDAY
\>V

i*"i rend anonymous letter* and comiuun
The name and add re** of Me writer are

«•«

••hMuii*.

*,;)! fane.<
•
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MORNING, FEB. 22.

imilspeusable, not uecessart.y for pub

imarautee of good faiUt. ^
m dertake to return or
preserve
mftiuiili'&t'oii* that are not used.

at ion bid as
We Qtumit

a

CITY ELECTION.
MONDAY, MARCH

7.

Republican Nominations.
FCR HI A YOU.

CHARLES

CHAPMAN.

\YAU1> I.

-4Wem<m-Rlchard li. Galley.
Councilmen—George Trefetlien, Francis Higgins, J. T. Hutchinson.
Warden—H. P. Dewey.
Clerk—Osman Munroe.
(onstaldee—Kucl M. Field, Edward K. Heath.
\VA K< I>

A.

Alderman—Isalaii Daniel*.

Coun< Unim—P rank K. Ilaggett, William Camniett, Levi M. Blake.
Warden—Frank PUnnmer.
< IcrJc—Thomas Pennell.
Schott! committee-Ezra Drew.
Conelultlee—Luther A. Sterling, Frank Huunewcil.
IVABD :i.
Alderman—H. H. Ricker.
Council men—Orman Adams, Frank H. Cushing,
Alexander T. Laoghiin.
Warden—Albert E. Perry.
clerk Edward F. Tompson.
Con&ablee—F. T. Merrill, E. A. Lelahtou.
WARD 4.
Alderman—Nathan E. Redlon.
Councilmen—L. A. Goudy, George A. Clark.
Warden—ii*orge A. Dow.

Clerk—J. M. Mason.
school Committee— Ira 8.
m*

d

..

)./<•..

4

M

A!.....,

lias

therefore

Willi..... 1>

WARD 3.

Alderman—'William H. Smith.
Councilfnen—John F. Hand, John M. Peck,
George SylveBtcr.
IPai-den—Charles A. Perry.
Clerk—George I.. Barrows.
Constables—William Burrowes, Benjamin McInWARD 8.

Ab-

WARD 7.
Alderman— Herbert G. Briggs.
<iounetimen—John P. Hobbs, Ellphalet G.
Spring, James G. McGlauflin.
H arden W. H. Plummer.
Clerk—Wllford G. Chapman.
School Committee—811as H. MoAlplne.
W. Stover, Benjamin
< 'oustaides—Benjamin
Burnham.
_

evidence Is needed that the
horse car strike in Cambridge is a failure
than tiie attempt to stop the cars by force.
r

report telegraphed

from Augusta a few days ago to the Press
that a lease of the Boston & I.owell road is
contemplated by the Boston & Maine comes
this morning from Concord.
There the story is given full credence.

The legislature has a very bad attack of
investigation fever. It is now proposed to
Investigate hazing at the State College. The
faculty, however, very satisfactorily investigated that and settled it too very satisfactorily to tiie general public. There is nc
occasion, therefore, for the legislature tc

spend any

time on that.

Tiie bravado of the
may be serviceable in

Mormon newspaperi

keeping up’ tiie

cour

age of the rank and tile of the faithful, hut i
will hardly succeed iu convincing them tlia
the passage of the Edmunds-Tucker bill is <

victory for the Mormon church. The Mormon:
are intelligent enougli to see that that bll
strikes at the very root of their power, anc
if enforced will eventually break their hole
The n*wspaupon the Territory of Utah.
pers mav be aide to stimulate the Mormons
into defying the law, but if they do it will be
only so much the worse for tiie Mormons
'The country is determined that polygamy
shall go, and if the present legislation is not
sufficiently drastic more will follow.

The

Cumberland county have
combiued together to saddle the whole expense of the Ferry landing on to Portland.
Tiie legislature having Just decreed that the
city shall continue to keep in repair two
towns

bridges lying
cost

off ft

of

in another town is

now

to be

The campaign for the election of members
of the Dominion Parliament which has jusj
closed lias been the hottest and most bitter in
the history of tlie Confederation, and tlie vote
polled to-day will undoubtedly be very large.
The results of the provincial elections dnr.
ing the past year would seem to foreshadow
a victory for the opposition, but the government’s chances of success have apparently
improved of late, and Sir John Macdonald
will not lead a forlorn hope to-day. Tlie maritime provinces, especially -Vova Scotia, are
pretty certain to elect a delegation overwhelmingly Liberal, but in upper Canada
the government lias a very strong hold, and
it is by no means certain that it will not be
sufficient to more than offset the maritime
provinces. It would not be surprising In
view of the bitterness that has been engendered, if disturbances of considerable magnitude occurred in some of the cities and
larger towns to-day.
Tlie hold tlie silver men have on the present Congress is well illustrated by the bill
to redeem trade dollars which passed
the

Saturday. Originally the

hill was so

framed that tlie trade dollars redeemed each
month might be counted as a part of the bullion which the treasury is compelled to purchase and coin into short weight silver dollars, and this was the condition when it first
passed tlie Senate. But when it got into the
House tlie silver men were powerful enough
to attach to it an amendment providing that
the trade dollars redeemed sliou id not be
counted as a part of the silver bullion which,
by law, the treasury is compelled to coin
each month.
Tlie
Senate accepted the
amendment. The main purpose of the bill—
the redemption of tlie trade dollars— is a
righteous one, but this amendment is thoroughly bad, and it is by no means clear but
that it would have been better to let the
whole bill go than to pass it with this amend-

to the people of the State an
amendment to the constitution which shall
give to women equal political privileges witli
men.
It is certainly only reasonable for
woman suffragists to ask that a question
which lias been so long debated, and so
strongly advocated by men like Hon. Geo. F,--

TJ

r»_1
**vvw,

T7>..

/!

jja-uim,

vr

itCISUU

Dlngley, and Ex-Gov. Frederick Kobie, shall
now be brought to the adjudication of the
people at the polls. When this shall be done
then debate will be in order as to the right
and duty of women to vote. We understand

_„

that those who favor woman suffrage welall expressions of interest in the sub-

They believe that opposition is better

than indifference, and that many passing
from indifference to opposition, will pass
through this to acceptance and advocacy of
the ballot for woman.

It is incumbent upon the Democrats who
ask that Mayor Chapman lie defeated and
Mr. Charles McCarthy elected, to show
why
a change will be for the
interest of the city.
It is not denied that Mr. Clmpman has administered tlie affairs of the city with great
faithfulness and with signal ability. It is
not denied that the city's interests have been
carefully watched and protected since lie
lias occupied the mayor’s chair. It is not
denied that he Is thoroughly familiar with
questions now pending on the correct settlement, of which the future prosperity of the
It is not dcuied that
city largely depends.
lie knows where the city’s interests lie,
and is able and anxious to advocate and defend them. These facts being admitted, what
is the argument for retiring him and substituting another? What is the argument for
electing Mr. McCarthy and defeating Mr.
Chapman? The Argus tells us Mr. McCarthy
businessman, and that he lias had
is a

good
affairs.
good deal of experience in city
of
Grant these things, and does either one
a reason why
constitute
of
them
botli
or
them
a

0|»i:\|\0

Little Women's Ball!
AT

Tuesday Even’g,

DAY,

L,

21st.

Fraiinw-"Demon Drill." by P. D. 8.;
"Harlequin Dance”; “Oriental
Scarf Dance” In coatume.
PBICKNi-Vlwr 30 rie.; Mailer, 43 cM.»
Children '43 CM. Tickets to be obtaloed of tbe
Little Women anil at H B. Hay’e Driiu Store.
Kr.errrd Neal. I. eta. rilra; on sale at Hoi)
iuson's Plano Rooms, Kxchange street.
Doors
at 7.
Kefreshinrnta served In

anything

being a humbug
Washington.

Prices Lower Than Ever!

Qtti Lecture
—

IVI

_

BEV. Q. H. SHINN,

COE,
197

N GREAT

(Sanitary Engineer.)
What is known as the “caisson disease” is
not produced by the mere increase of atmospheric pressure, but by the sudden diminution of it on leaving the caisson, which produces ruptures of small blood-vessels in various tissues. The first symptoms are usually
acute pain coming on suddenly, beginning often in the knees.
The workmen speak ol
these as “cramps,” but there is really no
cramp or muscular spasm. Sometimes there0
wiU follow congestion of the brain, and the
e
man will stagger as if drunk.
The mainQ
source of the trouble, however is in the spinal cord, producing prnrlysK usually of the
Jower half of the body. The sensations of'*?
umv continue in a leg which is entirely
pain
insensible to pricking or pinching. In fatal
T
cases profound sleep usually precedes death,
t

-OF

To

;

from the

paralysis

LOT No

x°'

i'ht ft
LOT
No.

Gommenc^Mondav,

kinds of house furnishings in this
country.

our ow n

Body Brussels,

la,Icy E,gnre1d Tojvetsl.75,

[

1

anci 400

gradual diininntion of
out, increasing the time In proportion to the
pressure, the dangers of caisson-work may
much

Winter

suffering,

Philip Bourke Marston.
The late Philip Bourke Marstou,—who
died in his London chambers Monday, a
blind, desolate, broken-hearted man,—began
life with the brightest omens. He was horn
into a literary atmosphere,—the latest scion
of a family in which verse-making had been
hereditary ever since Queen Bess’s day.
His father loved letters aud cultivated them.
Dinah Muloch was his godmother and addressed to him In his cradle one of her bestknown poems—the “Philip, my King.” As
a boy he tumbled about in a
library, and listened to the talk of Robert Browning, Charles
Dickens,
Algernon
Swinburne, Bailey
(“lestus" Bailey) and Mrs. Lynn Linton
As a young man he contracted a warm friendship with Dante Rossetti. His vocation to

WINTER
|

! For Cash

the literary career was unmistakable, and
his first essays and poems were full of
promise. In spite of his blindness which overtook him ere he had fairly begun his work,
he bade fair to justify the high hopes entertained of him by his family and friends. But
•mbad hardly brought out his first book
(“Song l'ide,” 1871) when his mother died.
He never recovered from that
blow; and
other bereavements followed. He went
on
wi as long as he could
»?• as
publishing additional volumes aud writing ill
the magazines ; but the gloom settled do
wn
thicker and thicker, upon his mind aud heart.
His last days were so full of incurable
suffering, physical and mental, that the friends
who loved him best were ready at the end to
say with Kent at the bedside of the dying
®

—

Furnishings,
Reduce

to

FRED R.

“O let him pass! he hates him.
That would upon the rack of this rough world
Stretch him out longer.”

UNDER

a°S,

Stock.

Furmslter,

FALMOUTH

MIDDLE

ST.,

!-

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

ME.
eodtf

FINANCIAL.

KUHN, LOEB & CO.,

In the World 1b the Montrosa
Patent

BANKERS,

Metal

NASSAU 8T., NEW YORK.
CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A NEL.EC I ION OF CHOICE INVENTMENT .SECURITIES*.
30

HAVE

Shingles.

Send for Circulars and

Price-Lists Free.

E. VAN
383

CORRESPONDENCE OF BANKERS, BB0KER8
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED.
fel)

NOORDEN & CO.,
Harrison
Ave.. Boston, Mass.

22__eod3m

Small Investments and Qiiiek Profits.
is
—

r

—

■

Explanatory Pamphj.et (mailed free.)

LAURIE&C0.,

WANTED.

UANKEKNAND KKOKERN,
MI Hi-oiiHnny, N*-w York,

(And Branches).

Bills of Exchange, druflt, etc., leaned
parta of Great Britain and the Continent-

on

all

Jau2i>___eod&wSmO

Poor &
BANKEKN

Eadics

Oreenoagb,

the

AND BROKER**,

Proprietors

wAWt s

Kockl&nd.6s & 4s Bath.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Maine Central. .7» St 6»
Anson.4s
P. St 0. K. K....6S

7PER

carry.

THE

The |$e*( Table and Dairy Walt
offered to fhr public.

L'nequ

HOWES, HILTON & KARRIS,

ISN7

Portland,
feb8

KENDALL&WHITNEY
tebl°

Wole

Agent* Cor Maine.

Ask your grocer for It.

eod3m

CALIFORNIA

d2w&w4w

Ass octal Ion.

rilllk

regular annual meeting of this association
SATURDAY
Feb. d6, at the Aldermen’s Room
AKTkKMMN. t'f3^!‘loc.?
In City Building. A full attendance Is desired
THOMAS TA8H, Secretajy.
Portland, Pel). 19,1887.
feb21dlw

Med for Dryness, Whiteness, Purity & Strength,
-AT WHOLESALE I1Y-

Catalogue

MAILED FREE

l»«il!nud, iUe.

erer

inspection. Then

we

EXCURSIONS

ivrSmv

Leave Boston and Eastern Chios ovary mouth.
Low rates. Address \V A untie It It HO* and
CKO’S It V, Mi «<*geni,££W fliiahington Nt4,
It oh ion. Ma*»
feblOeodlm

]

DINING ROOM, and is
It renovated and
refitted to make It look asliavlnjj
bright and cheerful as
possible. It will he remembered by many that
J. D.S catmuau occupied the G. 8. Hay Dhiiug
Room for nearly two years, and with mart ed
success, until 111 health compelled him to to retire
from all business.
And now he would very
cordially greet and solicit the patronage of old
friends and patrons, also new ones, at his present location, No. 232 Federal street. Ladles and
gentlemen please call.

Ho. 232

Federal

receipt

of

In this department of our business we have found it necessary to devote two entire floors to the dis
play of Chamber Furniture, giving us a space equal to 230 feet long by 00 feet wide foi the display «#i
making the largest space devoted to Chamber Sets alone in this country
k-fiEPS Farilitur©- thus
®
#700. We have them made In all the popular woods, Pine
*
C herry. Oak, Walnut, Birch and Mahogany, and we
Ash,
prepay freight to any part of New England
ami we say positively
without
fear
of contradiction, thatthis is the best fine of goods for the
anda
money Id the market. Odd Bedsteads, odd Bureaus. Commodes. Spring
b Beds, Hair and Soft Tod
P Mattresses, Feather Pillows, Feather Beds or Feathers by the pound.

Stove

a.

wlth beautiful Ranges and Parlor Stoves, and

we

warrant

Range wtth all the ware, zinc for the bottuiu,
nlMgfS?*«ireKlv®7011
*or 05, $18, $22, and torn that up Pri“«
to $<10 and $100, for Hotel Kanges. Our terms for
1rP1'P*<l“»rtercash and the balance iiy the week
month.
We never
?mT.id pfil
" d° 8“ ln our P<>*« to make
I

no

44

1>

l allai.brd Work,
Problem.

er

Ike

•,,«

arc

everything satisfactory.

Lower than Smaller

Request

an

AM

MUSICAL

FESTIVAL!
I \

CI TV

HALL,

FRIDAY EVEJT6, FEB. 25,’87.
Tblnl Annual Entertainment of Wa.hbara I s.
ioa of the Church of ike 'I......b
The best
of home talent secured.
Mrs. Fellows, Miss Annie Greely. and Fred W. Adams will take prominent parts. DoiryaH-o aad Uairynaid. will
appear in Appropriate I'M.an in Choruses and Parades, followed by an Assembly.

MUSIC

BY

CHANDLER.

Refreshments served In Reception Ban.
Eierctses to begin at a o'clock.
TICK.ItTM BO
CK.VTa. For sale at Stockbrldge’s, F. L. Gunn’s,
191 Congress street, G. W. Heseltlne It Co’s,
Apothecaries, and at the door.feblPdtd

HALL.

SATURDAY,
Matinee at 2.

FEB. 28th.

Evening pt S.

Under the auspices of the

or

“afet^t'o“

hesitation in

Prices

Branch of the

PORTLAND

WHEEL CLUB.

The Popular Comedian, Mr.

Dealers, and

Early Call.

<^eat

Nassau Hall House

Furnishing Store,

tngton Street, Boston.

naiiffht In
VUU£III

82? Wash*

ISAAC. C.

MANAGER.

OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL 9.

X. JOHN LITTLE k CO.
STOCK TO BE CLOSED OUT!
EVENING CLOVES. ENTIRE
STORE TO
VACATED.
just
Immense Bargains in All Grades.
iflousquctairc
Gloves
Button,
ELECTRIC

LUJ HITS

OM

TIIHKE

FLOORS

PE

received
Kid

full line of Suede
in 8
12
Bntton, 16 Button and 20 Button lengths,
in Tan and Opera Shades.
a

Our cutirc stock must be closed out in the
next Thirty Days.
We shall
April 1st, from our old store 421 Congress
St., to 401 Congress
St., Clapp’s Block.

BROWN, Sign

of Cold

remote

as played by him 100 nights In New York
City this
Mason. ••Funnier than »am't ol Posen.”—The New
York World. The same strong cut that contributed
so much to Its New York success will
appear here.
Sale ot reserved seats at Htoekbridce's. Saturday
morning, Feh. ltlth, at 0 o’clock.
feb!7dtd

BURNHAMS

TOBOGGAN

150

“
“
“
“

ALL

“

“

"

French Kid
“

“

Boot.

“

“

“

“

“

*•

Straight Dongola Foxed Boots for Ladies
•
Kent’s solid durable Balmorals and
■
“
Congress
Cloth Top Dress Congress
•
Jersey
hand made Morocco Leg Calf Boots
....
OTHER

COOPS

IN

THE

SLIDE,

dec2S___dtl

GILBERTS EXTRAS,
Wednesday Evenings.

Instruction from 8 to 9.
Gentlemen

SAME

50 cento.

mitted without charge.
lebMdtl

Dancing

from 9 to 11.

Former lady pupils adM. B. C.ILBEKT.
uAHoa.

aisisBss

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Lav,
have removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

JOGH.A.UKM.

•I OH A II.

REMEMBER

“

UUIIIUI I
A. B. (aril..

•

Three dears snl of faiaur aHce.

The'entire stock of BOOTS and SHOES at 421 Congress
St., to be sold at prices
loner than hare c ter been offered in Portland.
NOTICF THE REDUCTION IN PRICE OF THE FOLLOWING WELL
KNOWN GOODS:
450 pairs A. Uarstde & Sons French Kid
Boots for Ladles
$4.50
$<t.OO
300 “ Jas. Boyd & Sons Cloth
“
“
Top Boots
3.50
“
“
4.50
“

250
350
200
100
200

U

Opea every .Afteraaea mad Evralag.
Admission adults 26 cents; children 15 cents;
Including 6 slide commutation tickets.
Klectrlc Lights.
Tclvpheae 1104.

ATKINSON,

feblSUlf

Pnrnor T

q

III

they Grceawald,

CORNER PEARl ANR MIDDLE STREETS,

GLOVE DEPARTMENT.

4.50
3.50
2.00

5.00
4.50
3.00
2.50
7.00
7.50

2.00
5.00
5.50

CARD,

AnORNEY AT LAW,
STICEET,
ISO MIDDLE

Portland,

Maine.

Ja.tice •( the

Netary

deck?""

PROPORTION.

H.H. HAY&SON,
B R OW N,
CONGRESS STREET.

421
leblu

mSi

$18 Blue Suits only
Only

a

$9,98

-

feu left of nearly three liundred suits.
gain in the State of Haine.

The best bar-

$16 All Wool ChinchillaOvercoats ior 8,46
$30 Silk Lined Overcoats for
16.74

Spring Styles, 1887.
SILK AND STIFF HATS.

$12 Ail Wool Suits for
a

6.00

-

40c All Wool Hose at

'

Life and Accident
IUfSiRAUCE
-AT-

Connecticut Mutual Lite Ins. Co.,

.49

-

,75

-

CLOTHIER,
Mo. 482

GESTS’ FIR\IHHI.\G GOODS,

Congress Street Opposite Preble House.
3w
u

LONDON, ENC.

raid up Capital. $600,000
Deposited with Insurance Dep t, of
New York, for policy holders In U. 8
100,000

A. I).
30

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Assurance

(LIGHTED)

OF

febl

Old Stand.

Liability

Corporation,

,22

-

-

OF HARTFORD.

Assets. $64,883,840.9*
Surplus by Conn. Standard.
4.880.143.91

Employers’

W. H. SOMERS can always be found at iS.Vt

eodtl

in their Retail Apothecary Depart*
ment, No. 258 Middle St., Junction
of Free, give special attention to
preparing Prescriptions; their assistants are careful and competent;
the drags and medicines used are
the purest and best obtainable.
They also make a specialty of obtaining for their customers rare
and unusual medicines and proprietary goods. Their stock contains
a good
line of Trusses. Crutches,
Braces, etc. Their prices are always reasonable.
J»lll5
eodST&Thflm

lew of tliose Ulsters
marked down to $0.00 left.

253 MIDDLE STREET,
Opp. Head of Cross Street. $1 Buckskin Gloves for

lebts

Feb.

REV. JAMES POWELL, 0. 0., of New York.

ItJKCr

a

We have

Congress St.

n..

ttauimr&iauft

EIGHTH Y. M. C. A.
City Hall, T bandar Kvraiag,
Lecture by the Eloquent

TWO PEBE0BXA3CEM OSLY.

B. A. ATKINSON ft, M

CONSUMPTION.
Admen,

Mrnutiful >*«e»ery,

Ticket sale open* Saturday, Keb. 19th. Prices
75, 50 and 36 cents.
!ebl7dtd

CITY

Department.

W

£1.00

dlw

dUeM^by
.lundKJ
EH.EEtogSbir
wl??7
CABLE TfKATISEnn ihUdl.nue.nMiJr
* r. u
Ctt. T.

liMaif*,

MAGNIFICENT COSTUMES.

In bis Laughable Comedy.

on

St.,

1 J«v« a po.itlv. remedy f ir th. aboeo
lu
thnu.nmU of cue. of lb. wor.t klud und of
Sure boon cured. Injur'd, .oHronu I. tuv fHthloug
In
th.t I win .end TWO BOTTLE.
wUh

STARTLING SITUATIONS,

see

new

POBTLA.HD,
NEAK UNITED STATES HOTEL
febl6

Huguenot Captain!

Womlci rul t

have others

CHAMBER SET DEPARTMENT.

LEADING MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL HATTER,

has P®*ba*ed the DREW
iwm9«?.C£9,M.aF
DINING HALL, known as the NEW ENGLAND

The

LITERARY

U»?15TJ?ayi

CORSETS.

w. E. PLUMMER, 437

TAKE NOTICE.

—

teblh

eodtf

HURON

Table and Dairy Salt

dam*

FOIt

50 CENT

_____

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent
NO. 11 EXCHAN6E ST., PORTLAND, ME.
Seed

MENS’

KIR

Til

Admission, 28 cents. Reserved seats. 38 cents.
Members, halt price. Tickets at Stockbrldge’s.

I AVIS 4 CARTIAN, SOMERS, The Hatter, Bonanza Shirts and Drawers only

Nhonnllrr mortage O. More
than fifty Savings Banks hi New Hampshire, Vermont and Khodc Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies and Individual* arc Investing III this class of secu
Call or address for Illustrated pamphlet,

I.sur fellow Statute

we

AMD

In the Grand Romantic Drama, entitled

M

r

to

FOR SALE ONLY BY

^_I

We wish you to

-

CENT B9HUS 0UARA1VTEED

decal

Sent by Mail,postage paid,

Variety.

close buying. We have a numerous stock
Clou* 1 arlor Suits, and cheaper Mohair Plush Suits,
ranging in price from $32 to #6</! Do nol
these goods before buying, if you wish to save a dollar. Remember if
you Uve out of town,
on e.v©iTthing sold by us, so that no
expense will attend the handling of these good*
after they leave us, only the carrying from the
depot to your house.

Vfail

Only

SHURTLEFF,

by the

Hies.

Co., which

RUBBERS._RUBBERS.

iVIIBDLR NTHKKT, Portland
January 1,1884.
194

Glove

35 CENT

iukh,

BONDS!

ARETAS

Goodyear

LADIES’

JeblO____tlOm

No.

call and examine the line of Ele-

gant Eight Croquet Rubbers made by

of

POOR’S MANUAL OF
RAILKOABN,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange lu New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
«•»

to

Portland for the

worthy

money refunded.

Wc have

FARRINGTON,

The Clotliler ana

!

Lear:—

AND

y

\

SUITINGS,

Gentlemen’s

:

Agenta,in

—

Mils. Til OS. BARKY,

n

These are the most Stylish Shape and Perfect Fitting Corsets ever introduced Into Portland, and are Warranted Not
To Break Over The Hips. Try a pair and if not
Perfectly
Satisfactory In Every Respect, return them and have your

~

Overcoats,
—

the sole

A.VD

RENE,

are very handsome; made
up in combination of colors, and which we can sell from $7d
ffion
toi. ; g<mh1? that we pledge you our word we used to get #100 and #110 for. Having bought these
goods low we intend giving our eu stomers the benefit ofour

TAILOR CUT CORSETS.

DOWN SALE

—

«

eod&wly

are

—

of the very latest and best styles of frames and coverings, selected peru,lark© number
and best manufacturers of these goods in the country, and with au eye t«:
I.H*
Among our goods we have some eight or ten new style*
\in Brocatelle
«Jlily» P0,1. *orgYW!!*J\rtces*
and Silk Plush which are
of
in Mo-

upliojsttredthat

111! H

n°v27

We

Congress Street.

~~==rOT

enforcing the
pressure in lockingi

greatly diminished, and
delay, and expense avoided.

,on

BROS.,

! REMARKABLE MARK

K iS L.v.r
■ ■ ■■their

WM. It EDMUND

the

In bur Parlor Suit Department,

lnforof very
great value.
Ev-

P
ft
■

Special Engagement, the STERLING ARTISTS.

strgro

containing

9W ■"

in Endless

Come and see the line; whether you buy today or tomorrow is immaterial with u*.
see w i»at we can do for you. and the
price we can make on these grades of goods.

IMHUHTEklT

TAILOR CUT

TURNER

Rugs, Mats, Squares, Etc.,

»Hmatlon

V

Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 22 and 23.

Powerful Romantic Company

Also full lines of Cotton and Wool, and Cotton Hemp, Coir and Straw
Mattings, making one of the
lines of carpets ever bandied by any house In this country,
Oilcloths, Linoleums, of
great complete
variety, and all widths, from 3 feet wide up to 18 feet.

fiL 'zsrxvx:

I

All the celebrated makes of

most

FAM™EDTLIWImtll I

7•*

V-

Reduction Sales in Every Department.

the men come out of the lock
they should not
have to make much exertion, such as climbing long ladders, etc. For this reason it is•
much better for the men that the air-lock
should be at the top, instead of at the bottom,
of the shaft. They should never enter the
caisson with empty stomachs, and they must
avoid the use of alcoholic drinks.
They
should have extra clothing to put on when

be

MOST WONDERFUL

1.20

Balance Dress Goods Remnants at one-third their
value.

»

Lowells, Bigelows,Hart-

Also the celebrated makes of all Wool Extra
supers,
such as the Dowells,
KidArt
Hartfords,
derminsters, Dornan Bros., Etc.

postpaid, to all
aud those who
who send their
send for „ wU1
name., an Il!ua-«
■
after thank
■ ■ ™
trated
lucky stare.
AU who buy or order direct from
us. aud request it, shall reoelve a certificate that the money shall
he refunded If not abundantly satisfied. Retail
price. 30 cte.; B bottles, $2 00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. P o. Box 2118. Boston. Maas.

price
Regular price $2.00
Regular price $1.00

Silk Remnants at Half Price.

am

If M ■ ■

Pamphlet*

....

mm

M M KM

n lU
flll

Regular™?^ |l*.60
Regular
$2.50

Velvets 1.25,
1*5. ^U.CJ’Lrotade
Plain Colored Velvets .75,

am

BA ■
BM ■

PORTLAND THEATRE
TWO NIGHTS ONLY.

Tapestry Brussels, including the Roxbury’s,
Stitson’s, the Higgin's and Sanfords.

mines.

m

such as the

her Order of Committee.

—

Diphtheria, Group, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at ths
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza. Hacking Cough. Whooping Cough, Catarrh. Cholera Morbus, Dysen-

&&
H

Parlor

YorkVhUadK^^^

£**“*•*

No old patterns, everything new and fresh.

Mir™
Ull 0
tery, Chronic Diarrhoea. Kidney
Troubles, and

Our

fnrHc sinH

PORTLAND.

Cures

Shades,

stocks are almost entirely new selected with
****>“’ New
In the matter of carpets we carry all the celebrated makes of

our^jwniiiHmffLc
hi reteri
manufacture.

sides
mucs

Wj&4WARE’.MANAGER,

Feb. 21st.

J: |“ncy|rlpe Vekets Jl.OO,’

STREET,

g %
9fc9 9 ■
■ ■

Francaise Silks, new, Black and Colored,
$1.00 Black Satin Duchesse for
$1.25 Black Satin Rhadame for
$1.25 Black Silk for..*
$1.50 Black Silk for..
e

may occur, but*

only after the lapse of several years.
The most frequentcause of this trouble is the
too rapid “locking out”—that is, the not allowing sufficient time to gradually equalize
the pressure of the air-lock with that of the
outer air. The men are, of course, impatientt
to get out, and some of them will urge that
the escape-cocks shall be opened wider. The
®
rule should be that for eacli additional atmosphere ef pressure six minutes should be
allowed in locking out.
Stout and heavy
men are most likely to suffer and should not
be employed if others can be had. No man
having heart or lung disease should be employed in this kind of work, and it will pay
to have workmen examined by a competent
physician before theynre taken on. After

especially

SALE

: VELVETS AND SILKS!

The Caisson Disease.

253 AND 235 MIDDLE

Window

Suits, Odd Easy Chairs, Chamber Suits,
Library Furniture, Hall Furniture,

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.,

middle street.
eodtf

REDUCTION

si

ltecovery
often

Hatter,

____

of the best farms in Kentucky. Hereafter
he will draw his eight dollars a month regularly, while the broken down Union veteran,
with no fuiiu except the poor farm, no home
except that provided for town dependents, is>
left to wonder at this strange order of things
which Jpensionsthe traitor and neglects the

patriot.

The

feb22Ult

Carpetings, Draperies,

GOOD SALESMEN WANTED.

Bangor Whig.
Tim first pension certificate issued under
the Mexican bill, according to a Washington
despatch, was to ex-Seuator“Cerro Gordo”
Williams of Kentucky. This recipient oft
the government’s bounty to the extent of
eight dollars a month fought all through the
rebellion under the Confederate flag, has* !
drawn the salary of a United States Senator
for six years und Is to-day the owner of one

—

Tuesslny Ivenlng, Feb. *4*.

can

HOW IT WORKS.

IK THi;

Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Free Course

Commencing at 7.45 o’clock.

_

department,

and a fraudi

Ktwegtlon

Ojjtn

NEW GOODS! NEW STYLES!

to

comes as near
as
in

Feb. 22.

* pedal

Monday, February

i

come

ject.

ORAND

a

STOCKS, 6 AIN PROVISIONS. OIL, ETC.

submitting

TTssv.

SPRING 1687 SPRING

a

_

It will be well for the signer* of the remonstrance against woman suffrage to consider that tlie question before the Legislature is, not giving tho ballot to women, but

t ni SK.IHi VTH.

a

ment.

If/.nr

CONTINUED

Our sales on PANTS and VESTS alone so far this
month exceed the total sales in any previous month
The boys will find that most of the SPRING of February for the same length of time.
The marked increase of trade at this season of the
STYLES are very much the same as last
CURRENT COMMENT.
year shows conclusively that the people are conyear. But by calling on Coe they can see vinced that the bargains we offer are exactly as ad11AI> IN PRACTICE.
1'htladlephla Record.
something entirely different from what oth- vertised.
The theory of the Knights of Labor that
The values are much more than represented in the
the injury of one Knight is the injury of all,
ers
are
a
and
of
great
running,
variety
is beautiful in coneeptien, but it does not
goods, as can be found on investigation, and we call
work in practice. The injury of Knight in
particular attention to our enormous stock of Pantshapes to select from.
Hackensack, for Instance, does not justify a
Kuight iu Virginia City in that form of realoons at $1, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2, $2.50 and $3.
strike I
sentment which resolves itself into
Also Gentlemen’s good Business and Dress Pants
or
boycott. The experiment has been tried
several times and it does not answer expecat
$3.50, $4, $4.50 and $5.
tation.
KUAUDK A.VJl HUMBUG.
Men’s fine all Wool Pants at
IS?.?*
Young
, $2.50, $3,
Boston Record.
and
$4.50
$5.
I
$3.50,
$4,
Mr. Cleveland vetoed the bill to send 310,000 worth of seeds down into the agricultuParties in want of anything, in the winter
Boys’ Long Pants for school or dress wear, at $1,
ral districts of Texas where there has been a
drought, blit even tiiis is straining at a gnat
$2.50, $3 and $3.50.
line, such as Robes, Horse Blankets, Fur $1.50, $2,
and swallowing a camel, or else why does he;
Knee
Pants, in sizes 4 to 12 years, at 25, 50,
Boys’
sign the bill regularly to appropriate
largFnr Caps, Gloves, &c., &c., can
senu seeds all over
Sets,
every year
75
cents, $1, $1.50, $2 and $2.50.
buy
the country free'.’ If it is beyond the provExtra
size Knee Pant Suits, ages II to 16 years, at
ince of the government to furnish free seeds
them at their own price for a few
days, as
to Texas, why is it not beyond its power to
$1,
$2, $2.50, $3 and $3.50.
$1.50,
furnish free seeds to New England?
The
w e w ant to get rid of them before
whole business of this seed distribution, like;
in SUITS, OVERCOATS and ULSTERS
packing,
Bargains
the rest of
the
agricultural

Ififilfcw. (liKMJiWJ.'KiWi*
■nafftftrtffr Wriinfe;an''al>t VUW'gifAn&Ja>,1UlUJVi,
by insisting on and

which provided that the expense should be
borne by the eounty. As the injustice of
this is no greater than the injustice of compelling her to support bridges in other towns
which the legislature has given its sanction
to it is by no means impossible that she will
be saddled with tlie whole expense of this
ferry way.

Senate

1887.

COE.

citizens? This is u question for advocates of Mr. McCluirthy’s electiou to answer
before they can expect to convince the citizens of Portland that a change at tills junction is advisable.
our

S

School Committee—Albert T. Dunn.
I 'onstables—Lincoln s. Itay, 8. D. Lincoln.

the

1887.

lie
the qualifications needed
possesses
in that office be .substituted for a man who
lias given the most convincing proof of ills
ability to discharge the duties of the Chief
Magistrate to the general acceptance of all

tosh.

Coutiruiation of

WWCmAIIIOBg.

ISPRING.

that

demonstrated

never

UI»4KI.I.A.M:ui«.
—

i

er amount

Alderman—William M. Marks.
C'ou!U'Utn«»—.Ansel G. Dewey, George H.
bott. Edward W. Kent.
It'nrden—Joslali H. Drummond, Jr.
Clerk—Charles A. Strout.

ailSCCLLlNKOLN.

a

Locke.

....

lie should be elected Mayor in preference to
j
Mr. Chapman? is he a better business man
than Mr. Chapman? His most zealous supporters will hardly assert that.
Is lie more
familiar than Mr. Chapman with city affairs?
Mr. McCarthy himself would not make such
a claim. Why then should ho lie substituted
for Mr. Chapman? Why should a man who
lias never occupied the Mayor's chair, and

NEELY, Agent,

Ktchnngr Ml.,

I'er.laad, Re.

dim

C«i|ma s.rrrl, Oppwiir ill. Hall.
A practical school of business, having a Nationsl College Hank, wltn a cash capital of $300,000
rrganlzed In 1884. The best facilities offered
Experienced teachers employed In each departnent, and thorough Instructlnn guaranteed. The
ihort hand and type-writing taught by a practical
itenographer. sessions, sTx days and evenluirs
tales very low. Catalogue free. Any further ue
urination cheerfully furnished.
Address,
l. A. UB.IV,*. 3i. FriMel^wl.
**pls
eeddm

4k

THE

decreased interior demand assisted, though lat-

PRESS.

est cables reiterate short crop estimates. There
is Utile or no change in sugar prices. The market
Is waiting, and while refiners are buying moderately It is aot unlikely that they hold talr stocks.
Special advices report tho Louisiana sugar-cane
two months ahead ol last year and afoot high.
The acreage has been Increased and central facWestern tobacco at
tones are being established.
New York Is active on large sales at shaded quotations. Petroleum prices are low and Irregular.
Exports this year have declined about 2S0,000
barrels, and Russia's efforts to compete lu the
United Kingdom and on the continent are reported to have yielded her control of 8 per cent of petroleum consumed In Europe out of Russia. Cotton goods are active, and standard fabrics are
firm »t higher figures. Prints are slower to move,
Woolens move slowly at last year's rates. Wool
is steady and quiet, and more In buyers’ favor
than for many weeks. The reports) of failures
to Bradstreet's are as follows:
This Last.
The week ia-—
week. week. 1886.188. .1884.1883
In United States, 244 237 214 273 248 221
85
lu Canada,
36
26
66
35
34
—January 1 to February 18.1887. 1886. 1885. 1884. 1883
InU. S.,
1,978 2,093 2,697 2,123 1,861
lu Canada,
196
198
247
217
217

TUESDAY MOHNl.Mi, FEB. 22.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Uncle Jack returns from a long walk, and, being
somewhat thirsty, drinks from a tumbler he finds
on the table.
Enter his little niece Allie, who Insets up a yell of despair.
stantly
Uncle Jack—What’s the matter. Allie?
Allie (weeping)—You’ve drtuked up mv aquatlum and swallowed my free pollywogs.
Thousands of ladles cherish grateful remem
brances o the help derived from the use of Lyd
la J£. i'liikliam’s Vegetable Compound.

“Mamma," exclaimed llitle Mabel McSwttllgen
“you said they had measles at McCorkle’s. Well
I was there, and Ifdldn’t see a single lueasle.’

Consternation of Mabel's mother.

For the relief and cure of the iuilammatloi
and congestion called “a cold In the head” then
Is more potency In Ely’s Cream Balm than lr
anything else It Is possible to prescribe. This
preparation has for years past been making
brilliant success as a remedy for cold iu the head
catarrh and hay fever. Used In the initial stages
of these complaints Cream Balm prevents any se
rlous development of the symptoms, while almosl
numberless eases are on reoord of radical cure:
of chronic catarrh and hay fever after all othei
modes of treatment have proved of uo avail.

Crain

Saturday’s quotations.

He—The cars are quite dangerous, and It’s gen
car that is smashed aud burned.
She—Then why don’t they leave off the las

Physicians Have Found Out
That a contaminating and foreign element in tin
blood, developed by Indigestion, is the cause o [
rheumatism. This settles upon the sensitive sul,
cutaneous covering of the muscles and ligament •
of the Joints, causing constant and slitting pale
and aggregating as a calcareous deposit whiel
produces stiffness and distortion of the joints. N<
fact whlcn experience has demonstrated in regari
to Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters lias stronger evl
deuce to support than tills, namely, that this med
Icine of comprehensive uses checks the formula
hie and atrocious disease, nor is It less positively
established that it Is proierable to the poisons of
..

I__

el...

...aJIoina

nnnioltii

only salutary Ingredients. It Is also a signal rem
edy lor malarial levers, constipation, dyspepsia
kidney and bladder ailments, debility aud otliei
disorders. See that you get the genuine.

the

little girl asked her mother If God saw ever;
thing. Being told that He did, she drew a Ion ;
sigh aud said:
•'Well. I should think He’d have norvous proi
A

tratlon.'1

reliable friend always on hand;” sue
,
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup has always proven itsel 1
to bs.
Dou’l I- If a dealer offers you a bottle of Salva
Uon Oil in a mutilated or defaced package, do»’
touch it—It may he a worthless counterfeit.
a

living thing exist without

1

brain?
Professor—Yes, sir.

Professor—How old are you?

that hare been pronouuced incurable b
tl e best pbyyiclans have been completely cure 1
by Lydia E. Plnkliam's Vegetable Compound.
Women

“Ob, agony! James, I’ve lost It!
do? It suddenly disappeared tills
dldu’t like tbe looks of a man who
basement door.”
“For Heaven’s sake, what is It?”
“That little nugget of coal 1 was
Sunday’s Are.”

What shall I
morning,
came to t-li s

keeping

ft

r

have diagnosed your husbaud's case car 9dear Mrs. Burtly,” said tbe youi g
“aud I And that he is suffering fro “
rheumatism In the pedal extremities.”
“Oh, my grief!” exclaimed the old lady, iu dl *;
tress. “It’s wusser’n I thought. Poor John sa d
the pain was all in his feet.”
“I

fully,” my
physician,

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, i
Jure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow ski i,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter's Litt e
pills.

An A tint in

One a dose.
lariv

went

to the door of

Iter

soli

sleeping apartment and said:
Why, Johnny, aren’t you up yet!”
“No, lna, It’s so cold.”
Get up, and 1
“You laiy little scamp!
ashamed of yourself.”
“Let me sleep a little while longer. X can 1
ashamed of myself In bed Just as well as an
where else.”

*

*

Feb.

May.

28%
20%
28%
*8%

Opening.

Hignesi..

Lowest.

Closing.
Monday's quotations,
WHEAT.

May.
79%
79%
79%

Opening....

Highest.
Lowest.

June.
80%

79Z3

Closing!]....

July.
82%
82%
81%
81%

81

80%
*0%

CORN.

June.

May.
39%'
39%

40J

40%
39%

39
39

40

OATS.

May.
1-owest.

Closing.

[By Telegraph.]
The lollowlng quotations ot stocks

are

received

daily:
Axch., Topeka and Santa Ke Railroad. 90%
61%
New York and New England Railroad.
do Dref
}$£
128
C. B. & ..
Flint (It Pere Marquette Rallroadjcom. 27%
do ..
Wisconsin Central. 24%
64%
Mexican Central 4«.....
California Soul Uern Railroad. 37

12%

Mexican Central.

6%
Boston Water Power Co.
Calumet & lleela. 216
Boston is Maine, Railroad. 217
Eastern Railroad.
Eastern Railroad pref.13 9
Mexican Central R 7s.69%
Old Colony.178
Wisconsin Central. 2d series. 67
Rasters Railroad 6s.128
Boston lauid Company. 8%
Bell Teleohoue.. 213
Boston (ft Lowell Railroad.160
New York Stock and Money Market.

of Ike

NEW YORK, Feb. 21
1887.—Money on call
lias been easy, ranging from 1 % to-; last loan
at 3%. closing at 4 bid. Prime mercantile paper
6®B per cent. Exchange is steady but dull with
few commercial bills offering and little demand
Government bonds dull but
for bankers' bills.
Arm.
Railroad bonds are quiet and generally
closed wry dull and
market
stock
steady. The
steady at fractional changes from the.openlng.
Stock
at
the
oe
craiiMHCiious
i
Exchange aggreA A'J

RQ1

ehardta

louowiug are to-day's quotations of Govern
securities:
Cnltcd States bonds, Ss .100%
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.128%
New4%s, reg .109
New 4%s, coup.110%
Ueutrail Pacific lsts..114%
Denver & K. Gr. lsts.H*.119
Erie 2ds ..*. 98%
Kansas Pacific Consols.106%
OregoD Nav. lsts.109%
114%
Onion Pacific 1st
,.uo

re-

ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:

Adams Express.141
Amerlcau Express.109
Central Pacific. 36%
8
Chesapeake & Ohio.
Chicago & Alton.. .143
Chicago * Alton preferred.

Chicago. Burlington*,A,.Quincy.138
Del. A llud. Cana!.102%
Del.. Lack. iPWest.135%
Denver A Klo Grande, new. 24%
Erie. 33%
71
Erie preferred
Illinois* Central. 128
18
I ad.,' Bloom. AI Western..
Lake Erie A West.
Lake Shore. 93%
Louisville A Nasn. 60%
Manhattan Elevated.166
Michigan Central. 89
Minn s st. Louis. 18%
do pref. *2%

Pacific.107%
59

ao

Northwestern.114%
Nortnwestern preferred.140

Fennirs.

Americans are said to he a careless, ruon ■y
spending people; who disdain, or do not care to
practice those small ecouemies which the Fren •h
aud German neilons, for example, find uecessai y.
There is probably some truth in this charge, 1 ur
Id
in America money comes easier than in the
countries, and also goes easier. Yet, America is
the land of inventions, and of new Ideas, and of
universal progress. Among the new ideas, o: le
which has occasioned a good deal of talk, is t le
adaptation of Lactart and Honey to the cure of
soughs and colds. This preparation is put up by t ie
Avery Lactate Company,(of Boston, the luanufi cturers of the famous iActart (aetd of milk) and Is
of
meeting with wonderful success in the cure
Li ccoughs, cold*, hoarseness, and sore throat. w!
til
tart being the pure acid of milk, compounded
honey In certain proportions, Is found to posse ss
a true curative powerJTliere Is nothing very in; storlouslu this result, fur people have always he in
In tlie habit of using “a sweet and a sour” 1 or
throat difficulties. But nothing In this line, as
effective as Lactart and Honey, lias before be in
tried. Dr. O. a. Sanders, one of Bostou’s dlst; n(Wished physicians, writes: “I recommend L: ctart and Honey for coughs, colds, sore throat, el e.
it aid* tlie bowel* In constipation, and lias a 11 tu
effect in diarrhoea”; and his testimony is su pported by mauy others. Lactart aud Honey Is t xceedlugly pleasant to take, and is sure to bene fit
the user.

FINANCIAL ANOCOMMERGIAI

no Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following New Fork stock market Is

Missouri

•'

New Fork Central. 112%
New Fork,(Chicago A St. |Louis. 6%

17%

do

Ohio Central..
Ohio A Miss. 26%
17%
Out. A Western.
Oregon Transcon. 32%
56%
Pacific Mail...

Panama..

Pullman Palace.144%
Reading. 37%
ttock tslaud..126
st Louis A San Fran. 31%
do pref. 64%
1st pref. ...112%
90%
St. Paul
Paul St.preferred.120V*
St. Pan.. Minn. A.Man.118%
St Paul A >:naiia.I *8a/«
ao

..108%

Texas Pacific.
Onion Pacific.
U. 8. Express.
Wabash. St. Louis A Pacific
do

25%

50%

62

16%

pref.128%

73%
E. Tenn, new. 13V*
East Tenn. 1 st uref. 76%
Weaieru Union Telegraph

2«
do 2d pref
Alton A terre Haute. 32
do pref.
Boston Air Line, pref.101
Burltu 'to s Cedar Haptds. 45

CanadaISoutheru..
Canton. 60
1°
Central Iowa

Con,[Coal. 22
Long island,.,,. »6
Fort Wavne..1*6
202
Metropolitan El.

STATE OF TRAOE.

(From Bradstreet’s of Saturday, Feb. 19.)
Mobile A Ohio. 15%
Special telegrams to Bradstreet's point to t 116 Morris A Essex.I
movement of a moderately improved volume of
Oregon Nav.101%
Weils. Fargo Express.128
general merchandise during the week, due in pi Lrt
to (ewer labor troubles, aud at some points to
Norfolk A Western pref.*7%
more seasonable weather, together with beg inNew York Mining Stocks.
Dings of spring purchases. Activity in disti ll iutlon of staple goods is most pronounced at Kam as
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Feb. 21 1887.—The following are
City, Chicago, New Orleans and Detroit. At N SW
for mining stocks to-day:
tin
re
quotations
and
Cincinnati
closing
York, Boston, Philadelphia
Homestakc.13 00
is an improving tendency. At moat other poll its
Ontario.25
reported trade is fair only, or without change,
eept »t Milwaukee and Indianapolis, which ms tlie leas encouraging reports, except as to I he
Standard..,,,.1 12%
20
(*ou. Cal. A Va.
prospects of spring trade. Wet weather wt
Best A Belcher.
10%
7
southwest aud northwest continues to reni ler
Mexican
which
clie<
ksdifficult
of
roads
passage,
country
Market,
Cattle
interior trading and mercantile collections to so ne
Chicago
extent. A severe storm at the northwest yest trBy Telegraph.]
IXl.Vh
91
1HK7—r.'Ltt’iH
—Vf*.
with
to
trade
to
interfere
some
.i
day promises
3000; steady aud strong;
shipments
7,000;
celpts
tent.
feeders
and
Stockers
3
shipping steers 60®5 10;
The total uumber of industrial employes in I lie
at 2 <1083 <K); cows, bulls and mixed at 1 80®
3 75; biflk2 60®8 35.
country reported since January 1 as on strike i»
Hogs—receipts 12,000; shipments 7,000 ;h)gber:
about 97,000. Of these 18,000 struck during Fi l>.
rough and mixed 5 1585 65; packing aud shipOf tlie
ruary, and S.000 prior to January 1.
plug ul 6 COftS 76; light at 4 80®6 40; skips 3 60
tal, 16,000 strikers have secured their ends in ®4 76.
lv
Sheen—receipts 900; shipments 1000 dower ;nawhole or In part, and about 55,000 have slgna 1
tives at 3 G0®4 K0;|Western at 3 708*66; Tex(ailed to do so. Increases lu New York bank loa 1,9
ans 3 00®4 00. Lambs 4 60®6 00.
of $12,000,000 within two weeks were cam
Domestic Markots.
largely through having to carry railway snares returned from Europe.
[By Telegraph.]
k!kw YORK. Kgh. 21. 1887.—Flour market—
iueienacncywwBra goiu exports, iubjhm of
bbisand
art
in
14,721
sacks; exports [925 bbls
receipts
p
late heavy export* of produce, also points
and 6406 sacks; heavy; sales 16,000 bbls.
to til® extent of recent foreign .sales of Amerii au
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30&3 15; superliue
Domestic money markets at III i,9t
securities
Western and State 2 75®8 30; common to good
extra Western aud State at 3 30®3 60; good to
centers are Increasingly active, but the suppl; is
choice do gt 3 6586 26; common to choice White
demand.
The
to
the
total
hank
cl«
■r.
fully equal
wheat western extra gt 4 76S4 8u; fancy do at
lugs at thirty-three cities, as wired to Br ia'
at 4 85®5 26; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
street’s, Is $970,760,680 tills week, against 9£ 1,®5 10; common to choice extra St Louts at 3 20®
extra good to prime at
711,471 last week and $904,480,175 for I iIP 54 20; patent'Minnesota
5o®4 80; choice to double extra] do at 4 86®
third week of 1'ebruary, 1880, a gain during l he
r> 26. Including 2000 bbls city mill extra at 4 60
week of $25,000,000, or 2W percent,, and as
®4 66; 1000 bbls flue do at 2 S0®8 16; 700 bbls
superfine 2 70®3 30; 660 bbls extra No 2 at 3 20
compared with last year of $12,000,000, or " 83
80; 4700 bbls winter wheat extra * 20®6 2G;
per ceat. Tln> Increase Is chiefly due to gains at
fflOO bbls Minnesota extra at 3 20®5 26. Southflour quiet; common to fair extra 3 50@4 00;
ern
l
bo
New York, Boston and Philadelphia, where
good to choice do 4 10®6 26. Rye flour quiet.
week's gains aggregate oyer $23,000,00.
Wheat—receipts 64,900 busb; exports 31,476
The demand for Iron and steel ha* been 1 199
bush; lower; sales 240,000 bush I No 2 Chicago
No 3 Red at 88tic; No 2 Red
pronounced. Moulbcrn pig has not gone west so at 91 tic delivered;elev;
No 1 Uedat93c; No 1
In
ai
6d‘/»»
„,i
freely, and some has come east. Prices east a
dull. Barley heavy. Cora
is
Die.
Bye
White
west are Arm hut unchanged.
A foreign Bes »elower—receipts 49.600 bush ;exporls 41,350 busli;
mcr pie salu here of 30,000 tons is noted, w ith
sales 192,000 busli; No 3 it 48%®47e delivered;
steamerat 47V4c;No 2 at 47®.®48y4c elev. Oats
about 200,000 tons of foreign material contract
bush
exports
are lower -receipts 6 ,760 bush
for 1887 delivery In the United States. W ith
9Hies -8,000 bush; No 3 at 36c; Wmte do at 35Vs
White
do
87887
V4c
conditions
continued till the opentns of
present
35tic; No 2 at 36*'8ia35c;
No 1 White 38c; Mixed Western at 86®37e; do
navigation a further advance In domestic h nn“
40c.
Coffee—
at
State
White
White at 38842c;
price* is probable. Hardware and agricultq r‘M
fair Kio flrm 14 Vfcc. a agar dull; refined steady;
Implement sales at the west are generally very aw
C 4<A ®4»/4c; Extra C 4% @4%c; White Extra O
at 4%®5o; Yellow 4V4«49/4 c; off A 6y»c; Mould
Mve. Wheat has been bearish, with demorall
A at 6 15-18; standard A at 6 6-16c; granulated
tlon at the west, owing to disgust and wesrin 998
at 6 11-16C; Confectioners A 6 B-lt@54fcc; cut
the
longs,
exhausted
and
loaf and crushed atil3»c; nowdered at 6%86>® ;
pf
unfavora ble
margins
Cubes at 5 13-16C. Petroleum—united at 63c.
cables. This was succeeded by a reaction, sin
Tallow steady.
Pork is quiet and stronger;
holders having taken freely at the lower flgn rC9
mess quoted at 14 25®14 60 for old; 16 25 for
demand
new. Beef steady. Card higher—Western steam
Banewed
and
docltn mg
reached.
export
spot at 7 20:*reflued at 7 65 for Coulinetit, 7 60
receipts at the west exerted an influence, hut j0
o 7 65 for S A.
Butler—choice steady. C'hceee
3 red at New York closed at 90Wc, against 90 * C
quiet.
western
Reduced
of
ITOFreiahu steady; Wheat steam 3Mi@3%d.
week.
stocks
last
hog |
CHICAGO. Feb. 21, 1887.—Flour market dull;
duct*, smaller receipts of underweight hogs at
Winter patents 4 25®4 50; Southern Winter at
packing centers, restricted output ol produ .' 3 76®4 00 ;Michtgau
and Wisconsin whiter 3 60.a
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25 a
and a better borne and export demand have in w,e
with
4
soft
Wheat
lard
closlm
at
mess
:
60;
active,
patents 4 oii®4 26; Minn, bakpork brisk and
er9 1,1 9ai*ks at 8 ,,w &3 25.
Wheat t Is weak aud
$14.26 per barrel and westerm steam lard 7 20
2
No
heavy;
Spring at 73®76c; No 2 Red 77>Ac.
against $14 and 7 20 respectively ou the 1 <tn Corn Is weak; No 2 at 3348*35^0. Oats steady;
No 2 at 23H®74c. Rye—No 2 at 64c. Bariev—
ln»L Coffee declined under heavy specnlal lve
No 2 at 60®66c. Provisions—mess Pork higher
dealings about le per pound until yesterday,w 111
at 14b2i®. Lard flrm 7 12*A; dry salted slioultiers 6 80®6 00; shun clear sides at 8 0588 10.
there was a reaction of 40 points on options ind
Whiskey 118.
We on spot, increased Brazilian receipts ihd
...

ytK^\.:v::::::::::::::::v::.v.v.v::3(75o
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SAILINC DAYS OF 8TEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOB

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Feb
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool... Feb
Ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool...Feb

22
22
22
Trave.New York..Bremen.Feb 23
Sardinian.Portland ...Liverpool... .Feb 24
City Washington.New York..IIav& YCruz Feb 24
Britauic .New York.. Liverpool... Feb 24
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg...Feb 24
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool ...Feb 20
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Feb 20
Atlas.New York. Hay.Feb 10
Alliauea.New York..Bio Janeieo Feb 23

Sun sets.6 19 High water

fcpo« da*::::10

48

MARINE

Pure.

Absolutely
This powder never varies.

marvel of purity,
More economical,
strength and wholesomeuess.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold i.
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Eoyai. Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall 8t.
N. Y.
Iuy2dl

—

b a Positive Cm
ALL of those Painful
Delicate Complaints end
Complicated trouble* and
or

Weaknesses so .common
among our Wives, Mothers,
end

Daughters.

fM"Pleasant to ere
TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,
IRKED LATE

MONDAY, Feb. 21.

Ik

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fin Rio Janeiro 16tli, barque Sliawmut,

Small, Pernambuco.

At quarantine Jan 29. barque Annie
ren, Rosario, transferring cargo.
Ar at Matantas 13th, sch Herald, (

Reed, War-

ray, Aspiuwall.
Sid fin Tlacotalpan Feb 10, sch Seth M Todd,
Clark, New York.

Ujig Carrie Purington, Johnson, from Boston for
Hayti, with general cargo, was towed into St
George, Bermuda, Feb 11th leaking badly. She
was discharglng|15tli for repairs.
Sch Mary Bradford, Oliver, from New York for
St Thomas, with a general cargo, struck ou the

Northern Keefs, near Bermuda, 14th Inst, and
filled with water. A steamer w'ent 10 her
assistence, but failed te move her. Fart of cargo
and vessel’s materials may be saved.
Sch Beuj F Poole, from Providence for Baltimore, rau ashore 10th, below Colton Patch Hill,
Del. She was assisted off and towed to Delaware
Breakwater 20th.
Sch S A Paine, Hawes, from Rockland for New
York, put Into Provlncetown 20th with cargo ou
fire. She has been sealed up.
Shangliae, Dec 22—Ship llagarstown, from New
York, before reported ashore, came off leaking
very badly and Is discharging her cargo in a
damaged condition. She also struck on a coral
reef in the Pacific and remained on it tiiree hours,
and after that was struck by a typhoon and
tlirowu on beamenas, lost sails, and was partially

AKD LAST.

Dio ik its

Arrived.

SACO, Feb 21—Sid. schs Franconia, Falker, and
E B Everwan, New York.
WISCA8SET, Feb 18-Sld, sch Ira D Sturgis,
Hodgdon, Crislield. Md.
PORT CLYDE. Feb 19—Ar, schs Lookout, from
Grand Manau for Boston, with 290,000 frozen
herring; Frenkiin Pierce, Holmes, fin Cranberry
Isles for Portland, (and sailed.)

avrrtcT.

Liquid, Pill ok

Loiekoe hob*. (S
$6.) Either

fob

C£)

V

OF THE LATTER

&SGSENTRY RAILm.
CURE FROM OBSERVATION, OK RECEIPT
Mrs. Pinxhav's ‘‘Guide to Health” akd

OF

PRICE.

comriDra-

TLaL CIRCULAR RAILED TO ART LADY
AKD start TO

LTKK,

rass.

ERKDOrO ADDRESS
Mention this Paper.

Ladies’ Weaknesses.
Mr. X. H. Gafford, of Church Hill, Md., Is so
thankful for the restoration of his wife to complete
health, that he is willing to certify to the fact and
manner of her cure.
Xo Mrs. Lydia E. Finkham:
This is to certify to the grand effects of your Vegetable Compound.
My wife was suffering from a
terrible disease which seemed to battle the skill
of the best medical men.
She was in a poor languid, depressed, nervous condition. We finally
concluded to try your Vegetable Compound and to
our great surprise the half of one bottle had not
been taken before there seemed to be a
thorough
change in her whole condition, and now today sue
Is In good health and entirely relieved from all
former depressed feelings.
X. H. GAFFOKD and wife.

/

i Congress
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ItIFF

HATS
$5.00
$3.50 STIFF HATS

MINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

TUB

NO•

Boyd, for

&8

{too

||oo

STIFF HATS

For NEW YORK.

a

full line of them

Baltimore.
lingers,
SOUirtlttVT_MM

1 Ttl,

uni,

^

The Standard of Purity and Ex<
cellence.

UUIEC33| \JU4W.

port, brig Ellen Marla, Clay, fin Hoboken for
Boston; sells Millford, Marstou, Jacksonville for
do: Perseverance, Wlllard.Hoboken for Portlaud;
Also, sobs Abble Bursley. Hodges, fill Hoboken
for Boston; Eleanor, Poole, fill do for do; Lottie,
Creighton, Amboy for Portland; Satiila, bkollleld,
Bootlibay for Charleston; Bessie Morris. Clark's
Cove for Cape Charles ltay, Va,
EIJGAKTOWN—Ar 2(ftll, sell Wm Klee, Gregory, Hoboken for Kockland.
I1YANN IS—Passed through South channel lOtli
sell Perseverance, from New York for Portlaud.
Passed by 20tb, schs Augustus Hunt, aad Loriug c Ballard, from Boston for Philadelphia.
BOSTON— Ar 20th. barque Paysou Tucker,
Tucker, Sttgua; sell Normandy, McIntyre, Baltilu

more.

Cld mill, sch Saipl J Castner, Cook, Biddeford.
to load for New York.
Ar 21st, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, from
Havana; schs Ellen M Golder, McLeod, Newport
News; Eleanor, Poole, Hoboken.
Cld 21st, oarque G M Stan Mood, Clark, Cardenas; sch TiUle Vanderkerchen, Bateman, UamarIseotta.
SALEM—Sid 20th, schs Kleetwing, Maddox, fill
Rockland for New York; Magnolia, Kent, Boothbay for do: Billow, Emery, Boston for Rockland.
GLOUCESTERr-Ar I9tli, schs Mary Farrow,
Boston for Belfast; Geo W Glover, New York.
GLOUCESTER— Ar 21st, sells Ripley, from
Boston for Belfast; Relief, Blake, do for Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 19tli, sch Sadie Corey,
from Wlnterport for Boston.
CUTLER—Ar 15th. seb Helen M Crosby,Smith,
Beaver Harbor for Boston.
*r i7’r11 schs G F Keen, Uott, Eastport for BosDuren, Noble, Calais for do.
h’lliJed.F
BOOTHBAY—In port 2otli, schs Radiant, Har"Y' BOCkport for Boston; Metropolis, Brown, frum
Vliialliaven fordo; Cayenne, Siimpson, Eastport
for New York; Julia 8. Odell, Portland
lor St
Jolm. NB; J Kennedy, Warr, New York for Calais ; Mazurka, Lane, Boston for Rockport.
■

Foreign Ports.
A1 Singapore Jan 19, barque Coryphene, Glnii
for New York. Ship Than. Allen, to arrive froni
Hong Kong, will load for New York.
Ar at Bombay 17tli Inst, ship Agenor, Lollirop
New York.
Vietorla—In Koval Roads lOtli, ship Bohemia
Trask, from San Francisco for Tacoma.
Sid fin Tuspan 14tli Inst, brig Emma, Smith
St John, PR.
Off Waterford 13th lust, barque Lillian, Wiley
from Troon for Matanzas.
Ar at Buenos Ayres 16th inst, ship E W Stetson
Hammond. New York.
Ar at Aspinwall 1st inst, sch Gcorgle D Paine
Paine, New York.
At Gonalves 7tli inst, seb Maggie Abbott. Me
Intosli. for New York.
Ar at sagua 9tli lust, barque J B Kabel, Sawyer
New York.
At Bermuda lBtb, brig Carrie Furington, John
son, Boston for Haytt, dlsg for repairs.

Spoken.
Feb 17, lat 30, Ion 73, sell Sarah ft Ellen, fron
Portland for Matanzas.

It Is
to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.

Sold

toy all IJrusKiats.

PRICE

35c., 50c. and «l.OO.

Dr. JOHN I. TEtJE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
•7-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
and
minutes

INSURANCE COMPANY

removed In from one hour
to three hours.

V
IT State St* BOSTON.
43 Wall Street, NEW VQRU.

thirty

janlS

-t

Cash

S&TuTh&wly

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

ONE MILLION D0LLAR8.

EPPS’S COCOA.

J

DOLLARS.!

thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the Judicious use of
such artleles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepiD g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
“By

$1,651,161.94.

compqny\

*S This is the largest American
doing business on this continent upon the
stock plan, taking Marine Risks only, and
the business of the Company exceeds that I
of all other Massachusetts companies com
J

-^

Correspondence solicited, \
R. B.
Secretary.
President.

FULLER,1

V-fl

a

JANES

EPPS A

Hoiuiropalliic Chtniiu,

^

_

feblG

iel»

dlmnrm

,.■■■■■

ij—

CO.,

London,

Eng

S&Tu&wly

CONTAIN

|Nb&SJ “8CRAP8."

m

Ross’s Veeetable

LUNG RESTORATIVE
Coughs. Colds, Whoopir

Will cure Pneumonia,
Cough, Croup, Asthma. Bronchitis, and all Due
Also ConsumptU
ses of the Throat and Lungs.
in its first stages. Price 40 rents per bottle,
unable to get it from your druggist send at once I

J. L. ROSS, 114 Lee Atc., Brooklyn N. 1

feb3

I

K.

now

HARMON,
d&wtf

is hereby given that the draw of t) ie
Grand Trunk bridge, across the entrance o
Back Cove, will be closed for repairs from Fe >
ruary i2th to the 28d.
JACOB McLELLAN.
(Signed,)
C. H. FAKLKY.
feb3dtd
Portland, Feb. 2,1887.

NOTICE

203.637.44

Expenses.

Advertising, Printing
and Supplies.
Fire Insurance and
Office Furniture..

92,736.78

Street, Cer.

St.,

Bread

Heston.

dtt

2,564.15 $1,772,346.81

630,460.03
652,038.24

Principle, of Beef and .Hatton
Concentrated*

A Highly Condensed BAW Food Exlrac
Acceptable to the most Delicate Taste
and Minell.

Tolerated

by Miomnehs that reject all
other Foods.

Recommended by the leading Physicians.
Oldhf.ru, Ph. D., Professor of Chemisand
Toxicology, awl /Jean of the College of
try
Pharmacy, Chicago, says of It: “I have analyzed
Bush's Fluid Food or Bovinine, and Oud that It
contains 26.68 per cent of soluble albuminoids.”
A. L. Loomis, M. I>., lL. l>., of New York,
says: “I prescribe Bush’ Fluid Food, or Bovtnlne, and prefer It to all others.”
Lewis L. Bryant, M. D„ CUu Physician of
Cambridge, says: "Ifeel In prescribing Bovinine
my patients are getting one of the best articles of
food known to the profession.”
Geo. H. Payne, M. D., Pres. Massachusetts
Surgical and Gynecological Society, says: “I have
used Bovinine largely, and can say that It excels
all other Raw meat extracts, and. In fact, all other kinds of food that I have ever used In building
up patients troubled wltb cancers, and most
cheerfully recommend it to the profession.”
Dariag the last lour mouth, of his sickOscar

841,606,39
183,149.97

Net Ledger Assets, as above, January 1, 1887.$10,679,167.87
Net deferred and unreported premiums.
219,573.60
Interest due and accrued, etc.
00,330.39
Market value of Stocks and Bonds,
over cost.
463,534.76
GROSS ASSETS, January 1,1887 $11,422,616.61
LIABILITIES.
Death Claims reported, but await-

ing proof.$
ourums,

Boviaiar,
greatest

food of DEN. BRANT
aad Hilk.

of Cholera
value.

case,

is of the

lafaalam,

Prepared only by J. P. Bush Man’k'o Co.,
Chicago, 111.

43,337.07

9,490,601.00
4W,1UI ,ug

Ctv.

basis.

policies,

8. 8. SLEEPER & CO.. Factory, Bolton.
___._

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER’S

nBMHtt Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of

Oil has bOen removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
lift aud I* therefore far more economlcal, costing less than one cent a
*® delicious, nourishing,
cu^>'
strengthening, easily digested, and
V Ik admirably adapted for invalids aa
well us for persons in health.
1^^ Said bj Grocers everywhere.

k

gk
lj\l
111

Jill

f. BAER & CO.,

4

Dorchester, Hass.

•Notice.
LL keepers of hotels, boarding houses and

offices to whom persons are
towns and from towns
brought from surrounding
within the State, and who are such persous as are
a public charge, are earnestly rebecome
to
liable
bringing and such
(juested to send both thetoperson
the Office of the Overpersons as are brought
seers of the Poor, that their pauper settlement
mav be determined as to whether it Is in the city
In doing so you will help the Pauper Deor not.
partment to save an item which Is already beginning to add quite an amount to our pauper exfeb21dtf
penses. PER ORDER.

xIl employment

for

1,648,636.01

$11,400,610.
OFFICERS:!

Edward M. Needles, President, Henrj C. Brown. Sao'j
Horatio S. Stephens, Vice-Pres. Jesse J. Barker, Actg
A. M. AUSTIN,
Manager for Maine, 80 Exchange St., Portland.

feb!5_

eod3w

Proposals for Dredging Channel
In Back Cove, Portland, Maine.
United States Kncinehk Office, 1
Portland. Maine, Keb. 18,1887. (
proposals In triplicate tor dredging in
channel at Back Cove, Portland. Maine, will
be received at this office. No. 637 Congress street,
until 3 p. m. of Friday, March 11, 1H8«, and will
be opened Immediately thereafter In the presence
of such bidders as may attend.
AU necessary blank forms, and full Information
on the subject will be furnished to parties desiring
to bid, on application at this office.
JARED A. SMITH, Major of Engineers.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,

lu Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of CumberFeb. 14, A. D. 1887.
land, State of Maine.
In case of CLARENCE E. BOWERS, Insolvent
Debtor,
Is to give notice, that on the fourteenth
day of Feuruanr, A. D. 1887, a Warrant In Insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabody .Judge ol
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Curaberland, against tbe estate of said
CLARENCE E. BOWERS, of Portland,
adjudged t. be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was Hied on the
fourteenth day of February, A. D. 1887, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That tbe payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him arc forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of bis estate, will be held at a Court of
lusolvencv to be liolden at Frobate Court Room In
said Portland, on the seventh day of March, A.
11

tit ton fi'elnek In Him fnroiifwrn

Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT.

ten.

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberland.
fel>15&22

Bass’ English Ale

HAVING

___

CARD.
permanently associated myself with

B. A. Atkinson A Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets. Portland, I shall he
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at

my new quarters. My twenty-five years experteace In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter L Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrant* me In believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
and parlor
largest stocks of cari>ets, chamber sets
suits In the country io select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.
oet20

__

I CURE FIT

When I ay cur® 1 tio u«t mean merely to »top iu*m tor a
Ura® And than h*v®t bent return mreln. I meAn a radical cure
I hAT® KiMl® the dtMA8« of FIT'S, E PI I. E PHY or PALLING
8I0KNK3S a life long •tudT. IwAPrAnt my r®m®dy tocuro

tb® worat cum. B®c*u8« otn®re have felled lw no r®A»on for
not now receiving • cur®. t*®n<l At one* for a traAtlw® And a
Fre® Bottt® of my infellibl® r®m®dy. Ulr® Izpres® And Fret
Office. It oosfeyoa nothing for a trlAl, »nd I

Addrere Dr. It G. BOOT,

uodu

wlUenr®jr®a.
INfaftflBkfNewfort.

Kates of Hnssagr
Cabin.. *50, *60, *75.-Return. (100, (125, (150
..Return.. *60
IntermedlateBSO
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.*15
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov2dtIFoot of India street

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AND ALL PASTS OF

—

New Brunt wick, Nava Mrotia, Prince Kd>
wards Island, and Cape H re Isa.

WINTER A KK A.NOE.71 ENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 F. a., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
road

destination.

GUINNESS’

STOUT,

Just Lauded, Ex 8. 8. Sardinian.

HT-Prelght recelvedupto4.00

p. M.

DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

USE.

From BOSTON eieq WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA tnri TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Fine Street Wharf,

—1

d. in.

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-hall the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Fenn. B. K., and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of comRound Trip IIN
Passage *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
If. B. SttlPSON, Agent,
TO l.oag Wharf, Boston.
Bldtf

Boston & Savannah

Steamship

Company.
Ouly Direct Line from

New
to Savannah.

England

Connecting there with all Rail and Water Llues.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
ana "Ci y ur
Iron steamships uatk city
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier. Congress St.,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. lor freight
or passage, apply to A. l)K W. SAMPSON. 201
Washington Street. Boston, or to UICHAKDSON
& 1SAKNAKD, Agents, Boston.
dee29Th8atATu3roo

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
and after MONDAY, Nov. 1, 1886, steamGORDON will leave Custom House
dally, Sundays Excepted, tor Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks.Oreat Chebeague, Uarpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intermlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

er
ON
Wharf

at 9.10

a. m.

For freight

or

passage apply

sep20dti_

GKO. F.

board to captain.
WEST. Manager.

on

CUNARD LINE.
Boston

to

l.ivcrpool every THI HHDAY

7™&ay

Street.
dtf

in hkkkby cjivkiy, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executors of the will of
MARY ISABEL TRICKEY. late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and baa
taken upou himself that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upou
the estate of said deceased.are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
arc called upon to ma« e payment to
HENRY S. TRICKEY, Executor.
febl5dlawTu3w*
Portlaud, Feb. 3d, 1887

Notick

12, June 16, July 21
BOTHNIA.April
11
SCYTIIIA
April 2H. June 2, July 7, August
CABIN PASSAGE, $60, $80 and $100 according
$36.
to accommodations. Intermediate passage,
on Grt at
Steerage passage at low rates. Drafts
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the company is office, 99 state street. Boston.
febl6d3m A l.KX A Si I >K K MARTIN, Agent.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Fall aad Wilier Armagenfiu.
THE KlUSTH LASS STEAMERS
Enamel your Ranee, twice a year, topaoioT'^V
week and you have the fineat-poliffhnd atove in tha
world. For aale by all Grocer, and Stove loalera.
a

deep__eodBm
» EVVIt’Wtt Its causes, and a new and
IiikT 11 C,Ok5 successful CCKK at your
own home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted specialCured hlmmlf in three
ists without benefit.
Full
months, and since then hundreds of others.

DL’

particulars

sent

on

application.

T. 8. PAGE, No. 41 West 31st St.
nct23eod&wttiu'

.New York City.

Portland & Rochester R. R
ARRAN6EMENT OF

TRAINS

3^1 On and after Monday, Oci. O,
1 MMO, Passenger Trains will Lear.
n!r
-“~PerllaB.il
Wurce.l»r, 4'liu.ua, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and E,pis| at 7.3
and 1.03 p. m.
Fur Manchester, Cuacard, and points North
Fur

а. m.

at 1.03 p. n>.
For Kachesier, Muriagrale, Alfred, Waters
hare, and Mace Hirer at 7.30 a. m., 11.03
aud (mixed) at #. l» p. m.
For Durham at 7.30 u. m., 1.03, 0.20, as
(mixed) at 8.30 p. m.
Fur Mtrrsrsppt, Cumberland Mills, We ).
break Junction and Wuudford’s at 7.30
aud 10.00 a. m., 1.03, 3.00, 0.30 arc
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
Far Feres. Arena. Deer lag) 10.00 a. m.
3(00 and 0-30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. ua. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Junci. with Ueesac Taaael Haale for
the West, and at Caiea Deaoi, 1) or.-rs.er, fm
New Yuri, via Norwich
and all rail,
vu MpriagOrld, also with N. Y. A N. E. H. H.

Line,

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, WasMsiMs, and the Mou.h,and
with Boston Ac Albany H. K. for the West.
Close connection made at W estbrook J
lion with through trains of Maine Central K.K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through 'rickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. HE LLKN .Ticket Agent, Port,
land A Rochester Demit at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct23dtf
J. W. PETERS Sunk

JOHN BROOKS and TREM0N1
alternately leave FRANKLIN W1IARK, Portland

day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving li
tor connection with earliest trains foi r

every week
season

*

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
MONDAY. Oct. MS,
1886, PubaeiiKer Trains Leave
Portland an follows:
For Baagar, 7.10 ft. m., via Aa«axta; 1.20 p.
On mid after

in., via liPwioion, 1.26 and 111.16p. m, via An
gaaia; for iCIIrwarlk. Bar llurhor, Vxacebxro. Ml. Jxka, Halifax, aa«i ike PrxviaI roFniook 4 •unly,
rrx, Ml. Mlepkea aad
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and *1 1.16 p. in. For Baaaaa
ft Ptxcaiaqaix K. K., 7.10 a. m., *11.16 p. m.,

foi Mkxwkegaa, Belfaxi aa Utiirr, 1.20,
1.25, *11.16 p. in.: WaterYilles 7.10 a. m.,
1.20.1.25, and, *11.15 p. m.. and on Saturdrys
only at 6.15 p. m.jlof Abinux, Uxiixwrii,
4*ardiacr Had Bruaxwick, 7.10 a. in., 1.26,
б. 15, *11.16 p. m.; Balk, 7.10 a. m., 1.25, 6.16
p. m.. and ou 8aturdays only at 11.15 p. m.;
Hacklaad and Kuos aad l.mixla ft H.,
■

MUS.

IU..

1.40

(>• Ul.,

(•■at 8.30 A m., 120, S.oo p m.. l.ewiataa
via Hraaawlck, 7.10 A m., 1.26,111.16p.m.;
Parala|Wa, n«antk. Wialkrap. Oak
Inail mad Nartk Anal, 1 20 p. in., Para,
ingtaa via Hvaaawiek. 1.10 a. m. and 1.78
m.

Station, stop at

CONGRESS ST. STATION,

ings.

Trains are dne In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath *.45 A in.;
Lewiston, *.60 a ni.; the day trains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.46 p.m.; the afternoon trains
from Bangor. Watervdle, Bath, Augusta. Rockland and Lewiston at 6.46 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
I.iiuitrd Tickets, Ini and aecoad class, (at
all

paints in

duced

Ike Pveviacee

*aa

sale at

re-

rales.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
P. A. BOOT H BY. Oen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oct22tt
Portland. Get. 20. 18SS.

BOSTON AND MAINEIR.

R.

PtseKNilKK TRAIN SERVICE,
la effect Wednesday, Jaa. 19, IW.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

R. STANLEY & SON,
Fore

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Bostons Philadelphia

and front VKM' YORK orrry S4TI KU41

nov24

Northwest, West and Southwest.

where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained (or principal points East and West.
(The 11.16 p. ui. train Is the ulgbt express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundaes Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn-

culling ntQnrrnstown, Cork llarbor.
CATALONIA....March 10. April 14, May 19,
June 23
PA VONIA. March 17, April 21. May 26. Juno 30
CKPHALONIA.March 24, May 6. June 9,

IMPORTERS,

TO

Drtr«il( ihlcai*, Tlilwaak
4'iaciaaali, Ml. loui*. Oaabn, Mafk
■aw. Ml. Paal, Mall l.ake City,
Drawer, Maa Praacixca.
and all points In tne

4annda,

R. trains timed as above from Commercial Street

For Sale In the Original Package by

410

Decot foot o< India Sturt.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foci
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
Oen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

—ANI>—

SEALED

feh!8,19,21,22mar9,10

Londonderry.
_HAMLIWO DATEM:
From |
From
From
Liverpool.! pIFAMKKS. Portland. Halifax.

mission.

Put up In 6 ounce and 12 ounce bottles.

THIS

Reserve at 4 per cent.
Fund fer speelal forms of Policies,

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

|

an^H

Agents for Sew England States.—All Druooists.
eodum
janll

Mort gages and
Ground Rents, first
liens. 8,006,466.99
Premium Notes secured by Policies,
etc.

nailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax,

!

priacipal

NET ASSETS January 1,1887.. .$10,679,167.87
ASSETS.
City Loans, Railroad
and Water Bonds,
Bank and other

cent,

The Vital

la

Loans on Collaterals,
etc.
Home Office and Real
Estate bougbt to
secure Loans.
Cash in Banks and
Trust Companies
and on hand.

,1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1886-7

BOVININE.

uc, the
wa. BOVININE

19,175.99

Amount of Insurance In forte, 22,162 policies,
for $53,011,873. “New Business” of 1886, 4,660

ASK FOR SLEEPER'S N.&S.

•

.flatnr.

Z.

112,034.53

penses.

Commission to Ag’ts,
Kents, etc.
Agency and other

at4Vi percent., Pennsylvania Standard, Estimated.... $2,267,427.01

1'

be obtained I< >r
■siH
Jl
17 soldiers, Seamen ar d
Marines who served 60 days hi the war wil h
Mexico and who are 63 years of age. Wldov •
also entitled. I have quite full records and rol ■s
of said war. Apply in person or by letter. Olfic 5,
Davis Bloc It, Cor. Kxrhnagr and Coi larras Mirrrt opposite City Haildiag, For t-

land,

Medical
Salaries,
Fees and Office Ex-

SURPLUS,

eou&wlm

can

Mlate
eio

BRISTOL SERVIC E, (Avoomouth Dock.)
From Avonm’thi STEAMERS. From Portland.
20th January,
Texas,
110th February.
3d February.
IQubbbc,124tb February.

$11,422,616.61

Thoroughly cleanse the hlood, which is thi i
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce’s Gold
Medical Discovery, ana good digestion, i
lair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, ani [
soundness of constitution will be established
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison. Es
penally has it proven its efficacy in surini
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-Join
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, En
larged Glands, and Eating Dicers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consume
tion (which is Scrofula of the Dungs*, by ft I
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, ani
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spit
ting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Broncmtlf
Severe Coughs. Asthma, and kindred afroe
tions, it is a sovereign remedy. It prompt];
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or ‘-Live
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it i
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
Anti
DR. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
33c. a vial, by druggists.

WWTfiWAklVfii
*

PolicyHolders.$1,283,929.56
Taxes and Legal Expenses
58,267.87

Surplus, 4 per

Inii4d&wnrmcTb

lO

‘j

street.

COMPANY,

Total Paid

UUBvU OI1A1C3 vi

en

feblB

INSURANCE

Stocks.$5,365,466,25

RBEAKFANT.
Net Surplus as to Policy Holders

O

OF THE

RKTTRN

—

DIN BCR9E31 ENTS.
Claims by Death ...$ 632,948.00
Matured Endowments
66,615.00
4.804.27
Ke-lnsurance.
Surrendered Policies
173,647.30
to
returned
Surplus
Members.
406,014.98

Boston Marine

^THOS.H.LORD.j;

ANNUAL

$12,451,614.18

acknowledged

>

—

NET ASSETS, January 1,1886....$9,737,915.37
RECEIPTS.
For Premiums.$2,062,973.66
For Interest, Kentets 660,625.26 $2,713,698,81

MARINE INSURANCE.

^
;-*

eiico.

iACAPULCO, sails Wednesday February 23, Noon
From New York, pier hot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Frunci.ro via The Isthmus of
Pnnama,
Great reduction In rates to Sac Francisco, Cabin
$70) Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japaa aad China.
‘CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Saturday
March 5, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general lnlormat Ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADA.RM * CO.,

QT.

h a t t e e s.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

urmdly

v

THIRTY-NINTH

TICM.ET OFFICIi

Exchange SL, iR

JOSEPH HICKSON,Keneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Snpt.
dtf
Noy.;i. 1880.

17th Feb. 19th Feb.
17th Mar. 19th Mar.
10th Mar.!Obboox,
31st Mar. 2x1 Apr.
24th Mar. Vancocvbb,
14th Apr. lBth Apr.
7th Apr. |Sabnia,28th Apr. 30th Apr.

middle

LIFE

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS

bined.

.>a^4

27th Jau.OBBUox,
24th Feb.!Sabnia,

PENN MUTUAL

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professer Chemistry and Geology, Bates Collegi
State Assayer of Maine from ’76 to ’83.

Gray,
BRISTOL—Slrl 18th, sell Lizzie L Mills, Young,

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, brig Lucy W

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR !

RICHARD »

Still!-.-.

man. Providence for do.

232

Endorsed for Its Purity and Healthfulness by al
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemlca
examination and find it to be of full weight, entire
lv free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Pbos
pliatea.and to be an absolutely pure bread-raisin(
preparation every way to be recommended foi
wbolesomeness and efficiency.”

Baltimore.

New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 19th, sells J G
Ptllsbury, Spear, Rockland for New York; Walter
Franklin, Cousins, Lubec for do; Mattie L Curtis,
Uodgins. Wood's Holl for do; G M Bratnard, Toll-

only

35

—

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Fler
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Ju.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septai-dtfGeneral Agent

Brim q+;«

popular Flat

ever

7.10 a. m., 1.30, 4.CO and 5.30

TICKETS SOLD AT KEDICED HATE

and

SS

T. J. SOMERS €A.\;bk FOI VD WITH US.

Sorter,

*““*-

DOMINION LINE.

Ports.

OVER TWO MILLION

Jti

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAATS

•—

Assets f

Prruvian._March 24

nov23_

m.

Fur

Durham, Montreal, 4' birage and
Ifaebec, 1.80 p. m.
Fur HuckOeld and t'aaion, 7.10 A m. and
1.30 p. m.
AKRIVAU.
Frwm LeuliMa aud Aabura, 8.38 A A1
12.06. 3.18 aud 6.60 p. m.
From Durham, ST25 Am., 12.06and 6.60 p. m
Frum Chicago »a,l Montreal, 12.06.
Vrum Qaehuc, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping can on night train
Parlor can on day train between Portland

apply to H. Se A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 ExchangfcSt.; T. P. McGOWAN,
(22 Congress SL, or (or passacvor 1^-tght to U. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St~P0TwcJ

STIFF hats $2.50

io'sn

we

in

and 6.20 p. m.
Fur l.orhau,

p.

Feb. 24
March. 3
March 10

|50,
For passage

NOTE OUR REDUCTIONS:

have made
fofthemlhat8^1?'
them that

Capital Paid

OKPABTIRIA
»• Auburn and I.e W1.U a,7.10 A m., 1.18

THURSDAY,

Sardinian.
Sarmation.
Circassian.

after MONDAY, Nee. |. |SM8.
raw we falluwti

Irnias will

I From Portland
| V|a Halifax.

BTriuvu
sikamkk.

and

<>u

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
$0* and $75; Intermediate, $30; steerage,

We have had so many calls

/"V

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

1887

Service.

_

/

We also have the

rnarlO

and Portland

and South American

I’ll VN1CA1, (SALVATION.
“Blessed Arl Thou above all Others.’"
Some of the expressions of gratitude forthepliysical regeneration wrought by Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound read like the rejoicings of converts after a religious revival. It brings
Salvation to the body. A lady In Franklin Parish,
1a., writes: “I tried one bottle of your Compound
for Prolapsus Uteri and Leucorrhea. I never hail
anything In my life that did me as much good. I
was hardly able to walk about without difficulty,
I could not step upon anything without pain.
When I think how much good that one bottle did
me, I feel as If I could fall on my knees to you
aud say: Blessed art thou above all others, for
thou art one of the greatest benefactors that
woman ever had.”
eodftwnrmdm
sep7

FRANCISCO—Ar 20th, ship Harry Morse,
Murphy, N analmo.
PORT TOWNSEND-Towcd out 6th, ship Carrollton, Lewis, from Departure Bay tor Sail Fran-

—

SRAM TRIM RAILW AY OF CANADA.

THURSDAY,

Feb. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
March 3

.Vlentrenl.

and untU further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as (oTlowS:
*•,'*3 a. na. lor Brldgton, Pryeburg, No. ConwayBtehleham. Lancaster, Whltefleld
f'byans,
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montp«lier. St. John
l>ury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Hurling*
ton, Swanton, Ogdenshurg and West.
A* I* p* 01. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel
mediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham. Standlsh, Llmlugton, Sebagu,
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Palls, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brlda
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Train. Arrire ia Portland:
10.03 a. a. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
N 33 p, in. Iron: Montreal. Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON, BopL
CHAS. U. FOYE, U. T. A.
octlJtf

California, Japan, Chin' Central

SAN

W Hunt,
Hall, Pascagoula.
Sid 16th, sch Helen A Chase, Southard, Ship
Island.
PENSACOLA—Cld 19th, sch Stella M Kenyon,
Williams. New York.
ST AUGUSTINE-Ar 19tli, sch Maud Snare,
Dow, New York.
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 18th, sell Geo W Jewett
Lewis, New YWk; Modoc, Perry, do.
CHARLESTON
Cld 18th, barque Hudson,
Carver, Havre.
Oil the bar 18tli, sch Warner Moore, Crockett,
Richmond.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Sld 17th, sch Hattie May,
Richardson. Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 19th, barque Shetland, Haskell,
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, schs Nathan Easterbrook. Vesper, New Haven; Childe Harold, Malison, Boston; Broxie B Hokes, Robertson, Jacksonville.
Cld 19th, seb Isaac T Campbell, Mayo, Boston.
Sid 19th, schs B C French, Addle M Bird.
Ar 20th, sch Walker Armiugton, Driukwaler,
Providence.
Ar 21st, sch Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, fin Pensacola.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 19th, barque Harriets
Jackson, Bacon, Cardenas: brig Waubun, Welch,
Sagua; schs Tlios N Stone, Freeman, for Boston;
Clias E Batch, Manson, do.
Ar 20th, brigs Annie R Storer Harding. Matanzas; Lahaiua. Thomas, Cardenas,
Ar 21st, barque Isaac Dodge, Gaul, Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 19th. schs Lizzie Dewey,
Clark, Ellzabethport for West Point, Va; Grace
Webster, Jewett, New York, to load for Portland;
Augusta E Herrick. Adams, do, to load for Boston
Sid 19th, schs C J Willard, Wallace, Portland;
Cathie C Berry, Smith, Brunswick.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, barque Monrovia. Rogers, Monrovia 28 days; sch Nettle Langdon, Bagley. Feruandlua.
Ar 20th. schs Lucy, Wooster, Calais: Andrew J
York, Wallace, Portland; Spartel, Hallowell, Providence.
Ar 21st, barque Miguou, Freeman, Nuevltas;
brig Arcot, Cates, Cienfuegos.
Cld 19tb, ships Henry S Sanford, Colcord, Sydney, NSW; Annahuac, Robinson, Melbourne; lteSpaulding. Chittagong; barques llatlle G
IcFarland, Dodge, Cienfuegos; FreedaA Willey,
Willey, Sabine Pass; brig Daisy Boynton, Harding, Sagua; schs Anna W Barker, Sargent, Port
Spain; Lizzie Chadwick, Chadwick, Galveston.
Sid 20th, brig Daisy Boynton, for Sagua.
Passed the Gate 19th, schs Cephas Starrett. fin
Hoboken for Boston; Jennie Armstrong, do for
do; Rattler, Weehawkeufor Eastport.
NEW LONDON—Ar 19th, seb Charlotte T Sibley, Bartlett. Jacksonville.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 19th, sch Frank O Dame,

Llnrp..l

B. B.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commencing Monday. October 4, I8S6,

LINE.

Winter Arrangement*.

From Liverpool'
vU Halifax. |

ready to proceed.

cisco.
At Port Discovery 8th, ship Erlccsou,
San Pedro, Idg lumber.
GALVESTON- Ar 19th, sch David

tween Portland and

STEA.7IERM.

ALLAN

Ogdensburg

PORTLAND & MONTREAL LISE.
Only Use running ISAY THAINM be-

St.

-LINE FOR-

Charleston, Feb 19—Sch F L Richardson, before
reported damaged by collision, has beeu repaired
Domestic

■

Portland and

»stobe5

v

dismasted.

Oliwn,

MECHANICS’ BUILDING.

fcbai

o^Ars^
tt®«.
r*

soon

and Is

TA^Mord.q jr.iUWCOLi«

517

tV" ..

VEGETABLE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Congress St.

LYDIA E.
l
PINKHAM’S

COMPOUND,

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.,

517

m.j

MTAUK (ONNKtTlONN.
DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buekfleld 3.60 p. ml for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Pern
6.30; Dtxtteld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also lor
Brettun s Mills. Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dtxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port-

A

Yours for Health

NEWS!

EP“Tlio Custom House will not be open for the
transaction of business to-day, Feb 22d.

RETURNINO-Leave Canton 4.18, 9.15 a.
arriving at Portland 8.28 a. m„ 12.06 p. m.

We take great pleasure in announcing to the Ladies of Portland and vicinity that we shall open TO-DAY, Feb. 21st, the Largest, Finest and
most complete line of Hathaway’s celebrated Cotton Underwear to be found in this city, comprising all the Latest Styles and Designs made by
this firm in Skirts, Chemises, Night Robes, Corset Covers and Drawers. Hathaway’s Underwear is acknowledged by all to be the best in the
market. Ladies will please remember that our stock is all new. A full line of Gents’ Shirts in this make, laundried and unlaundried.

POWDER

|::: gRga

Steamship Kleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Hyue, Hiuckley, Boston, to load lumber for
New York.
Sch M H Perkins, ot Gloucester, from Georges,
with 76.000 lbs fish.
Sch Flora Dillaway, with 30,000 lbs fish.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes. So West Harbor.
Sen Highland Queen, Ober, Prospect Harbor.
Sch WO Pendleton, Webber. Dainariscotta.
Sch Annie F Kimball. Kimball. Boothbay.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Boothbay.

m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21st.

j.n Z9

wt....

EVANS
& CO.

HATHAWAY’S

(effect War* 1,

Leave Portland, via CJ. T. Hallway. 7.10 a. m.;
Lewiston 8.00 j Mechanic Palls (mixed train)
8.48; arriving at W. Minot 9.0#; E. Hebron 9.80 s
Bucklleld 9.46;
E. Sumner
10.36; Hartford,
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Palls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 8.37;
E. Hebron 3.37; Bucklleld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4,26; Ollbertvllle 4.35 p.

CELEBRATED COTTON ONDERWEAR !

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. FEBRUARY 22.

_______

Boston Stock Market.

.MitaE

1m ni

Winter Arrmngrnsrnl In
INN*.

MILLETT,

OF

_

28%
28%
28%
28%

Opeuing....
Highest...

70%
New.Jersey Central.
Northern Pacific. 27%
=

Tnke't'Bre

40%
40%
40%
40%

lueut

Bust, Savbst axd Surest.—If you ar s
troubled with Indigestion and Dyspepsia, don t
Recommended li T
fall to try “Dlgestylln-”
Physicians as the host. A quick and sure cui e
In every ease. $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all dru;
gists, or WUliam^F. Kidder & Co., Manufactnrlr g
Chemists, 83 John st., N. Y.

later

89%
39%
39%
39%

[By Telegraph.]

Reporter—How long?

•

Jan.

Closing.

apparatus.

a

Closing.

Opening-...
Highest....

Dyspepsia In Its worst forms will yield to tli
use of Carter’s LlttleNerv* Pills aided by Carter’ 8
Little Liver Pills. They not only relieve preset t
distress but strengthen the stomach and digestif B

Reporter—Can

Lowest.

BLowest.

ear.

"Keep

Highest..

EVANS
& CO,

MEMPHIS,Feb.21, 1887.—Cotton is firm; mlddlUg 9 l-16c.
MOBILE, Feb. 21,1887.—Cotton is quiet; mid<
dling 8 15-lGc.

A murlPBii

Opening......

GRAND OPENING SALE

MILLETT,

NEW ORI.EANS.Feb. 21,1887.—Cotton steady;
imiddling 9 l-16c.
■SAVANNAH. Feb. 21, 1887. Cotton is quiet;
>middling 9 l-16c.
CHARLESTON, Feb. 21,1887.-Cotton is dull;
middling 9Vic.

May. June.

Feb.

Small boy—1 picked up a dollar in tbe road U
day, pa.
Fond father—And you restored it to the ownei >
I suppose?
Small boy—Yes, sir.
Father—That's a good, honest hoy.
Boy (conscience stricken)—Well, pa, you see, I
couldn't verjCwell help It. The man had me b l'

88%
88%
82%
82%

81%
81%

COBH.

car?

a._U

80%
79%
79%

Closing.

July.

June.
82
82

May.
80%

Lowest.

•rally the laat

...J

Quotations.
WHEAT.

Kumford Fulls k Burk field Railroad

c'

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Feb. 21. 1887.—Consols 10016-18
for both money and the account.
LONDON, Feb. 21, 1887.—U. 8. 4s, 130%.
LlViiUP jOL, Feb. 21, 1887.—Cotton market
firm—npiands 6%d: Orleans 6Vid; sales 10,000
bal.es; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL.Feb. 21. 1887.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s3d®7s6d; Sprlug wheat 7sd4d®
Com7s 5d; ‘Club wheat at 7s 7(18.73 9d.
mixed Western 4s 6Vid; peas.at 6s 4d. Provisions. ftc. Pork GGs; baconJSSs Od for short clear.
Cheese at 64s 6d for American; tallow 24s 6d for

Ktll.HOtDS.

niRCELLANIOI'S.

Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat, 20,000
tobush: com, |48,000- bush; oats, *97,0O0| bush:
r
0.000 bush, barley 19.000 bush.
rye
ST. LOUIB, Feb. 21, 1887.—The Flour market
IS steady; XXX at 2 70®2 80: family 3 00(8,3 16;
choice at 8 35®8 60; fancy at 3 70@3 80; extra
(
at 3 86®3 96; patent at 4 2584 40. Wheat
fancy
weak.and lower; No 2 Red at 77Vi&77%c. Corn
is dull: No 2 Mixed 38Vi(a,33y*e. flats are dull;
j 2 Mixed at 27vac.
No
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat, 2,000bu;
eorn. 09,000 bushjloats, 26,000 bush; rye, 3,000
bush, barley 10,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat 8,000 bu:
ccom, 12,000
bush;oats 90000 buslijrye 0,000 bu;
1
barley
10,000 bush.
DETROIT, Feb. 21,1887. -Wheat—No 1 White
{ Vic asked; Mich Red 81 Vic; No 2 Red81Vic.
81

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Opening.
Highest.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Receipts—Flour, 11,000 bbls; wheat. ^7,000

com 82,000 bush ;oatsll9,000 bu;rye 1,000
{•bush;
bush; barley, 63,000 bush.

points beyond.

Through tickets tor Providence, Lowoll, Worcei
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston ev
ery week day evening at 8 o’clock.
octltf
X. B. COY 1.R, J». Manager,

irtriQ T> \ T>T?T> m»T b® f«»und on fll$»at(1wi i
1 nioi A1 IVlV P. Rowell & Co* Newapana
AdTmisinR Bunan (Vi Sfurtico 8tr»**t). wlwre ftdtjrai [
uui contract s■>n*.r l/*"ladbiot H IN ^ ;:W YUKHL

Par ttosiua .it 17.30,18.40 A in., 12.40 (3.84
p.m. Hasten far t'erllaad 7 30, *.3t> a. m. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. Kor kcarkern Beaek, Ptae
Paint, 7.80, 8.40 a. m., 3.30, 6.30 p. m. koea
Biddcfard. Kraaekaak. 7.30, 8.40 A m.
Weils Beaek 7.30, 8.40
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m
Norik Berwick, <-rca»
V m., 3.30 p. m.
M arerkill, LawDorr.
Elder.
Palls,
rence, l.ewcll, 7.30. *.40 A m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
and Allan Hay,
in.
Parmiagtaa
Rochester,
8.40 A in.. 12.40, 3.30 p. ni. .Vlaaehestrr and
Caacard via Lawreuce *.40 A m., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
(Connects with all Rail Lines.
kL'NDAV TRAINS
(or Bastaa 1.00,4.16p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Division between
Par Bastaa via Western
kearh«ra Crossing and Biddcfard at *2.00,
•9.00 A m.. sl.uo, *8.00 p. m. Bastaa tor Port-

land via Western Division Irora Biddcfard to
kearharo 4'reeaiag 17.30 9.00 A m., 12.30,
17.00 p. in. Cape Pliaabctfc, 8.26, 9,00 a. m.,
1,00, 3.00, 18.00 p. rn. knee, «.36,11.00 Am., 1.00,
3.00 p. m. Hiddeford, 2.00. 9.00 A m., 1.00,
6.00p.m. Parlsaiaath, Newhurypart, kaleas
and f.raa, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00. 8.00 p. in
Aaeshnrr 9.0OAm.. t.00,6.00 p.m. Parlor a»4
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.00 a. in., 12.30. l.oo, 4.oo, 7.00 p. m.. and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
LOO and 8.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Portland 2.00 a. in.
tFrorn Narlh Berwick to kearhav* Croselag via Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines for New York, South
and West.
Counects with Sound Lines for New York South
and West.'
♦To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
(or sale at l ain ktaliaa Ticket OMce Cotaaceial klreel, Portland, and t aiaaTickrl
9Bcr,49 Kxrhnnge ktrerl.
JAM. T. KUKBKK, Gen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen'l Agent.

—

_

]an!8dtf

In liikolvcncy.
Court of Insolvency, for theCounty of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
February 14, A. D. 1*87.
In case of ALBUS R. MOODY and ASBUKY F.
PATTEKSON. each of Portland. Individually
and as co-partners under the name of A. It.
Moody A Co., Insolvent Debtors.
is to give notice, that on the fourteenth day
of February, A. D. 1**7, a Warrant In Insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Courtof Insolvency, for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
ALBUS R. MOODY and ASBl BY F. PATTER
SON, both of Portland. Individually and ns members of the llrm of A. R. Moody A Co.,
of
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, on petition
said Debtors, which petition was tiled on the fourteenth day of February, A. D. 1**7. to which date
Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtors, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditor* of said Debtors,
to Drove their debts and chouse oue or more asa ( oiirt of
signees of ihelr estate, will be held at
Room,
Insolvency to be hidden at Probate Court
of March,
seventh
day
In said Portland, on the
A. D. 1**7. at 10 o’clocs In the forenoon.
*"
Given under my hand the
FNT
«f
the
Court
of
inDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger
solvency (or sulil County of Cumberland.
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TO-DAY

AMUSEMENTS.
8th Lecture—M. C. M. Free Course.
FINANCIAL.
Kuhn. Luel) & Co —Hankers.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wauted—Ladies to Call.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Oiven. Moore Ss Co.

Wanted—Everybody.

For Sale—Schooner New Boxer.
In Insolvency—2
Wanted—Cast Off Clothing.
Notice—The Undersigned.
Wauted—The Public.
Kean’s Kidney and Back Plaster.
More eases of sick headache, biliousness, concan be cured in less time, with lest
medicine, and for less money, by using Outer's
Little lAver Pills, than by any other means.
d&wlw
fe'j22
JOTTINCS.
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The steamer barmatlau is
passage,

a

good

bite left Halifax for Portland yes-

terday.
The report of the town treasurer of Windham, F. b. Hawkes, shows a balance of $1750.
Tlte town debt is $9807.
llcarn, the photographer, lias Just finished
some line large photographs of Grimmer’s
orchestra. They have been placed in the
theatre vestibule, and in btockbridge’s.
A large number of leading grocers and
provision dealers will close today at nine
o’clock, to remain closed until Wednesday

morning.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., will give his lecture on "Sweden and the Swedes” in Mallet
Hall, Pownai, Thursday evening the 24th
inst. at 7.30 o’clock.
There was an exciting runaway on Fore
Jtrect yesterday, resulting with a badly
borne

was

not hurt.

During the thick weather Friday night,the
schooner Arizona ran on Alder’s ri ok, bul
slid off again sustaining little damage, as the
tide was very high at the time.
The Maine Union Holiness Association
will hold a two day’s convention with the
M. E church in Hallowell, commencing
Tuesday, March 1. The meeting which was
called for Lewiston, has been postponed to
March 23d and 24th.
The schooner M. II.

Perkins, of-GToueester, arrived yesterday—nrfrfnung with 73,(XX
jitrtlhdS'Of haddock and some cod and halibut. The captain said he passed the Stratton Island rocks Sunday, and there was no

vessel ashore there.
Stanley Stule, the young man who escaped
from tlie custody of a Deputy United States
Marshal in Boston recently, has been heard
from in Maine, where it is said he stole a
team, which, after a long chase by the Officers, he left and escaped into the woods.
Kev. Dr. Powell of New York, who Is to
lecture in the Y. M. C. A. course at City
Hall, next Thursday evening, on "An Unfinished Work, or the Negro Problem, is one of
the most interesting of platform orators.
Reserved seats should be secured at

once

at

Stockltridge’s.
PERSONAL.
Hon. Stanley T. Pullen is in the city.
Hon. Tobias Lord Is undergoing treatment
at the Maine General Hospital.
Mr. Stuyvesant Jackson is now manage!
of the Scranton Manufacturing Company ol

Chicago.
Jefferds, ex-superintendent ol
the Railway Mall Service, is spending a few
Mr. J.

F.

days in Portland.
Mr. D. W. Heseltine, who has been suffering from a large abscess in his ear, is con-

valescing.
ftv Clarence Pullen lectured last evening on New Mexico, in New York, before
the American Geographical Society.
Mr. Dana H. Miles of this city will run as
messenger for the American Express Company, on the Maine Central, between Bangor and Boston.
Mr. E. A. Noyes, treasurer ol the Portland Savings Bank, has received a leave ol
absence and will visit Europe, sailing from
——New \ ork In the Etruria of the Cunard
Line next Saturday.
H. H. Whitney, San
xji

i^uaiu,

ijiucm,

-uao.-'.

Francisco;
u>

v.

mvou,

A.
ai>

P.
n

C. O. Wilbur, Boston
Bradstreet,
W. II. Hunt, New York; I). C. Sanborn,
Farmington; W. F. Moody,Kennebunkport:
A. C. Carr, Wintlirop, were among the arrivals at the United States Hotel yesterday.
E. Slade,

Society of Natural History.
East evening Mr. Henry M. Maliug of the
well known firm of Byron Greenougli & Co,
ot tills city, gave an interesting narrative ol
his visit to the Sandwich Islands in the

spring of 1886, and of Ills acfent to the voleauic mountain of Kileauea, which was
flowing at that time. The courses of many
ol the lava streams of recent years were
well shown on the map of the mountain and
the frightful havoc made by the eruption
was well depicted by the lecturer.
Mr. Maliug visited about all the places of
interest In the larger island, including the
sugar plantations and native gardens, but
his remarks were mostly about the volcanic
mountains and their craters, the wild scenery
in the hills and the beautiful spots iu tlis
valleys. His reference to the easy-going na

lives and their funny ways were especially
taking with the audience.
Mr. Fuller was at bis best exhibiting thirty-three photographs and maps illustrating
the lecturer’s remarks. lie was also equal
to the emergency when his hydrogen gaWith but little delay he connectgave out.
ed a gas burner in the hall with Ids camera
lantern and the exhibition proceeded
The
hall was tilled to overtla.-.ing

Important Hearing.
Circuit Court, before
Judge Webb, yesterday afternoon, the case
In tiie United States

of Geo. L. Ames et al. vs. tiie Osgood Casli
Car Company, was heard.
This was a bill
in equity, brought by Geo. L. Ames of Salem, Mass., and AlphonsoS. Harris of Chelsea, Mass., against said company, praying
that a receiver might be appointed to take
charge of the affairs of the company and
conduct its business, and also praying for an
injunction. It was claimed by the respondent that tiie w hole proceeding was instigated

by the Lamson Store Service Company A
Boston, or its agents, and conducted wholly
in their interest, which tiie complainants denied. After a full hearing of the matter, extending into the evening, the court rendered
its decision in favor of the respondent, denying botli tiie receiver and tiie injunction as
asked for by tiie complainants.
Tiie complainants were represented by
Hon. W. F. hunt of this city, and C. M.
Barnes of Boston, and tiie respondents by
Hons. N. «fc II. B. Cleaves of this city, and
Hon.
ton.

Rodney Lund

and C. H. Welch of Bos-

Washington’s Birthday.
To-day, tiie anniversary of tiie birtli of
Wasiiington, is a legal holiday. The custom
house, banks and public offices will be closed.
The usual holiday hours will be. observed
at tiie post office.

Tiie cashier’s office and
general delivery will be open from 8 to 9 a.
in., and 1 to 2 p. in. Carriers’ 4 p. m. colleclion ana o p. m. delivery will be omitted.
Evening collection at 6 p. m. instead of 8 p.
m.

r

In the evening the Portland Club will give
a reception at their rooms to the members of
the Legislature.
There will he plenty of fun at the toboggan slide, the Little Women will give a ball,
and the Rednmnd-Barry troupe will play at
the theatre. There will be plenty of fishhorn blowing by the boys, and bonfires at

night._
Little Womens’ Ball.
The Little Womens’ Ball, which has hem
so long and anxiously looked for, will be
given at City Hall this evening. The Harlequin and Oriental Scarf dances in costume,
will not only prove to be novelties, but will
^wlelight by their graceful figures and brilliant
dances. The Demon Drill by tlic Wheel
Club is always pleasing. Refreshments will
he served in Reception Hall.
The Mechanics’ Course.

The eighth lecture in the free course given
Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association will he given this evening at 7.45
o'clock by Rev. 0- H. Shinn of Deering,

by the

James 1’. Baxter, Esq., lectured in the
of the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary
last evening. Mr. Baxter spoke upon Londun, the lecturo being rendered of great interest, botli by its literary merit and the ac-

A special meeting of the City Council was
held last evening to take action in relation
to proposed legislation upon the laying out
of the ferry landing.

curacy of the descriptions of the great city
and the life of its people.
In commencing, the speaker addressed a
few words to “Historic London” with its
assemblage of great and noble men and

and Aldermen.

TIIK l'KKUY LANDING.

stipation,

Esq.,

course

Present, Aldermen Beale, Wilson, Itickcr, McMahont
Marks and Briggs.

Faint Your Buggy for One Dollar.

Lecture by James P. Baxter,
in the Infirmary Course.

Remonstrance to Proposed Legislation Relating to the Ferry Landing.

Mayor Chapman presided.

Wauted—partner.

BRIEF

Evening.

In Board of Mayor

Tlie following paper was read by the Mayor and given a unanimous passage:
Whereas, under the act of the Legislature
of the State, approved February IKi, 1873, aud
contained in chapter 373 of the private and
special laws for that year, a public highway
lias been located into the tide waters of the
city of Portland liv a committee appointed
by tile Supreme Judicial Court, on appeal
from the commissioners of this
county;
And, whereas, the location of said highway was resisted by counsel for the city at
the hearing before the County Commissioners and at the hearing before the icoinmittee,
and also upon exceptions to the acceptance
of the report of the committee before the
Law Court at the July term, 188G:
And, whereas, by the statute under which
saidjiighway was located, all damages to
private property by reason of said location
were to be paid by the County of Cumberland, but petitions have now been presented
to the Legislature asking that the law may
be so changed as to require sueh damages to
be paid by the city of Portland; therefore.
Ordered, that our Senator and Kepreseutatives he requested to use their influence
against the proposed legislation as in the
highest degree inequitable, unwarranted and
injurious to the rights of the City of Portland, and to urge upon the attention of the
Legislature the fact that the city has, from
the first, resisted the location of this highway : that the commissioners of the county
«

nftniuo* K»,

uuu

mat

u«3

lUiiuiULiec

which decided in favot of the location did so
under the law then and now existing by
which the damages caused to private property
by such location were to be paid by the
county; aud that there lias never been any
adjudication even by the committee, that
such
ought to be located under a
provision of law such as is proposed, requiring tlie City of Portland alone to pay the
land damages.
The proposed location is over a pier extending to a considerable distance into tide
waters, and the damages to private property
will be larger than is usual m liiu loeatiou of
highways, and it is peculiarly a case where,
if the way is to he located, the damages
should be paid by the county, according to
thfr4jfW*ral rule, rattier thau by any single
$6wn or city. But if, in any event, the Legislature should decide to change the law so
as to make the damages
upon the loeatiou
by the city instead of the county, it
payable
Is lespectfully submitted that care should be
taken so to frame the new' law that the
judgment heretofore rendered in favor.'of
the location shall be of no effect; aud that
the city may have an opportunity to be
heard before the County Commissioners and
before a committee, if necessary, upon the
question whether such a highway ought to
he located under provisions of tile law which
require, not only the building and mainte-

highway

nance of-the

city,

highway and ferry lauding by

nut also the payment by the city
alone of the damages to private property
caused by the original location of the highway.
the

OTHER BUSINESS.

petition was received from the Horse
Railroad Company by II. J. Libby, Its president, for authority to extend its tracks from
the present terminus at the Congress street
station through Congress street to the city
A

line. A hearing was ordered upon the petition to bo held at the regular March meeting
of the Board.

The committee on new wooden buildings
reported that they had granted permits to
the following persons: Samuel W. Joy, for
a dwelling house, Tinkham’s Court; J. H.
Wolf, synagogue, rear 79 Middle street;
Geo.
II. Staples, stable, rear 40 Stone
street.

The Board then adjourned.
In Common Council.
President Hobbs presided. Absent: Councilmeu Ruraery, Parker, Williamson, Cox
and Spring. The paper in reference to the
ferry landing was passed In concurrence,
and the Board adjourned.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
RENE.

Tonight Mr. William Kedmuntl, so long
leading actor of the Boston Theatre, and
Mrs. Thomas Barry, for years leading lady
at the same theatre, will appear at Portland
Theatre in their new play of “Rene, the
Huguenot Captain.” It is a pleasure to announce an historical drama, after the extravaganzas with which we have been favored,
and we have no doubt these well known artists will draw large audiences. Grimmer’s
orchestra will furnish the following programme:
Overture-Bandits’ Frolic.Suppe
Waltzes—Fleur D’Alsace.Sterner
M edley— Kaleidoscope.G rlmmer
British l’atrol (by request).
Ascii
Waltzes—Casino Tanze.Gung’l
M. B. CURTIS.

Everybody

lias

laughed heartily

over

Cur-

tis in “Sam’l of Posen,” and on Saturday
night, as well as at the Saturday matinee,
they will want to see him at City Hall, in his
new piece "Caught in a Corner." No matter
whether the play proves a great literary production or not, Curtis will he in it, and lie
will be “very, very funny.” He is excellentlently supported. Reserved seats can be
procured nt Stockbridge’s.
COUTHOUI.

The charming reader, Miss Coutlioui, will
heard in the next Stockbridge
entertainment, March 2d, assisting at the
performance will be heard th delightful
Ruggles Street Quartette. Tickets can be

women, mentioning
Leon and Cromwell.

Stockbridge’s.

NOTFS.

Tlie sale of seats for “Ruddigore" will be-

gin

next

Monday, at Stockbridge’s.

The Senate and Woman’s

Suffrage.

To the Editor of the Press:
It is stated in

yesterday’^ issue

of your pa-

per that tlie Senate concluded it had been
“too gallant or too hasty on Friday in passing the Woman’s Suffrage amendment and

reconsidered the vote.”
Also, that they
“might have passed it in a moment of thoughtlessness and good nature, rather than because actuated by a firm underlying conviction that such action would be best.” All
this may be true, but we would ask by what
laws of sense or justice a Senate of intelligent men, called to their high office by an intelligent people, can permit themselves to
pass a more than two-thirds vote upon so important a question as submitting tlie amendment to tlie people, unless they believed in itNot even "gallantry or good nature,” certainly not haste, or thoughtlessness, should
have made them accessories to a wrong (for
tills is tlie word by which they must de- ignate it if they go back upon their former action). There are many who will wait with

much interest and curiosity for Wednesday’s
vote, to mark who are tlie members to own
up to tlie reasons as assigned for tlie slide
backward.
Time, surely, had been given
them to decide upon the merits of the question. It lms been discussed year after year
in the family circle, upon the platform and
through the press. Had they then formed no
convictions to sustain their actions individually? We shall see next Wednesday. During tlie present session this matter has been
brought before the people for their signatures,
and before tlie legislators clearlv.
Did tlie
presence or tne ladles upon their quiet mission to the capital s» fascinate the gallant
and the good natured as to make it impossible for them to resist yielding to the favoring
tide ? We shall learn that, too, next Wednesday, and shall mark as a people any light
skiffs which set sail for another new departure on the stream of opinion.
We honor
those who voted against the amendment with

honest convictions as restraining influence.
They had not yet come into the light. That
is all, perhaps, but when they do come we
hope they will stay.
A word of the remonstrance as published
today. We cannot think (as implied there)
that any one will “impose upon the sex the
responsibilities of election,” as no woman
will be driven to cast a vote most surely, and
should she he allowed to do so after a time,
it certainly would not serve “to deteriorate
from tiie character or consideration which
give such women the inliuence they now

exert in society."
These ladies who have given their names
to this remonstrance would be most officient
and puwerful allies to assist in giving character and forcejo any election, hut if they
do not believe In the justice of such action
they do right not to approve it.
lint is there the slightest need of using
such advantages as theirs to withhold from
others merely what they have no desire for
themselves ?
Why not have let the result rest with the
intelligence of the people and our legislators,
as it must first ami last, until the desirable
result Is nttaiued for which the world is
ripening fast?
I).

Acknowledgement.

Tiie members of ,st. Patrick’s Conference
of tiie Society of St. Vincent de Punl tuke

pleasure

in acknowledging the assistance
received from
tiie public generally
and
especially the earnest efforts of the ladies of
the Cathedral congregation by which tiie entertainment last Wednesday evening for the
benefit of the poor was rendered a great success.

Shakespeare,
Starting from

Cmur de
the famous London bridge, where even in Homan
times the people crossed the Thames, and
where so many heads of brave and distinguished persons have been exhibited, the
lecturer led his audience to the Bank of
England, speaking as he journeyed of the
'busses, the peculiarities of the cabmen and
the oddities of the ever varying street scenes.
Considerable time was devoted to the history of banking, leuding up to the founding
of this famous bank by Sir ffm. Patterson.
The crises and fluctuations through which it
passed before it had entirely obtained the

peoples’ confidence were described in an
exceedingly interesting manner.
Then wo go to Cheapside, the throughfare
for all processions, having, as such a place
must,

a

multitude of historical reminiscences.

St. l'jllll's plllirpli.vnril

was

(lut

novf

ctnn-

ping place which

the speaker said lias had a
considerable influence upon tlie literature of
England. Here the first edition of Shakespeare was issued, and here Johnson and
Goldsmith and many more great literary men
brought out their productions. Here are
some rare old book shops crowded with volumes and
manuscripts of every age and
every description. Fleet street, with its historic
relations to
us
and
interest
Temple Bar, where the Lord Mayor
yielded up his sword to Oliver Cromwell; the Tavern, St. Dunstan's Church
where Richard Baxter was wont to preach,
were each in turn described.
Tlie office of tlie Public Records with tlie
famous Doomsday book of William, tlie
Conquerer; Holborn, tlie Broadway of London, with its busy, bustling throng are considered in succession until we reach tlie
British Museum. Greek and Roman productions of art and the Egyptian collection are
here to greet and satisfy the student of an-

tiquities.

At this point wo

borne to

take

Trafalgar square,

a

“hansom” are
the scene of so

much recent rioting around the magnificent
monument to Lord Nelson, and here the
lecturer leaves us thinking of the whirl, tlie
excitement, tlie culture, the degradation,
tlie grandeur of London.
The Soldiers’ Monument.
To the Editor qf the Press:
Mr. E. C. Jordan, in his address to the
Deering people on Sanitation, speaks as follows :
There Is about to be wrung from Portland's already overburdened taxpayers the equivalent of
*100,000 in answer to a demand of a far from
unanimous sentiment as to tlie proper location of
the Soldiers’ Monument, and all this before she
has appropriated a dollar towards the principles
ot advanced sanitation. Wny! if her cases of
preventtble disease were to be grouped into one
short month, Instead of being lost to sight, scattered through the list of 366 days, it would present a record calculated to terrify the stoutest
heart. It would stagnate commerce and depreciate real estate.
\\ itti such words as these before us
coming
from a gentleman who has given to the sub-

ject of sanitary engineering thorough study
and investigation, and who is
thoroughly
acquainted with the sanitary needs of the
Back Bay district, is it not prudent for the
citizens of Portland to stop and consider if
it is not a pieco of wasteful extravagance to
remove the Old City Hall and appropriate
Mamet Square as a site for the Soldiers’
Monument, thereby entailing an additional
annual burden of four or five thousand dollars upon our taxpayers? What do the inhabitants of the district contiguous to the
Back Bay think about it? Is it prudent; is
it wise economy to spend with lavish hand
upon schemes of doubtful utility while the
health of our citizens is Imperilled
by tlie
foul exhalations from this cesspool of the
Yours for
city?
Hkalth.
To the Editor of the Press :
Sometime ago, at the request of persons
interested in art and its progression iu Portland, I asked that a public comparativa exhibition be held of the plans submitted to tlie
committee.
This was asked as a favor, and
no notice being taken of the request, it now
seems not unjust to ask it as a right.
The
association seeks a gift from the city of a
value three or four times the value of the
monument.
This disproportion furnishes
the right to those interested, to make any inquiries leadiug to public good.
It has been asserted that some of the ar-

tide Alviont

tn

n
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nation, ]t ruay bo that some few refuse, but
the number of such must be limited, and
those that remuin must be sufficient to furnish a very interesting and instructive exhibition. The Portland Society of Art would
doubtless do as did the Ecole ties Beaiu
Arts in the case of the competition for the
Gamlietta monument and offer a suitable
place. The public could see the sketches before voting, and vote more intelligently.
In
any case the instruction remains the same,
and the occasion is not wasted.
I should not be surprised even, should the
gentlemen of the committee personally present the case to ,the dissenting artists, they
could be persuaded to allow their plans to go
on exhibition.
Such a collection would be very interesting. Twenty-five thousand dollars is worth
the competition.
It should bring out the
best talent in the country.
If it does not allure our best men, then there is an error, and
the proportions of the projected monument
are too great to tempt them at the price.
Hence the quality of the work is not desirable, not what une would wish to see perpetuated.
Chaki.es L. Fox.

be seen mid

secured at

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE STATE.

AUCTION SALES.

FEMAI.F HELP.

[CONTINUED

Special Meeting of the City Council

FKB. 22.

AMONG THE INSANE.
FROM FIRST PAOE.J

LONDON.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

PKK6S.
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The Blues’ Ball.

The masquerade ball given by the Portland
Mechanic Blues in

City Hull, last evening,
was as successful and enjoyable as the similar events heretofore given under the ausof the Blues have been.
Previous to
grand march Chandler’s orchestra played
the following selections:
Overture—The Sea Nymphs.Purdy
Selection—The Army Chaplain.... Millocker
belection-Gazza Tarda.Rossini
Medley Selectlou—Free and Easy.Wiegand
The toboggan slide, the base ball game
between the Fats and Leans and the fencing
contest made a most enjoyable entertainment and were received with much applause.
An order of twenty dances was then enjoyed many of those participating wearing
handsome costumes. The floor was under
the charge of Capt. C. W. Davis, with
Lieuts. C. F. Swett and C. A. Plummer as
assistants, and the following aids: Sergt. G.
W. Butler, Corps. W. G. Hale and P.
O’Brion, Privs. F. P. Bailey, F. H. Hatch
and IV. A. Turner.
Tlie following gentlemen composed the
executive committee: Capt. C. IV. Davis,
Lieut. C. F. Swett, Sergts. W. H. Mureh
and G. IV. Butler, Corps. IV. G. Hale and P.
j.

'8

le

O’Brion,

Privs. F.

P.

Bailey

and

F.

II.

Hatch._
Woman's
To the Editor

Suffrage.

of

the Press:
We never have claimed that all women
want the ballot, and are not surprised that
some should remonstrate.
We fail to see
any weight in the argument that because
soinedo not wish the privilege others who
do should be deprived of it. Among the
petitioners for suffrage are many hundreds
of| women, representing the philanthropies,
the reforms, the educational interests, (and I
might say in a degree the business interests)
of the .State.
Not many months ago the
larges t convention of women ever held in
our State, a convention which considered
and planned to advance the great moral reforms of the day, voted unanimously in favor
of suffrage as a means to that end.
The
stern -‘logic of events,” coming out of a
broad experience led many of them to this
decision. An eminent judge has lately said:
“From the standpoint of justice nothing can
be said against the ballot in the hands of
woman.”
All we ask is justice, and feel
sure that in the exercise of it, our
integrity
to “domestic duties” will not he impaired,

holy direction will

we

strengthened.

L. M. N. Stevens.

Ue says that now he can repeat all of
Baker’s dramas from beginning to end.
These plays are enjoyed very much by the
patients; and so are the concerts, at which
the military band from Togas sometimes
takes part or well known singers from Auor
gusta or other cities. But above concertsdedramas the inhabitants of the hospital
light in one other form of entertainment, and

ants.

THAT IS A

DANCE.

for people from the city. During the sessions of the
Legislature they are also considered great
events by the legislators, some of whom aro
The rule is that an atsure to he present.
tendant shall dance with a patient, while the
visitors may dance with whom they please.
It
is quite
often
impossible to tell,
go on
as
the movements of the dance
who are the insaue and who are not; all
appear to enjoy it with equal zest. \\ ere if
These dances

great events

arc

even

not for certain features a dance at the hospital would differ little from one in Granite
Hall. These features are the performances
of one or two perfectly harmless patients,
excites to strange
whom
the music
man
who is
one
is
antics.
There

prompted, during

grand march,

a

or

during

of the floor
any dance that leaves the centre
clear, to turn handsprings, or “cart wheels,’’
or indulge in
GROTESQUE SHUFFLES
in that open space. Two years ago he used
to lend a wild effect to the assemblies: when
seen one evening this winter he appeared to
have grown more sedate, but still considered
the open floor his own field of enjoyment.
There is another, a woman, who sits in one
of tlie farthest corners. She does not dance,
hut when the music grows liveliest draws
herself up like an automaton and keeps
time witli energetic but ludicrously methodical brandishes of her fists. Still another
woman keeps time to tiie fastest and most
furious music by talking to the visitors on
every conceivable subject. She lias a reputation for talking that would be an abiding
terror to the stenographers were she a Senator or Representative.
The effects of these entertainments on the
health and spirits of the patients is said to
most satisfactory. They look forward to
them, and enjoy themselves in the recollections of them. They undoubtedly do a great
narf nf t.hn annH vvliinh rn&nltu in final

ery in many cases.
tients
LEFT THE

room-

Last year sixtv-six pa-

INSTITUTION

RECOVERED,
treatment ranging from

after periods of
three months to three years.
who do not

entirely

recover

And many
leave much im-

proved.
The visitor who talks with the patients at
one of these winter entertainments will notice that they always speak of each other
as "‘boarders,” and they are boarders.
Last
year seventy boarded entirely at the expense
of the State; for four hundred and nine the
State paid 81.50 a week each, towns or relatives paying the rest; while 4!>were supported entirely by their own means or by relatives. And some of these private patients
live in great style. They pay as high as
eight or sixteen dollars a week for board;
and

everything

is done for their comfort that
Some of them have

could be done at home.

SUITES OF

ROOMS,
in the new building which has been built quite
recently, rooms furnished comfortably, almost elegantly. A parlor grand piano has
just been put into the middle convalescent
ward on
the woman’s side;
and there
number of pianos and organs in other
parts of the hospital. There is In this part
of the hospital one old lady who came there
thirty years ago. Last year a woman died
who had been there, year in and year out
since 1844.
In years to come the number of these
“boarders” will increase. Now they number but a fraction of the iunfortunate people
in this State who are classed as “insane” or
“imbecile.” Scattered through the State, in
the poor houses or kept at homes, there are,
as Senator
Sleeper showed the Senate while
arguing for a liberal appropriation for the
hospital, fully three thousand insane or imbecile persons. Escb year they come to the
hospital in greater numbers, for better care
and treatment. It was but a few weeks ago
that a mere boy was brought in from a counare a

try poorhouse,

An

Exciting Runaway.

The horse attached to the delivery puug of
Ephraim fj. Ells, the Portland street grocer,
ran away
yesterday morning, The boy who
was driving was thrown out, and clearing
himself from the pung the horse dashed up
High street, down the bridge at the foot of
the street, across Commercial street and
down the wharf.
Here lie ran against a
freight car, which was standing on the
wharf, and cut himself badly. Dr. Richardson dressed the animal’s wounds.

States

over

4(1133

“Pilgrim’s Progress.” was given to
Willie E. Miller, the youngest of several
equal competitors. Their similar success as
well as
their generosity in yielding their
trated

offered reward to the younger of their
ber

num-

deserved,

in Mr. Loring’s view, some
recognition and he generously added to the
two regular prizes a choice of Adelaide
Proctor to Miss Cora Thrasher,
Child’s
History of the Bible to Albert Brown and a
large pictorial Pilgrim’s Progress to Ruthie
H. Millett.
The members of the school contributed
most creditably to the exercises of the hour
by responsive readings, recitations and
music.
The address of the evening was made by
Mr. Loring who spoke very inspiringly of
the work of the Sunday School and its aim
to bring all connected with it into full

Christian discipleship.
The school has nearly doubled its membership since last autumn. The library has
recently received additions and has been
put in excellent condition for service. There
being no public library in this village, that
of the Sunday School has a special field for
usefulness.
Rev- R- P. Snow will give his lecture on
Work at the Spurwink church Wednesday
evening, Feb. '2m.

V. 13U1H
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NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS!
custom for several years past lo open our CHOICE
season, both Spring
and l-all and our efforts have met with marked success.
Many Ladies desire to secure their New Goods early in order to get
ahead of the rush at the Dress-makers. But another and more imfact that the most choice and desirable styles are
™»T »>»** U nearly all of the HIGH ART
are imported in
comparatively small «|uantities, it is
impossible to duplicate them later.

w«rrA.'meIAKIJ1!(
i..V'

ill

°r *h* ,,,osl exquisite designs in
!|||d we respect fully urge all wlio can poss/iKiV
sibly <lo M), to give lhem careful examination.

d3t

hut. pannrtt
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nroennf
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and Central Massachusetts stocks, even
der the most favorable circumstances.
The Moose

un-

Driver and His Fortune.

Although I’eter Leroyez,

the man who had

at the State Fair last year, has
home from France with an inheritance
of $30,000, he still lives in the Moosehead
Lake wilderness with his squaw, 40 miles
from any other human habitation. lie is the
most eccentric capitalist in Maine.
Leroyez sprang from a French family of
blood and property. A wild youth, a hater
of civilization, he ran away from home, emigrated to America, and finally went Into the
woods on the border of Maine, where he
married an Indian woman and built him a
rude hut.
Ilere he dwelt for years in the
most primitive style, living on fish and game,
trapping fur-hearing animals, frollcing witli
the moose that he adopted into ills family,
and making occasional excursions Into the
world, where his queer looks and costume,
liis long hair aiid his strange ways made him
an object of wonder.
After he heard last fall that lie had inherited his fortune, he pledged ills moose for
$300 to Mr. John Eveleth Greenville, and
with this money went to France after ills
witli thd gold,
property. After coming back
he redeemed ttie moose, and went directly

the

moose

back into tlie wilderness to his squaw and
He sleeps on pretty nearly
ills old life.
$30,000 every night up there under the pines,
The only luxury in
40 miles from anybody.
which he has invested is a now buckskin
i rt.

__

desirable furnished rooms
low rates. At 22 CASCO STREET.
TOatI.ET-Very

_18-1
CLANS

ROOMS

Fernt
"«ek, In good locality.

SllthKI.

ADENTM

Apply at67HPltlN<!

ou
on

Cumberland

you aware that this Company has paid
Sherman St.
FOR
St., (la1/* front; same width
AKEpolicy-holders
their representatives
block
feet from street to street; suitable tor
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

200

or

a

next to corner of
of houses on each street;
Grove and Cumberland; near horse cars; very desirable lots. N. 8. GAUOINKK, No. 40 Exchange

street._lb-1
mAfl.E—Produce business 111 this city.

FOR
A great bargain Is offered if sold at
for
of B. SHAW, 48V*

street.__lb-1
FOR

Oarslde A

A.

ladles’
slr.es and
St.
17-1

height.

St._17-1

ol

MALE—llouso in the western

part
the city; eontalns nine rooms; suitable foi
130K
to be sold at
bar
has
1

one

family;

largo yard;

a

a

gain. For further particulars Inquire at NO. $
CUSHMAN STREET.ld-1
MALE—Manure of City Hotel Stable
loading to do; slides into the cart.
EASTMAN A
no

GOODWIN.__7-4^
second

hand

12

Hors,

a bargain.
same
good
Blddeford
KIDDEFOltD 8TOVE FOUNDRY,
1-4
Maine.

Tormrntrd

with Mall Khenni-Cured by
Hood’s Marsapnrllln.

TYPE POISON

FOR SALE.
Bicycle for sale: 2-3
Nickeled; Drop Handle; Kirkpatrick Saddle ; run about 300 or 400 miles, cost $95.00:
will sell for $76.00, as the owner Is about to go
away. Apply at once to BOX No. 43, South
Baris, Me.feb!9dlw

buggy for one dollar :

Hy wing COITS ONE-COAT BUC.CY PAINT
Paint Friday, run ft to Church Sunday.
Blx l-actionable Shades: Black.
Maroon, Vermilion. Olive Lake, Brewster and Wage* Greens.
No Varnishing necessary.
Dries hard with a ht*h Clou.
Tip top farC hairs. Furniture. Baby Carriages, Front Doors. Store Fronts, etc. Will send enough to paint your
upon
receipt of One Dollar, and warrant it to wear. Discount to the Trade.

Bufgy

FOBES & CO., PAINTS, PORTLAND, ME.
BURCESS,
teb22
’d&wliu

This Plaster

Ill

1

aprl-d&wly
AIN*.

flj

UO B xr So
Mra 03 2 3
: StE

a*

Nausea, DrowabS
ness,Bad Tuate in thefl
ness,

Mooth^Crated^TongueJ

Bj

^BaSjSajaS -^ am^^vent

Cons’.

.-$jK

cntion and Piles. The Eraollcstand easiest to take.gft
Only one piU a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg-B
Stable. Price 25 cents. 6 vl".ln by inallforSl.OD.H
CARTER MEDICirtE CO., *rcp’rs, ricw York. S
Bold by an Druggists._

ymttssss0mm^m^. jse^sm

Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or five for $1.
Trade mark patented.
Mailed on receipt of price
by fie*. C. Goodwill 4k Co., General Agents,
Boston.
feb22eotWnmnn

NOTICE.
the undersigned, agree to close our stores
at one o’clock Feb. 22, ’87, to remain closed

WE,

until Wednesday Morning.
J. W Deeriug,
Sawyer fit Dyer,
Chas. J. Pennell,
Geo. P. Morris,
Morrill & Boss,
W. II. 8tantl.il,
C. A. Chase,
W. R. Winslow,
G. H. Cloyes,
S. Winslow & Co.,
M. W. Best,
A. L. Millet & Co..
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.,
W. L. Wilson & Co.,
Win. Mllliken & Co..
Geo. II. Lord.
Globe Tea Cotnpauy.
Emery Howell,
Geo. C. Shaw.
feb22dlt

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency lor theCounty of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
February 21, A. D. 1887.
In case ol HARVEY I). HADLOCK, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the twenty-first
day of February, A. D. 1887. a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C Peabody,
Judge of the Court hi Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the estate of said
HARVEY D. HADLOCK, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ol
said Debtor, which
petition was filed ou the
twenty-first day of February, A. D. 1887. to which
date interest on claims is to lie computed.
That the payments of any debhtrfo or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
1 hat a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of fits estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Prubate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the seventh day ol March. A. D.
1887, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writen.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Infor
said
of
Cumberland.
solvency
County
Ieb22&mhl

THIS

FOR SALE.

S4.00 PER DOZEN
-Ftill-

FINELY

FINISHED

Cabinet Photographs
Commencing Tuesday Morning,

Nor. 9,1886,.

We Khali make for a Mhort Time Only,
First Claim Cabinet Photograph* for

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.
Thin opportunity ha* never before been
offered by u*. and although the price
i* very low, we wi*h the public
to know hat

In

no

sense will the work be

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine,
February 21, A. D. 1887.
In case of SAMUEL M. HOOVER, Insolvent
Debtor.
1HIS is to give notice, that on the twenty-first
of
day
February, A. D. 1887, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
of
the
Court of Insolvency for said CounJudge
ty of Cumberland, against the estate of said
SAMUEL M. HOOVER, of Yarmouth,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ol
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty-first day of February. A. D. 1887, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law.
Tliat a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and ehoose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be holden at Probate Court Room,
In said Portland, on the seventh day of March,
A. D. 1887, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first atsive written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
feb22&mhl

100 Doses One Dollar

byflj

Schooner, New Boxer; GO tons; IIght
draft; rebuilt.in 1883 with best white
"
oak.
Can be bought at a bargain if
Ai\ti
called for soon. SAMUEL RANKIN.
Kennebunkport Me., Feb. 22,1887 feb22dlw*
mAt

Ladies’ to call at 618 ConWANTED-The
gress street, to examine the largest stock
in

the City, of plain and fancy pins for the hair;
special sale for ten davs. New lot Just in. new
styles. LOVERING’S PARIS HAIR STOKE,
22-1
opposite Mechanics’ Hull, Cortland.
party with from $8,000 to
WANTED—A
610,000 to buy half interest in an estaba

lished wholesale and retail business. Prom $4,
000 to $6,000 net profit guaranteed oti his money.
Fullest investigation given. Address “H,” Press
Office.22-1

WANTED—The

public

cash prices paid for cast
WANTED—Highest
oil clothing, ladies's
gent’s;
exchange
Please send
or

or

for Turkish rugs.
letter or postal to
M. DEGROOT, Perry House, Portland. Mo. 22-1

WANTED—Everyone

The Maine State Heat and

The

W.

S.

CENTENNIAL

A.

The latest Improvement In

BLOCK,

EXCHtgUE NT

0.1

,

----'

more

brilliant and effective light
The

BANCS CARBURETOR
I has

been In constant use for the past five years In
Boston and other large cities, and needs no recommendation.
23nov
dtt

Photographer,

DECKER

NO. 5U CONGRESS STREET,

brothers’" *

Portland^ Maine.

I

can use

PKIl'E 81.00.

RINES BROTHERS, PIANOS !
nov2

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

BURDETTIRRANS.

eodOm

I'lease call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

GREAT BARGAINS.
Among tlie Special Bargains I
ing this week, are

Iel,lc

rT&Sttlst,2dor4thpnrm

COMMON GARMENTS.
We wish to call attention to Hie fact
(hat our Combination
Suits, both Cotton
and ilanncl, are made to
order, and cut
from measure.
The garments arc made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
“erlno, gauze and cotton.
.The merino and wool suits arc 1111shrinkiog. We warrant good llttlng
and comfortable garments.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
Mo. 8 Elm Street.

jWo

dt(

nish lull Information In
and Its plans.

am

offer-

150 Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.
100 doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford. at $2.25.
150 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med. Knives at $2.85.

509 Congress Street.

decl«

_eodtl

tive management.

DIKKl'TOBN.
Edward It. hectorb. West Newton. Mass..
Hon. Jomiah U. Drummond, Portland. Main e
John E. Du Witt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonn by, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis P. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Poster, M. D., Portland. Me.
Hon. Pued. E. Kichakds, Hock port. Me.
Ukoroe L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kouie, Gorham, Me.
Fran k K. Allen, Portland, Me.
OrPICKBN.

!
;

STOOLS Ai\0 COVERS,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

TUNING TO ORDER.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. POSTER, M. D., Medical DlrteCer.
HON. JOS1AH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

GEO. J.

WIGHT,

Superiniancaitt of A^enwes. Eastern Department*

JAMES

SINKINSON

Manager for City Agency, Portland.

nova

eodtl

A LL BHI MILTIAMLEKM are requested to
Per ori
away from New York.
B. & P. A. Lodge, No. 1
1

-A keep

__17

421 Congress St., will have something of Interest to say In next Saturday’s
Issue of this paper. It will pay you to notice

BBOW3,

it.^

4kMON'M fine French Kid
$15.00 boots for ladies' at $4.50 per pair (oi
a few days.
We have 150 pairs of these boots
fresh and regular. BROWN, 421 Congress St.
17-1

ABAIMIDi:

WE

wish to notify the public that 1
NOTICE—I
do not reside at 22 Free street; have not foi
a

MRS. McCALMON, 69 Dauforth street.
14 1

year.

TO

WILL

SPRING

LET.

OWE

KENT—The large well lighted two storyfor manufacturing purposes
on Forest Avenue, near flak street,
about two miles front city; lias good supply of
water: also boiler for sale on premises.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V(| Exchange St.
21-1

FOB
frame building
Dcerlng,

In

OF
MERRY’S

LMT—A down-stairs tenement ol 6 rooms
TO
heated by steam. In house
North St„
ond from
street. For
on

qulrc

of J,

sec-

FIWE

Congress
particulars InD. DECELLE, 91 Congress St.
14-1

LET—A tenement of 5
at 62 DANTOFOBTH
6T„11-tf
BENT—The four story brick and
FOB
tic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
for wholesale

HATS

LET—House 62 Gray Street; also upper
In house 27 Free Street. Enquire
TOtenament
S.

YOU

rooms

*

mas-

OW

suitable
grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48Va Exchange St,Janll-tf

TO

pf F.

WATERHOUSE,dec30dtl

IF

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable
salesrooms, stuuios ana work shops m
Massey's Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.
20-tf
T30B

m.

ror

vmr

WILL

or "Coon”
the same to No.
will be suitably re19-1

CALL
AT
937

dtf

DOOR PLATES,
Durable

and Handsome

AND THE

—

—

PRICES ARE LOWER THAN ANY OTHER KINO
—

NAME

HAVE YOUR

AINU

—

FOUND—A

n.4I,E HELP.

TTrANTED—Situation by a young gentleman
»
who bus had 16 years experience in wholeami retail hardware business, would like a situais
tion;
acquainted with Maine, N. 11. and Vermont
Dade.
Rest of reference.
Addrese HARD\V ARE, Press Office.
18-1
Situation by a young man 2”
years of age. lias taken care of horses;
would like to work In a private family; also, will
go In the country and work on a (ami. Can furnish undoubted references. Address J. NI8HEN
135 Congress street.
17-1

WANTED—A

*

1

__W ANTE D.
Those in need of printing of any
WANTED—
T T
kind will save time and rflbney by sending
their orders to M. H. CAMPBELL & CO., 3sS
(ommerclal street, foot ol High street, (formerly
the Mitchell 1 rintiiig Co.) First-class work at
reasonable prices. Telephone No. 946.
21-1
TK®—T1>ose
WA«
v T
Boots and Shoes

•

looking for bargains

in
con-

to call at No. 688
gress, corner Oak Bt.
All goods at bottom prk-e*.
and every pair warranted. Men’s Kip Boots at
less than cost. J. W. TURNER,
19-1

lusters; permanent
WANTED-Experienced
employment to steady workmen;
trouble
no

lactory running.
Boston Mass.

Apply

at

BEDFORD BT.*
jSEl

78

Tir ANTED—Old gold and silver. Why keep
v V
your old broken and worn out Jewelry when
you cau get its full value In cash or taken In e\*
watches, Jewelry or silverware at the
gfMnvi
NATIONAL i.UAN OFFICE, 4911 Congress St.
*

8.

You ’to had it:
An Acid Stomach.
You ’to been annoyed by it:
Heartburn.
What tortures you hare suffered
from them :
Dyspepsia and Indigestion.
Think of the agony you endured
from your last
Sick Headache.
We don’t say you are a fool. But
you are rery foolish not to obtain
immediate relief when a little
lo*enL e will furnish it.
It is caLjd a

D. K.
Get

box at any drug store.
They cost only 60 cents, or a trial
box for 26 cents, and you will be

Bchriver, Proprietor.

of e&st-oft

a

iersevs

\

Vest front
Usual price $1.50everywhere.
lwautlful goods. At L. D. BTKOUT’H.

cents.

%

Thc-e
°

dtf

C OK E.

P0RTLAN0 CEMENT

stock of coke Is so nearly exhausted that
we cau only, until tHrlher notice, supply our
regular city customers, on orders from the office.
No. 86 Exchange street.

Pipe and Stone Go.,
'14 PI..... MB., Portland,

felillKlGm

or

Woodbury’s
DYSPEPSIA KILLERS

ire

i‘S-“

Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 26
St., Boston, Mass., and
they will mail them to any part of
the U. S. on receipt of the
price.
are

1 rernont

17-1
__

“IVTANTED—AN Intelligent earnest man to
v V
represent a large, responsible house In Ills
own
locality and outside of large cities. A renin
neratlve
to right party. Relereinss exsalary
AM.

changed.

MANUFACTURING HOUSE IS

nareiay street.

»

y.

ian2l>

eodl*t2dor4tbp

feb I4d I aw M4w

Chute* Organ to play by a
competent organist. Apply to E. J.
THOMPSON, N. England organ Booms, 10 Pres. I

WANTKD-A
Street._

l«-\

_

W4ATED-

Salesmen t* MU tM UM «f
Emit ami Onmmental Trees anil other
Nursery stock. For particulars address CHAS II
CHASE, 77 East Park, Kochestar, N. Y.

DIAMONDS

!

J. A. TIKRRILL A CO.

JEWELERS,
WOOD vst CO., Ml and 205 Commercial st.

jewelry Store,

O. K.

The selling agents for D. K.’s,
Dr. Mark R.

to buy myjoblot of “
WANTED—Ladles
Ladles’
Coat back ami

|,r(,rring.

Call and examine.

7a Water Nl., Cealoa.

t-odtf

small rat terrter dog;
the owner
can have it by calling at 203 FRANKLIN
ST,, and paying for this advertisement.
16-1

to!g

HI <Iltl.lt

m Vli.ldle Mirer I.

ST.
feMO

alien.__

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

octH

c. H. LAWSON'S

£0.

JOHN E. DeWiTT, President

something to say that will Interand It will pay you to read It.
17-1

a

rtlHE Port Clyde Maine Railway has been thorjl ouglily rebuilt, ami is now in readiness to
take nut all vessels in need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
C. W. ST IM 1*80 N, Jr..
Address,
declGdtf
Port Clyde, Me

PORTLAND

Company

a
COMPANY, andbecause of Its age.
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus. equitable and attractive plans and conserva-

price
cL'n*1*"? Address Immediately,casnMR
8.
HlvvSji
LEV V, 97 Middle street, Portland.
18-1

To Vessel Owners.

CAS LICHT

the

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol
THE
Maine (or their especial patronage, because
It Is
HOME

n-mi

pn> on your door so that your friends can find
you
All SUr, nn,| ,ir|n ol

OUR

to

BROWN, the shoe dealer’s adverNOTICE
tisement in next Saturday's issure of this
He has

paper.
est you,

TE3CHNIC03V. W’Ao.TFC0‘_?0..bH>r
**•000 worth
ut
kbids; highest

Something New,

A. M. WENTWORTH

regard

miMCELLANEOllM.

and solicits the Inspection of the public of the
merits of the

ticket,

LAW CONVERTIBLE
MUTUAL contains
a PERFECT LIFE IN-

SURANCE POLICY.
It you will send your address to the Home Of-

A

w

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.

per bottle.

For Male or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
bouse on Blue street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, hath room, (with
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, tire places In
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,< 00 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

white and drab "Shag”
Light Co. LONT—A
Cat Any person returning
417CONGRESS STREET,

has opened an office In

while giving a

Druggists.pronounce It the tot selling medicine they have. Sold everywhere, lieware of
counterfeits and Imitations. The genuine only
prepared by, and bears the name of,

MAINE

every

VI ID DLL

for enriching coal gas, and thereby

ft LAnlit BUT TLE, A POWERFUL REMEDY.
moat rcouomicnl^pa U com* bul ‘JO crnln

NEW

of the UNION
THEPOLICY
desirable feature In

LOST.

to know that our illustrated catalogue of flower and vegetable
W. C.
seed. Is now ready for free distribution.
SAWYER & CO., Seedsmen, 5 Preble St.
22-1

\

the IHumcIc*,
Mtiffne**
of
the
Joint*.
IIFAIjM Krui*c*, Menld*. Kuril*. Cut*,
Crack*, and Mrrutche*. (llr»t Mtable Item
edy in the world ) Cl REM Kheuu>nii*m,
Neuralgia, Hoar*ene»n. More Throat,
Croup, and nil kindred affliction*.

Ill HE wise provisions of the Maine Non-ForfetI ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this Company, and under Its workings extended
Insurance Is provided for In case of lapse.

fit WO story French rool house. No. 702 Congress
JL street, near head of State street, contains
front and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make It one of toe most
desirable houses in the city. Rent $050 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
Exchange Bt.
dec24dtf

to

I'l'iviu; iTni invhv eiDDiiDimD

CUBES Pain*, Kxterunl nud Internal* ]
RELIEVES Mwelliug*, Contraction* of :

cers, whose Integrity and ability are unquestioned.

For Kent.

kuow that Mr.
Leonard O. Bean is with N. S. Gardiner,
real estate agent, loan and mortgage broker, 40
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.22-1

nor

P. 8..—Those who hold Club Ticket* of Ours,
the same by paying $3.00 besides the
and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
tickets can be used by paying $3.50, thus making
(the total amount paid). $4.00 for the dozen, the
same as here advertised.
novlOeodtf

has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Offi-

AO inch American Star

Sarsaparilla

tire so Little Pills.
They also relieve Die-I
trees from DyspepsugB
Indigestion and Too*

IT pays Its losses promptly. Its policies are la
l contestable after three years.

dlt

Sold by all druggists. 81; six for 85. Prepared
0.1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

1 Positively Cured

more than SIX MILLION
has
DOLover THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the coueervative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

IT LARStoday
IN ASSETS, and

130K

f

to

more

Ex-

particulars

Fower Engine and Boiler with all the fittings
FOIt
Address
In
for
condition at

Taint your

HE!

realize that this old and sterling coma HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In ISAS under the laws of Maloe?

■30K MALE-At Caseo Dye House, U1 Blum
I
St., one 10 horse power horizontal engine,
and one upright boiler 3d inches diameter, about
d feet In
Apply to O. \ THOMAS, 145
Dauforth

Out of the Fire

and gave me medicine accordingly; but salt
rheum cannot be cured in that way, I assure you.
Finally I bought a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It helped me so much that I took a second and
third bottle, and was entirely cured.
I have- not
been troubled witli salt rheum since. I also used
Hood’s Olive Ointment on the places affected. It
stops the burning and itching sensation immediately. I will recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla not
only for salt rheum, but for humors of all kinds,
loss of appetite, and that ‘all gone’ feeling so
often experienced by everyone." A. D. Houiuns,
Hager Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass,

OF l*OICT'I.V\l».

you
Is
DO pany

FOR SAI.E

at $4.50 per pair ; we have all widths,
I and half sizes. BROWN, 421 Congress

shall offer 26 dozen Ladies’extra wide
full fashioned Black Cashmere Hose, with
Merino Heels and Toes, at 39 cents per
pair. The best value In extra large Hose
ever offered in this city.

Union Mutual

hi America. Send 10 cents for samples and circular. T. K. HUSTON, 124V* Union street, Lynn,
Mass.
21-1

QOINU!—150

we

—

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

pairs
STILL
Son’s fine French Kid fio.OO limits for

To-l)ay, Tuesday, Feb. 22,

or THE

15-1

<£»-| ftl w k Buys Va Interest In manufacturing
y I'l'*'* business, $50 per week guaranteed;
to right man rare chance. We also have Lodging
Houses at bargains; and all kinds of business
chanees. Call >r write to ALLEN (St EMERSON,
172 Washington street. Boston, Mass.18-1

SPECIAL HOSIERY SALE.

—

Til t( l/f Menand women to sell shiploads of
»Jl/A/AF thread clipping Thimbles; best thing

PIANO

feb22

dtf

Are You Familiar with the Plans

WANTED.

MALE-One

Only those who have suffered from salt rheum
in the worst form, can know the agonies caused
by this dreadful disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla lias
had remarkable success m curing salt rheum, as
well as all affections of the blood.
‘‘I owe the same gratitude to Hood's
Sarsaparilla that one would to his rescuer from a burning
building. 1 was tormented with salt rheum, and
had to leave off work altogether. My face, about
the eyes, would be swollen and scabbed,
my
bauds and a part of my body would be raw sores
for weeks at a time, my flesh would seem so rotten
that I could roll pieces from between my lingers
as large as a pea.
One physician called It

C. W. ALLEN

BOOHS.

once.

1(11-

chestnut

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
V. O. UAll.TV.
mar 14

15-1

stairs,

MAKE—The celebrated Hardman
Upright Piano [with late Improvements! nearly uetv
Knnnire of J. ,f. LYNCH.
34 Exchange street.18-1

THE BITMFOBD LEASE OF THE BOSTON AND
LOWELL TO TnE BOSTON AND MAINE.

that the lease of the Lowell to the Maine
would be quite agreeable to the Concord
railroad, and that no friction between the
two corporations would be likely to follow.
As is well known, the relations between the
Maine and Concord railroads have been for
years of the most aimiable character.
This week’s financial circular from Cordley & Fuller says:
The excitement about the Maine-Lowell
lease shows no sign of abatement.
As the
matter is now given to the public, it must be
a great help in unloading Central Massachusetts stock. There is no doubt that under
certain circumstances a i! per cent, lease of
the
Lowell
to
the
Maine could be
made profitable to the latter, but if the premium of a consolidation with Eastern has
got to be first paid, it would seem to us to be
paying pretty dear for the whistle.
We
shall not be at all surprised to see this union
of contlicting interests finally brought about,

__

COMMKKCIaL STREET, up

Enquire

need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.

A special dispatch to the Journal from
Concord, N. H., says: The rumor of a probable lease to the Boston and Maine railroad
of the Boston and Lowell corporation is
causing considerable comment in railroad
circles here, especially as it is understood
that the lease of the Boston, Concord and
Montreal and Northern Lines would be included in the transfer. Parties heavily interested in the Concord Railroad say that a
lease like the above would net affect them,
but they show much interest in the contemplated move. A large owner of Concord
stock, in discussing the matter Saturday
afternoon, did not express himself very
definitely, but left it plainly to be inferred

at 137

ebauge

[The funeral of the late Mrs. Lois P. Wilson
will take place on Wednesday foreuoon at 10
64

__

a capable girl to do gan
Wantedhousework, lVi iiUles out of town. Apply

NAI.E—Two house lots

DEATHS.

slightest,
RAILWAY MATTERS.

our

ELTIE8 in DKESS GOODS very early ill the

In tills city. Feb. 21, Cora E. Tolman, wife of
T. F. Tolman. aged 2S years 0 mouths.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Burial private.
In this city. Feb. 21, Capt. Thos. B. Heed, aged
83 years 6 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Feb. 21, Helen M., wife of James
Dravis. aged 34 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
rear of No. 17 Boyd street.
Burial private.
In Damariscotta. Feb. 16, Dorcas, wife of the
late Henry Melius, aged 75 years 10 months.
In Damariscotta. Feb. 9. Winnie I... only child
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis It. Burns, aged 19 months.

o’clock, at her late residence, No.
street. Burial private.

ANTED—A capable girl to do general
housework m a small family. Enquire at
FKANK.LIN HT1IEET. King left hand MIL
17-1

_

5***

__Ibl

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merrhants

"

71

month.
In Georgetown. Feb. 1st, Herbert A. Oliver of
Bath and Miss Arollne It. Howe of Georgetown.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Sunday evening last was an occasion of
much interest with the Sunday School of the
North Congregational church. Sometime
ago Prentiss Loring, Esq., of Portland offered two prizes to the members of the school
who should bring in the longest list of new
scholars. Sunday evening, with a very full
attendance of the school and its friends, the
prizes were awarded- Miss Emma Smith received the first, a beautiful copy of Milton
in tree calf.
The second prize, a fine illus-

E. B. & B.

In this city, Feb. 19, Thomas Andres Larseu
and Miss Nfelsine Jensen.
In East Keadfleid. Feb. 12, Emery Howard of
Lewiston and Miss Nellie Tucker of Kockport.
In Yarmouth, Feb. 12, Ellsworth P. Hines of
nuu

American

An

TtTANTED—A girl to do general house work,
'f
lb-l
No, 64 DANFOKTII ST KEPT.

feb22

MARRIACES.

in Maine as in Connecticut, and other States,
a law or custom will decree that all insane
and imbecile persons shall eo to Augusta or
to a sister institution in some other part of
the State.

WILLARD.

X„ THIS OFFICE.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

The latost boom is Mozzeltic Pens.

WANTKD

SITE
lady, liavlng had 12 years experience In
housework, would like to get a situation as
housekeeper hi a hotel, or would take chamber
or table work and make herself generally useful
about house until she proves herself fully capable
of all confluence; city or country tall or address

the New Brunswick railroad.

Hood’s

come

Washburn Union.
The Washburn Union entertainment for
Friday evening of this week in City Hall
promises well. The rehearsals are spirited.
The Dairymen and Dairymaids will be quite
an attraction in connection with the
singing
by Mrs. Fellows and Miss Annie Greely, the
recitations by Fred W. Adams and the guitar
music by Miss Pitcher. Altogether the occasion can not be otherwise than enjoyable
and worthy of patronage. Read the notice
in the advertising columns.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The total ice cijt on the Penobscot river
this season will amount to 192,000 tons. The
weather during the entire season has been
extremely unfavorable for the lee men, so
that the expense of harvesting has been almost double that of ordinary years.
in general.
At the Farmers’ meeting,
Ploughman
45
Milk street, Boston, Marcli 5tli,
Building,
tit 10 a. m., Aroostook county and its resources will be the topic of discusslen.
Governor Bodwell is
expected to he present and
the following speakers are expected among
others: Hon. S. L. Milliken, M. C.; Hon.
Thomas II. Phair, Hon. T. W. Vose, Hon.
Francis Barrows, Hon. 0. B. Pratt, Hon.
Daniel Needham, Hon. Warren Brown, Gol.
G. W. Kiddle, Col. K. T. Rowell, lion. Harrison Hume and others. The object of the
meeting is to show that within twenty-four
hours’ ride of Boston a virgin soil two to
ten feet in depth offers unsurpassed inducements for settlement.
Last year there were forwarded from
Maine to Boston 0,518 head of cattle, and
40,758 sheep, against 9,427 head of cuttle, and
10,027 sheep in 1885.
Within fifteen days 05,000 bushels of potatoes have been forwarded to the United

HIS FEET FROZEN

badly by exposure and neglect in that inhospitable place that parts of them had to
be amputated. Another patient has recently
come to the hospital from a home where he
has actually been chained in his room for a
long term of years. Ultimately, probably,
so

ITIOX

OXFORD COUNTY.

Died at her home in Brownfield, Feb. 20,
Mrs. Patty Stlckney, aged 08 years und 8
months. The funeral will be at her late
residence on the 22d at 1 o’clock p. m. She
was the oldest
person in town and has retained her faculties to a remarkable degree.

prepared to otter one
stocks i>l choice

are
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steady work guaranteed.
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street, Boston.

and
Good pay and

strike in our lae-

APPly

of the largest and finest
goods to be found in the State
consisting of

Diamonds,

Watches, Jewelry, French
Clocks, Opera Wlasses. Sterling
Sifter Ware, Ac,

Also a fine lot of Tlninr Teurnsnliae,. mounted or unset. We cordially Invite the public to*
give us a call before purchasing.

i!3© Middle Street,

«

I’ortlund.

Goods sent out of the cltyon approval.
J. a. Mskhill.
a. Kkitat

ap!3

codly

to ISA AC

nr 111
summer
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